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Preface
This research project conducted by Dr. Auel deals with the topic of reservoir sedimentation in a broader sense and is embedded in the VAW research framework sediments at
hydropower plants consisting of projects in which negative effects of sediments for
hydropower production are tackled and countermeasures are developed. The project
presented herein is based upon an experimental hydraulic investigation of supercritical
sediment-laden flow over fixed beds as typically found in a Sediment Bypass Tunnel
(SBT). This hydraulic structure gains in importance as a measure to counter reservoir
sedimentation in view of the growing problem of rapid filling of worldwide storage
basins and reservoirs with sediments. An SBT is an effective means to pass sediments
around a dam to the tailwater reach, therefore allowing for re-establishing sediment
continuity, which is more and more aimed at from an ecological point of view. However, the current experience gained from SBTs indicates that pronounced invert abrasion
puts the sustainable operation of these tunnels at risk. As there are currently no adequate
design guidelines on how to optimize an SBT to minimize maintenance cost, Dr. Auel
investigated the hydraulic conditions of SBTs in a large hydraulic scale model in three
phases, focusing on the (A) supercritical turbulent flow characteristics without sediment
transport, (B) motion of single particles and their invert impact, and (C) abrasion of
cementitious invert material by sediment-laden high-velocity flow.
In phase A of his experiments, Dr. Auel systematically analyzed the effects of aspect
ratio and Froude number relative to the mean flow and turbulence characteristics in
supercritical flow. The results indicate that the mean and turbulence flow characteristics
appear to be universal and hence are well presented with the majority of the existing
literature equations. The detected secondary current cells redistribute the turbulence
intensities and bed-shear stress across the flume leading to higher shear stresses close to
the side walls as compared with the cross-sectional mean values.
Test runs including 264 parameter combinations were conducted in phase B. The probability of rolling motion on fixed beds is expressed as a function of the Shields number
θ times the relative roughness. For the flow conditions tested, particles were dominantly
transported in the saltation mode with minor parts in rolling mode and some small
particles in suspension. The particle trajectories in the present study with high Froude
numbers and low bed roughness heights are flat and long as compared with literature
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data, i.e. the hop heights tend to be smaller, while the hop lengths are larger. The specific impact energy increases with θ toward a maximum and then decreases due to two
opposite effects, namely increasing single impact energy per particle and decreasing
number of impacts with increasing flow intensity. At a certain flow condition these two
opposite effects cancel each other.
An analysis of the phase C experiments highlighted that abrasion typically starts at the
edges of bed irregularities. Lateral incision channels form at low aspect ratios of
b/h < 3, whereas both incision channels and randomly distributed potholes form for
b/h > 4. The observed incision channels match well with the spanwise bed shear stress
distribution observed in phase A with local maxima in the wall vicinities. At higher
aspect ratios bed shear stress peaks were also observed in the flume center, resulting in a
more randomly distributed abrasion pattern. As to the temporal and spatial developments, abrasion generally increases with flow intensity, sediment transport rate and with
decreasing material resistance, which is typically expressed by the tensile strength. This
holds true for supercritical flows without cover effects. Interestingly, abrasion in the
present study shows highest values for the mean particle size out of three different sizes
systematically tested. This result is inconsistent with phase B in which the highest impact energy results for the smallest particle category for given hydraulic flow conditions. An explanation is both the presence of inter-particle contacts and the existence of
a minimum threshold impact energy per single particle where no wear occurs. These
two effects are considered to be the main reasons for the low abrasion rate measured for
the small particles. To better appreciate this phenomenon, further systematic laboratory
studies are advisable.
The laboratory data will be compared with prototype data of an ongoing VAW research
project on hydro-abrasion, in which field experiments are systematically conducted at
two Swiss SBTs to investigate the abrasion process at prototype scale. My sincere
thanks go to swisselectric research and the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (SFOE) who
financially supported Dr. Auel’s research. The co-reviews of Prof. Dr. T. Sumi, Water
Resources Research Center (WRRC), Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI),
Kyoto University, Japan, and of Dr. I. Albayrak, VAW, are also gratefully acknowledged.

Zurich, October 2014

Prof. Dr. Robert M. Boes
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Abstract

Abstract
Sediment bypass tunnels are an effective countermeasure against reservoir sedimentation. They are operated at supercritical sediment-laden open channel flow conditions.
The major drawback of these tunnels, besides high construction costs, is the severe
invert abrasion caused by these flows provoking high annual maintenance costs. The
project goal was to analyze the fundamental physical processes and to develop design
criteria to decrease these negative effects. A laboratory study was performed in a scaled
hydraulic model flume. The project was divided in three main test phases giving new
insights into the dynamics of turbulence structures and particle motions, resulting bed
abrasion and their interactions in a supercritical open channel flow, respectively. In
phase A the mean and turbulent flow characteristics were investigated. In phase B single
sediment particle motion was analyzed. In phase C the invert abrasion development in
time and space was examined.
Phase A revealed that secondary current cells affect the turbulent flow pattern leading to
high bed shear stress at the wall vicinity. In phase B it was found, that particles were
dominantly transported in saltation. Relationships between the saltation probability, and
particle hop lengths and heights to the flow Shields parameter were found. The specific
impact energy was determined by the impact velocity, number of impacts and the
amount of particles transported in time. In phase C the results show that bed abrasion
progresses with time both in the lateral and vertical direction. Two lateral incision channels developed along the flume side walls at narrow flow conditions occurring at low
flume-width to flow-depth aspect ratios b/h < 4-5, whereas randomly distributed potholes were found at wide channels where b/h > 4-5. The observed abrasion patterns
match well with the spanwise bed shear stress distributions found in phase A. Furthermore it was found that the abraded mass linearly increases with the transported sediment mass allowing for a linear fit. Further results showed that abrasion increased with
flow intensity and sediment transport rate, with highest values for the mean particle
diameter category, whereas abrasion decreased with increasing material strength.
Finally, a new formulation was developed based on Sklar’s saltation abrasion model. A
new abrasion coefficient CA is introduced correlating the impact energy and material
properties with the gravimetric abrasion rate.
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Zusammenfassung
Sedimentumleitstollen, eine effektive Massnahme gegen die Verlandung von Stauseen,
leiten die mit dem Fluss transportierten Sedimente in schiessendem Freispiegelabfluss
in das Unterwasser der Talsperre. Der Nachteil dieser Stollen ist, neben den hohen
Konstruktionskosten, die starke Abrasion der Stollensohle, die zu hohen Unterhaltskosten führt. Das Ziel dieser Forschungsarbeit war die Untersuchung der grundlegenden
physikalischen Prozesse, um Bemessungskriterien zu entwickeln, die diese negativen
Effekte verhindern bzw. signifikant minimieren. Aus diesem Grund wurden Versuche in
einem massstäblich skalierten Modell im Labor durchgeführt. Die Arbeit war in drei
Versuchsteile gegliedert, in denen neue Erkenntnisse über die Turbulenzcharakteristik
(Phase A), Sedimentbewegung (Phase B) und Sohlenabrasion (Phase C) in schiessendem Abfluss gewonnen wurden.
Versuchsphase A zeigte, dass Sekundärströmungen das Strömungsfeld beeinflussen und
zu erhöhten Sohlschubspannungen im Nahbereich der Berandung führen. In Phase B
wurde erkannt, dass sich die Partikel hauptsächlich springend fortbewegen. Es wurden
Beziehungen zwischen Sprungwahrscheinlichkeit, Sprunglänge sowie –höhe und dem
dimensionslosen Shields Parameter hergeleitet. Die spezifische Aufprallenergie eines
Partikels wurde bestimmt als Produkt von Aufprallgeschwindigkeit, Anzahl der Aufpralle und Menge an transportiertem Material. In Phase C zeigte sich, dass die Sohlenabrasion sowohl mit der Zeit als auch im Ausmass fortschreitet. Zwei laterale Abrasionsrinnen bildeten sich bei engen Fliessquerschnitten, während bei weiten Querschnitten eher zufällig verteilte Kolklöcher zu beobachten waren. Diese Abrasionsmuster
korrelierten gut mit der Verteilung der Sohlschubspannung aus Versuchsphase A. Des
Weiteren wurde ein linear steigender Zusammenhang zwischen der abradierten Sohlund transportierten Sedimentmasse gefunden. Weitere Resultate zeigten, dass die Abrasion mit der Fliessintensität und der Sedimenttransportrate steigt, wobei die höchsten
Werte bei Versuchen mit dem mittleren Partikeldurchmesser beobachtet wurden, während die Abrasionsrate bei steigender Festigkeit des Sohlmaterials sinkt.
Schliesslich wurde Sklars saltation abrasion model weiterentwickelt und der Abrasionskoeffizient CA eingeführt, der die Aufprallenergie und Materialeigenschaften der
Sohle mit der gravimetrischen Abrasionsrate korreliert.
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Introduction
Motivation

Sediment bypass tunnels route sediment load around manmade reservoirs avoiding
accumulation in the water body. They are an effective countermeasure against reservoir
sedimentation and therefore contribute to a sustainable use of hydropower. Most tunnels
are located in alpine regions at small to medium-size reservoirs where a considerable
amount of coarse material is entrained. Japan and Switzerland are among the leading
countries in the number of operated tunnels. Due to the fact that sedimentation affects
reservoirs worldwide, bypass tunnels recently gain interest in other mountainous regions
in Asia such as Taiwan and Nepal or in South America such as Ecuador and hence
knowledge on sediment bypass tunnel construction, operation and maintenance become
more and more important.
Sediment bypass tunnels are operated at supercritical open channel flow conditions to
ensure sufficient transport capacity and to keep the cross sectional area small and thus
construction costs low. Challenging difficulties arise due to high flow velocities and as a
result high sediment flux. As a consequence all worldwide existing bypass tunnels are
exposed to severe hydroabrasion damages on the tunnel invert. As a striking example
the sediment bypass tunnel Palagnedra in the canton of Ticino, Switzerland is shown in
Figure 1.1, where a vast flood event occurred in 1978 causing an about 2 m deep incision channel destroying the invert on the entire tunnel length and endangering the tunnel
foundation.
These hydroabrasion damages cause high annual maintenance costs up to about 1% of
the overall construction expenses inhibiting the construction of future sediment bypass
tunnels. To decrease these costs the tunnel design and the invert materials have to be
improved. Therefore the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology (VAW)
of ETH Zurich initiated the presented research project to address the former issue. The
latter is dealt with in a separate research project focusing on different invert materials
such as high performance concrete, steel, and cast basalt plates implemented in existing
sediment bypass tunnels in Switzerland (Hagmann et al. 2012).
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Figure 1.1

1.2

Invert damages in Palagnedra sediment bypass tunnel, canton of Ticino, Switzerland. Horseshoe tunnel cross section with about 2 m deep abrasion channel.

Goals

The main goal of the present research project is to establish general design criteria for
optimum hydraulic conditions to avoid sediment depositions in the tunnel and to keep
the invert abrasion damages at a minimum. In order to develop these design criteria a
sound understanding of the fundamental physical processes present in sediment bypass
tunnels is essential.
Sediment bypass tunnels are run at supercritical open channel flow conditions. Due to
their compact design they are operated in a wide range of tunnel width to water depth
aspect ratios and Froude numbers. The flow characteristics directly affect the sediment
transport capacity and modes, i.e. sliding, rolling, saltating and suspended sediment
motion. In turn, the particle motion affects the invert abrasion magnitude and pattern.
Therefore, the project is divided in three test phases investigating
A the mean and turbulent flow characteristics,
B the single particle motion on fixed beds, and
C the abrasion development in space and time caused by transported sediment.
Besides new insights in the three listed topics, paramount interest is given to their interrelations. Knowledge of the flow characteristics is indispensable to analyze both the
particle motion and the invert abrasion phenomena in supercritical open channel flows.
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3

Thesis outline

The present work is subdivided into 10 chapters. An overview on reservoir sedimentation in general and sediment bypass tunnels in particular is given in Chapter 2. A fundamental physical background and a summary of the current knowledge are given in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the experimental setup and analysis methods applied are described. In Chapters 5, 6, and 7 the experimental results of the three test phases A, B,
and C are described and discussed as the main part of the work. In Chapter 8 an enhanced saltation abrasion model is introduced based on the experimental findings followed by a prediction equation summary and a computational example in Chapter 9.
Finally in Chapter 10 conclusions are drawn, sediment bypass tunnel design recommendations are given and an outlook on further research is presented.
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Reservoir sustainability

Sustainable use of hydropower implies first of all the subject of reservoir sedimentation.
Sedimentation itself is a natural process driven by soil erosion. In man-made reservoirs
it is a phenomenon attracting increasing attention worldwide (UNESCO 2011, ICOLD
2009). Mean annual sedimentation rates vary from 0.2 to some 2 to 3% based on the
data reported by Schleiss and Oehy (2002), Sumi et al. (2004), ICOLD (2009), and
Schleiss et al. (2010). A global annual average rate of 0.96% is given by ICOLD
(2009). A topical example is the Solis reservoir in the canton of Grisons, Switzerland,
exposed to a high annual rate of 2.7% (Auel et al. 2011). Since the commissioning in
1986, more than 60% of its 4.1×106 m3 storage volume is lost due to sedimentation
(Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1

Sedimentation at Solis reservoir, canton of Grisons, Switzerland (adapted from
Auel et al. 2011).

The sedimentation volume increase both in Switzerland and worldwide exceeds the
increase of reservoir capacity, revealing an active volume decrease in the near future.
Figure 2.2 highlights the reservoir capacity growth and the annual sedimentation volumes for Switzerland and worldwide over the last century and their estimation in the
near future (Oehy 2003, ICOLD 2009). This figure clearly shows that reservoirs are not
sustainable in the long term if no countermeasures are taken. Because hydropower use
has a 17% share of the total reservoir volume worldwide (ICOLD 2014), the sustainability of hydroelectric energy production is put at risk.

Reservoir sustainability

Figure 2.2

5

Temporal evolution of cumulative reservoir capacity and sedimentation volumes
for Switzerland (CH) and worldwide (adapted from Oehy 2003).

Reservoir sedimentation causes various severe problems. Firstly, the active reservoir
volume decrease leads to a loss of (1) energy production, (2) water used for water supply and irrigation, and (3) retention volume (Jacobsen 1997). Secondly, both an endangerment of operating safety due to blockage of outlet structures and an increased turbine
abrasion due to increasing specific suspended load concentrations may result (Martini
1981, Müller 1996, Sinniger and De Cesare 1996, Mariño et al. 2009). Thirdly, environmental impacts arise due to the fact that sediments play an important role in water
quality dynamics acting as sources and sinks for chemical and organic constituents
(Jacobsen 1997). Finally, another consequence gains importance nowadays: A dam
retains sediment inhibiting its ecologic connectivity (ICOLD 2009). Often, sediment is
supplied downstream of the dam to counteract bed erosion causing high continuous
costs (Golz 1999, Sumi et al. 2009).

2.1

Sedimentation countermeasures

Sediment management to minimize aggradation in reservoirs is achieved with a variety
of countermeasures (Annandale 1987, ICOLD 1989, 1999, 2009, Sloff 1991, Sumi
2000, Sumi et al. 2004, 2009, Inoue 2009, Schleiss et al. 2010). According to Sumi et
al. (2004) measures can be divided into three methods and their corresponding countermeasures (Figure 2.3). Namely, these methods are (1) sediment yield reduction, (2)
sediment routing, and (3) sediment removal.
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The first method refers to a reduction in the sediment inflow into the reservoir, i.e.
erosion control in the catchment area such as reforestation or upstream sediment trapping.
The second method deals with routing of sediments into the tailwater downstream of the
dam. Within this method three effective measures can be applied: (1) sluicing of sediments through the reservoir outlet structures by lowering the water level, (2) venting of
turbidity currents and (3) routing of sediments through a sediment bypass tunnel. Countermeasures (1) and (2) are closely related. Depending on the reference sharp distinctions are difficult to draw. Both measures route incoming sediments to the tailwater
without settling in the reservoir (Sloff 1991, Müller and De Cesare 2009, Schleiss et al.
2010). Sluicing of sediments requires a partial water level lowering to transport incoming and to some extent accumulated sediments to the dam outlet structure, whereas
venting of turbidity torrents can be performed without water level lowering. Sluicing of
sediments mostly implies bedload and suspended load, venting of turbidity torrents
focuses on suspended sediments transported within the current. The main disadvantage
of sediment sluicing is that the routing through an outlet structure, mostly the bottom
outlets, is operated under pressure conditions. Bottom outlets, if not reinforced, are not
designed for high sediment concentrations. Flow velocities are high and hence risk of
damage due to blockage and abrasion is significantly increased. In contrast venting of
turbidity currents is possible not only through the bottom outlets but through the power
intake (Schleiss et al. 2010, Jenzer Althaus 2011). However, a drawback is the turbine
wear, depending on both the sediment properties such as the quartz content and the
specific sediment concentration (Bajracharya et al. 2008). Another disadvantage is that
the bed load inflow is not considered either. In contrast to measure (3), the sediment
routing through a sediment bypass tunnel is very effective regarding both bed and suspended sediment load bypassing (Vischer and Chervet 1996, Vischer et al. 1997,
Kashiwai et al. 1997, Sumi et al. 2004, Sumi and Kantoush 2011, Auel and Boes 2011).
This countermeasure is addressed separately in section 2.2.
The third method refers to removing accumulated sediments from the reservoir bottom.
Typical measures in this method are (1) dredging of sediments during high reservoir
levels, (2) dry excavation of sediments during complete water level drawdown, or (3)
flushing of sediments through the reservoir outlet structures during high reservoir levels,
i.e. pressurized flushing, or during complete water level drawdown. Dredging of sediments is mostly applicable at small reservoirs, while mechanical removal is not economical for large reservoirs. Furthermore, dredging is usually a limited countermeasure
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against a particular flood event. It has to be performed frequently. Dry excavation and
sediment flushing during complete water level drawdown result in the complete loss of
storage water, e.g. for energy production and water supply. Furthermore, a complete
drawdown is only reasonably applicable when the reservoir volume is small compared
to the annual inflow, i.e. for a low capacity inflow ratio. In case of annual storage reservoirs, refilling is a long-term process, depending essentially on the hydrologic conditions. Pressurized flushing is not very effective either, because of its local impact resulting in a funnel-shaped crater only in the bottom outlet vicinity (Lai and Shen 1996,
Meshkati et al. 2009). Another disadvantage of flushing sediments is the high quantity
of eroded material leading to undesirable ecological impacts on the downstream river
reach. However, flushing of sediments is frequently applied in times of comparatively
high reservoir inflow such as typically one-year floods due to its easy applicability and
economic reasons (Boillat et al. 2000, Sumi 2005, Inoue 2009, Kantoush et al. 2011).

Figure 2.3

Overview of sedimentation countermeasures (adapted from Sumi et al. 2004 and
Auel and Boes 2011).

The method of sediment routing and especially the use of sediment bypass tunnels
reveals an important advantage over other sediment removal techniques: The ecological
favorable aspects of sediment routing. River bed erosion downstream of the dam can be
significantly decelerated or even completely stopped resulting in an increase of morpho-
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logical variability (Fukuda et al. 2012). Moreover, only sediments provided from the
upstream river reach are conveyed through a bypass tunnel, while hardly any removal of
sediments that have already accumulated in the reservoir occurs. The sediment concentration in the tailwater of the dam is therefore not affected by the reservoir itself and
keeps its natural character, which is advantageous regarding fish fauna aspects (ICOLD
2009, UVEK 2010).

2.2

Sediment bypass tunnels

Sediment bypass tunnels are operated at supercritical open channel flow conditions to
avoid undesirable flow phenomena due to choking and transition to pressurized flow.
Hydraulic jumps, pulsations or depressions can negatively affect the stability of hydraulic structures (Hager 1999, Wickenhäuser 2008). Supercritical flow ensures both a
sufficient sediment transport capacity and an economic tunnel cross section. A sediment
bypass tunnel system consists of a guiding structure inside the reservoir leading the
sediment-laden flow to the tunnel intake, an intake structure including a gate, mostly a
short and steeply sloped acceleration section, a long and smoothly sloped bypass tunnel
section, and an outlet structure (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4

Sketch of a sediment bypass tunnel.

The efficiency of sediment bypass tunnels is revealed by Fukuroi (2012) and Kansai
(2012) recording and evaluating incoming and bypassed sediments at Asahi reservoir in
Japan. The Asahi sediment bypass tunnel was constructed in 1998, i.e. 20 years after
dam commissioning (further details to Asahi and other existing bypass tunnels are given
in section 2.2.2). The reservoir is subjected to high sedimentation. Figure 2.5 shows the
annual incoming sediments from 1989 to 2011. The average annual sediment inflow
amounts to 45.4×103 m3/a resulting in an annual sedimentation rate of 0.62%, but highly
fluctuates over the years. Neglecting the extreme event in 2011 leads to just
37.2×103 m3/a. In September 2011 typhoon Talas hit the Nara prefecture causing ex-
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treme rainfall and flooding (Oba et al. 2012). In that year the largest recorded sediment
income occurred with an amount of 666×103 m3, of which 2/3 were routed through the
tunnel. Since its commissioning the tunnel bypassed 74% of the incoming sediments in
14 years proving its high efficiency.

Figure 2.5

2.2.1

Temporal evolution of incoming and bypassed annual sediment volumes, and
accumulated volume at Asahi reservoir, Japan (Fukuroi 2012, Kansai 2012).

Design

Intake location
Two different locations are generally possible for the bypass tunnel intake, both affecting the entire bypass tunnel design and the reservoir operation during sediment routing.
The most common location for the tunnel intake is at the reservoir head (Figure 2.6a).
Another suitable intake location is further downstream closer to the dam (Figure 2.6b).
The advantages of an intake at the reservoir head are: (I) the entire reservoir is kept free
from sediments, and (II) the reservoir level during bypass operation is independent from
the upstream river reach and can be kept at full supply level. Disadvantages are, depending on the topography, the long distance from the reservoir head to the tailwater causing
high tunnel construction costs, and the free surface flow conditions at the tunnel intake
requiring a steep acceleration section which may provoke high abrasion at the tunnel
invert due to fast sediment-laden flows. Further details regarding invert abrasion failures
are given in section 2.2.3. The position further downstream has the following advantages: (I) The distance between the tunnel intake and the tailwater is short reducing
construction costs, and (II) the intake inflow is pressurized and an acceleration section
can be neglected. As a major drawback only the reservoir section downstream from the
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intake is kept free from sediment accumulation. Furthermore, the reservoir level has to
be lowered to a certain level to sustain sediment transport capacity in the upstream
reservoir reach.

Figure 2.6

Sketches of two sediment bypass tunnel systems. a) Location of the tunnel intake
at the reservoir head. Inflow under free surface conditions. b) Location of the tunnel intake downstream of the reservoir head. Inflow under pressurized conditions.
(1) reservoir head, (2) tunnel intake, (3) guiding structure, (4) sediment bypass
tunnel, (4a) acceleration section, (5) reservoir, (6) dam, (7) tailwater, (8) aggradation body (adapted from Auel and Boes 2011).

Operation
Depending on the tunnel intake location, the reservoir operation during sediment routing
varies. If the intake is located at the reservoir head, the gate is opened in flood events
and the incoming sediment-laden flow is routed in free surface flow conditions through
the tunnel. A partial level drawdown is not required. If the intake is located downstream
of the reservoir head, the reservoir level has to be lowered prior to a flood event depending on the distance of the reservoir head from the tunnel intake. It hast to be secured that
the reservoir reach upstream of the intake is subjected to free surface flow conditions to
force the incoming sediment-laden flow towards the intake. The reservoir has to be kept
at a certain level during bypass operation to avoid interruption of the sediment transport.
Design discharge
The determination of the design discharge at free surface flow conditions depends on an
economic tunnel diameter and the given hydrological conditions in the catchment.
According to Vischer et al. (1997) and Sumi et al. (2004) design discharges of sediment
bypass tunnels in operation in Switzerland and Japan typically vary from one to ten year
flood events. However, particularly for reservoirs with small catchments impounded by
embankment dams, a higher recurrence interval of up to 100 years may be preferable to
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complement the service spillway capacity (Boes and Reindl 2006). When determining
the design discharge one has to take into account that the surplus flow exceeding the
design capacity has to be conveyed either to the downstream reservoir section or
through the tunnel itself causing pressurized flow conditions. Thus a routing of all
incoming sediments at free surface flow conditions is achieved only up to the bypass
tunnel design discharge. Sediment transported within the surplus flow accumulates to
some extent in the downstream reservoir section.
Guiding structure
The guiding structure designated as diversion facility, check dam or partition dam diverts the sediment-laden flow to the bypass tunnel intake. Referring to Vischer et al.
(1997) and Sumi et al. (2004) in most existing bypass tunnels the guiding structure is
located next to the tunnel intake crossing the reservoir from the intake to the opposite
reservoir shore. Some aspects have to be kept in mind when designing the guiding
structure: (I) The guiding structure should not be overtopped during bypass tunnel
operation to avoid sediment accumulation in the reservoir, and (II) if the flood event
exceeds the tunnel design discharge, the guiding structure has to be securely overtopped
or openings in the guiding structure are to be designed to lead the surplus flow to the
dam outlet structures. Design studies of diversion facilities at sediment bypass tunnels
are given in Kashiwai et al. (1997) and Auel et al. (2010, 2011).
Intake
The sediment bypass tunnel intake consists of an intake trumpet followed by a closure
device such as a sluice or radial gate. During regular reservoir operation the gate is
closed. In case of flood events the gate is opened and the sediment-laden flow is routed
through the bypass tunnel. The design of the bypass tunnel intake directly depends on
the selection of the intake location. If the intake is located at the reservoir head, the
discharge is conveyed under free surface conditions into the tunnel (Figure 2.4). The
tunnel invert level at the intake is constructed plain to the river bed. Downstream of the
gate, the discharge has to be accelerated to generate supercritical flow conditions. This
is achieved by a short and steep acceleration section. If the intake is located further
downstream the tunnel invert level can be situated lower than the river bed or the surrounding aggradation body, respectively (Figure 2.6b). A certain energy head is thus
generated and the flow is conveyed under pressurized conditions into the intake trumpet. However, downstream of the gate open channel flow conditions apply. The flow
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downstream of the gate is supercritical due to the pressurized inflow, and an acceleration section can be neglected.
Tunnel section
The bypass tunnel connects the upstream tunnel intake with the downstream outlet
structure located at the tailwater of the dam. Typical tunnel lengths vary between 250
and 4,300 m, and invert slopes S from S = 0.01 to 0.04 (Vischer et al. 1997, Sumi et al.
2004, Auel and Boes 2011). Referring to Vischer and Chervet (1996) and Harada et al.
(1997) most bypass tunnels constructed in Switzerland and Japan include a short and
steeply sloped acceleration section because of their intake location at the reservoir head
(Figure 2.6a). The aim of this steep section is to accelerate the discharge in order to
avoid subcritical flow causing sediment deposition. Typical slope values of the acceleration section range from S = 0.15 to 0.35 (Auel and Boes 2011).
The cross section of most bypass tunnels is of archway/hood or horseshoe shape. Circular shapes are rare as the sediment transport is concentrated at the lower invert section.
Another disadvantage is the challenging trafficability during construction and maintenance due to a non-planar bed.
The selection of S has to fulfill two opposing challenges. (I) The slope has to be steep
enough to generate sufficient bed shear stress to transport all incoming sediments into
the tailwater without deposition, and (II) the steeper the slope, the faster the flow velocities and likely the higher the abrasion damages in the tunnel invert (Section 2.2.3).
Outlet structure
The outlet structure yields the sediment into the tailwater downstream of the dam. A
sufficient transport capacity in the downstream river reach has to be secured to avoid
sedimentation and bed aggradation in the outlet vicinity and further downstream. Naturally this should be no problem because the sediment transport process in the entire river
system is revitalized to its original condition before dam construction. However, for a
tunnel intake downstream of the reservoir head (Figure 2.6b) a sudden sediment pulse
from the tunnel operation may temporarily exceed the natural transport capacity.
The tunnel outlet should not release sediments to the close dam vicinity to avoid sedimentation and backwater effects. Furthermore, a drop from the tunnel outlet into the
river reach should be designed to avoid backward deposition in the bypass tunnel itself.
The angle between the tunnel centerline and the river thalweg should be kept at a mini-
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mum to reduce erosion impact on the opposite river shore, and scouring due to outlet jet
impinging has to be considered.
2.2.2

Sediment bypass tunnel examples

Despite the fact that sediment bypass tunnels are an efficient sedimentation countermeasure, the number of realized sediment bypass tunnels is still small due to high investment and maintenance costs. Sediment bypass tunnels in operation are located
mainly in Switzerland and Japan. The below mentioned data in Table 2.1 to Table 2.4
are taken from Vischer et al. (1997), Sumi et al. (2004), Sumi and Kantoush (2011), and
Auel and Boes (2011). Additionally a questionnaire was send to the authorities to confirm and update the data if necessary.
Seven tunnels are in operation at Swiss reservoirs, namely Solis, Runcahez, Ual da
Mulin and Egschi in the canton of Grisons, Rempen in the canton of Schwyz, Pfaffensprung in the canton of Uri, and Palagnedra in the canton of Ticino (Vischer et al. 1997,
Auel and Boes 2011). Bypass tunnels located in the canton of Valais at the Serra reservoir, the Matter Vispa River next to Randa village and at Linthal, canton of Glarus, are
used not only for sediment routing but also for discharging floods with high bedload
flux. Another example is the bypass tunnel at the Grindelwald glacier in the canton of
Berne, operating since 2010 and draining a proglacial lake (Werder et al. 2010). To the
date, sediment bypass tunnels in Switzerland were only constructed at reservoirs with
relatively small reservoir volumes varying between 0.06 and 4.3×106 m3 with a mean
value of 1.4×106 m3.
In Japan three tunnels are in operation at the Nunobiki, Asahi, and Miwa dam, two
tunnels are currently under construction at Matsukawa and Koshibu dam, and two tunnels are in planning at Yahagi and Sakuma dam (Sumi et al. 2004, Sumi and Kantoush
2011). In contrast to Switzerland, sediment bypass tunnels in Japan are constructed also
at larger reservoirs with volumes varying between 0.76 and 58.0×106 m3 with a mean
value of 22.3×106 m3.
In Table 2.1 the characteristic data of all Swiss and Japanese tunnels are listed including: Reservoir name, commissioning date, section shape and dimensions including
tunnel width bt and height ht or tunnel diameter Dt, length and slope of the acceleration
section Lacc and Sacc, operation run time, reservoir volume and catchment area.
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Characteristic data of Swiss and Japanese sediment bypass tunnels
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The hydraulic parameters of the tunnels listed in Table 2.1 are presented in Table 2.2,
where Qd = design discharge, Ūmax = maximum flow velocity, Ūout = flow velocity at the
outlet, Ū = uniform flow velocity, F = U

gh = Froude number, here calculated with

Ūout at the outlet, and YN = filling ratio. Note that YN is calculated after Hager (1999)
with YN = hout/Dt or YN = hout/ht, with hout as flow depth at the tunnel outlet for a circular
and horseshoe or archway shaped section, respectively. The inverts are considered as
plain, although some tunnels have slightly concave shapes. The values have been determined by a one-dimensional backwater curve calculation considering a constant
tunnel cross-sectional area and equal geometries for the intake as for the tunnel cross
section (a similar calculation is applied for the hydraulic model and presented in section
4.1.2). This simplification may lead to a slight overestimation of the maximum velocity.
The equivalent sand roughness height of the invert is assumed to ks = 3 mm accounting
for a relatively rough concrete lining, where the invert is already slightly roughened by
abrasion. The approach flow Froude number at the intake is assumed to approximately
Fo = 1, taking into account that transition from subcritical to supercritical flow occurs at
the tunnel intake. One exception is the Solis sediment bypass tunnel which is operated
under pressure conditions at the intake. Therefore the approach flow depth is given by
the maximum gate opening. In Figure 2.7 the decisive parameters Qd, Ū, S and Fout for
all Swiss and the five Japanese tunnels in operation or under construction are presented
graphically for better comparison.
Table 2.2
Country

Hydraulic parameters of Swiss and Japanese sediment bypass tunnels
Reservoir

Ū max

Ū out

Ū

F*

YN

[m /s]

[m/s]

[m/s]

[m/s]

[-]

[-]

Qd
3

CH

Pfaffensprung

220

17.4

15.1

13.9

2.7

0.59

CH

Egschi

50

12.5

9.7

9.5

2.1

0.75

CH

Runcahez

110

20.2

9.6

8.7

1.7

0.71

CH

Ual da Mulin

145

14.9

14.7

14.6

2.5

0.72

CH

Palagnedra

220

19.7

12.5

12.5

2.3

0.51

CH

Rempen

100

13.3

13.2

13.2

2.6

0.68

CH

Solis

170

12.7

10.8

10.8

1.7

0.78

Japan

Nunobiki

39

6.7

6.7

6.7

1.4

0.70

Japan

Asahi

140

13.4

11.8

11.8

1.9

0.84

Japan

Miwa

300

9.8

9.8

9.8

1.6

0.56

Japan

Matsukawa

200

15.2

15.2

15.2

3.1

0.49

Japan

Koshibu

370

14.0

14.0

14.0

2.4

0.46

* calculated with Ūout
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Figure 2.7

Hydraulic Parameters of sediment bypass tunnels in Switzerland and Japan. a) Ū
as function of S, b) Q d as function of F out .

The following conclusions can be drawn:
•

Uniform flow velocities vary between Ū = 6.7 and 15.2 m/s.

•

In most bypass tunnels uniform flow is achieved at the tunnel outlet.

•

Discharge is always conveyed in supercritical flow.

•

Maximum flow velocities occur either at the end of the acceleration section at
the bend to the smoothly sloped section, downstream of the gate if gatecontrolled, or at the tunnel outlet if the tunnel is neither gate-controlled nor the
flow accelerated.

•

The filling ratio varies from Y N = 0.46 to 0.84 at design discharge conditions.
Y N ≤ 0.75 for circular and horseshoe shaped sections, and Y N ≤ 0.83 for archway
shaped sections are recommended to avoid choking (Vischer and Huber 2002).
Except of Asahi bypass tunnel, all examples fulfill these recommendations.

2.2.3

Invert lining and abrasion failures

The advantages of sediment bypass tunnels as an effective, ecological favorable countermeasure against reservoir sedimentation are opposed by both high construction and
maintenance costs (Table 2.3).
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Costs of selected sediment bypass tunnels

Country Reservoir

CH
CH

Pfaffensprung
Egschi

Construction
costs*
[106 CHF]
9.61
4.64

CH

Palagnedra

43.73

24.8

CH

Rempen

7.78

16.5

5-15

CH

Solis

40.0

41.1

-

82.4

39.3

200

J

Asahi

+

Costs/tunnel
length
[103 CHF/m]
34.1
12.9

Ann. maintenance costs
[103 CHF/a]
100
20

Unique rehabilitation costs
[106 CHF]
2.2 in 1985**
+

0.6 in 2011
-

* Converted from commissioning date to 2012 (LIK 2013). ** Converted to 2012 (LIK 2013).
+

Original costs in Japanese yen (currency exchange 15.10.2013: 100 yen = 0.93 CHF)

Due to the high-velocity, sediment-laden flows and particularly the coarse sediment
bedload present in mountainous regions severe abrasion damages are observed in nearly
all bypass tunnels (Table 2.4). Both the grain size distribution and the mineralogical
properties of the incoming sediments affect the abrasion severity (Table 2.5). An interrelation between the Quartz content (Table 2.5) being a hard rock material and the
magnitude of abrasion (Table 2.4) is evident.
Table 2.4

Invert lining and abrasion damages at selected sediment bypass tunnels

Country

Reservoir

Invert lining

Dimensions*

Abrasion damage

CH
CH

Pfaffensprung
Egschi

Cast basalt plates
Andeer Granite plates

20×20×5
100+×120×30

High
Mean

CH

Runcahez

Cast basalt plates

20×20×5

High

CH

Ual da Mulin

Cast basalt blocks

17.5×6.5×11.5

High

CH

Palagnedra

Concrete BH300**

20

High

CH

Rempen

Cast basalt plates

20×20×5

Low

CH

Solis

Concrete C70/85

30

Not yet known

J

Asahi

Concrete (f c = 70 MPa)

40

High

+

* Plate dimensions length×width×height or concrete layer thickness. ** SIA 162 (1968) denotation; SIA 162 (1989): B35/25, fc = 35 MPa. fc = mean compression strength. + Estimated value.
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Table 2.5

Sediment properties of selected sediment bypass tunnels

Country

Reservoir

Geology

CH

Pfaffensprung

CH

Granite

Quartz
content
High

Dm
[cm]
25

D 90
[cm]
270

Egschi

Grisons schist

Low

6

15

CH

Runcahez

Gneiss

High

23

50

CH

Ual da Mulin

Verrucano

High

-

-

CH

Palagnedra

Gneiss

High

7.4

16

CH

Rempen

Flysh/Nagelfluh*

Low

6

20

CH

Solis

Grisons schist

Low

6

15

J

Asahi

Sandstone/shale

Low

5

10/20**

* Conglomerate rock in the European Alps also designated as gompholite. ** D80/D95
Pfaffensprung
According to the owner SBB AG the Pfaffensprung bypass tunnel has been exposed to
continuous abrasion over its entire lifetime (Figure 2.8). Its long operation time of about
200 days per year in combination with the large sediment diameters of Dm = 25 cm
transported with high flow velocities Ūout = 15.1 m/s leads to the need of annual
maintenance works with costs of about 100,000 CHF per year. Various invert linings
were tested throughout the past ninety years. Originally the invert was lined with granite
blocks and not constructed plain, but slightly concave rounded. Later cast basalt plates
of different size and shape were implemented, either perpendicular or diagonal to the
flow. Gaps were replenished with strengthened concrete (Figure 2.8a).

Figure 2.8

Invert damages at Pfaffensprung in 2011. a) Tunnel cross section with straight
and diagonal cast basalt plate linings and missing plates. b) Detail of broken and
missing cast basalt plates.

Egschi
The Egschi bypass tunnel built in 1949 is operated with the lowest design discharge
Qd = 50 m3/s of all Swiss examples. Nevertheless, the outlet flow velocity of
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Ūout = 9.7 m/s is of similar magnitude to the others leading to continuous invert abrasion
over the years. From 0.1 to 0.3 m deep abrasion channels are observed in the Granite
plates (Figure 2.9). These plates were implemented in 1985. The invert is currently
refurbished in late 2013 to early 2014.

Figure 2.9

Invert damages at Egschi in 2011. Longitudinal abrasion channels. a) Detail.
b) Tunnel cross section.

Runcahez
Figure 2.10 shows an example of abrasion damages at Runcahez sediment bypass tunnel. The tunnel cross section is of archway type. Initially the tunnel invert was not constructed plain, but slightly concave rounded (Jacobs et al. 2011). Sediment flux was
therefore accumulated in the channel center leading to the observed abrasion patterns in
Figure 2.10a. Abrasion depths were measured to some 1.20 m (Jacobs et al. 2001).
Also, cast basalt plate linings were used in the acceleration section. Figure 2.10b shows
a detail of missing plates and replenished parts using basalt reinforced concrete.

Figure 2.10

Invert damages at Runcahez in 2011. a) Tunnel cross section with concrete abrasion channels and potholes. b) Detail of broken and missing cast basalt plates, and
concrete replenishments.
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Palagnedra
Figure 2.11 shows the severe abrasion damages at the Palagnedra bypass tunnel. A deep
abrasion channel of 1-2 m depth extending to 4 m at some sections was observed after
an extreme flood event in 1978 shortly after commissioning (Martini 1981, Delley
1988). The reservoir was filled with sediments and driftwood, and the tunnel was operated for several months during the sediment removal. The extraordinary operation lead
to these abrasion patterns, however the tunnel was run till 2011 without further refurbishments. According to the operator OFIMA SA, sediment bypassing was not constrained, and the tunnel stability was not affected. Nevertheless, from 2011 to 2013 the
tunnel invert was partially reconstructed.

Figure 2.11

Invert damages at Palagnedra. Tunnel cross section with 1-2 m deep abrasion
channel a) in 1979, and b) in 2011.

Asahi
The Asahi reservoir is located at Nara prefecture on the Kii Peninsula in central Japan.
The catchment is mostly covered by forest with a maximum altitude of 1,800 m a.s.l.,
revealing similar conditions to alpine regions. Sediment grain sizes are in the magnitude
of the Swiss examples (Table 2.5). Figure 2.12 shows abrasion potholes and severed
reinforcements after typhoon Talas in September 2011 (Oba et al. 2012). Maximum
abrasion depths of some 0.60 m were measured.
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Invert damages at Asahi in 2011. a) Severed reinforcement bars, b) 0.60 m deep
abrasion potholes (Kansai 2012).

In Figure 2.13 the abraded invert material volume Va is shown as a function of date
from bypass tunnel commission in 1998 to 2011 (Kansai 2012). For better comparison,
also the bypassed sediment volume Vby is plotted. A clear correlation is evident and Va
scales with Vby. To better analyze the correlation Va is plotted as a function of Vby
(Figure 2.14). In Figure 2.14a all years from 1998 to 2011 are used and the corresponding fit is given by

Va =
−3.30 ×10−9 Vby2 + 2.95 ×10−3 Vby

R2 = 0.82

(2.1)

In Figure 2.14b similar data are plotted neglecting the two major events in 2004 and
2011. The fit is given by

Va = 3.21×10−8 Vby2 + 9.36 ×10−4 Vby

R2 = 0.70

(2.2)

Two different trends are observed. Considering all events including the two major flood
events from 2004 and 2011, the abrasion increases below average with increasing bypassed sediment (Eq. (2.1)). In case of minor events an inverse trend is observed and the
abraded material increases overproportionally with increasing bypassed sediment
(Eq. (2.2)). The former reveals that abraded material volumes are not increasing infinitely with increasing sediment flux, but rather tend to a certain threshold.
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Figure 2.13

Abraded invert material volume and volume of bypassed sediment as functions of
date at Asahi sediment bypass tunnel (adapted from Kansai 2012).

Figure 2.14

Abraded invert material volume V a as a function of bypassed sediment volume V by : a) All data from 1998-2011, b) Data of 2004 and 2011 neglected.

Theoretical background
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Theoretical background

This section provides a physical background reviewing respective literature and highlighting the three research foci of
A mean and turbulent flow characteristics,
B particle motion,
C invert abrasion caused by sediment transport.
Comprehensive research studies over the last century as well as recent studies are presented to support and compare the results obtained in the conducted research project
focusing on supercritical flows present in sediment bypass tunnels.
An overview of boundary layer theory and resistance formulae is given in Section 3.1.
Both, the motion of single particles in a water stream and sediment transport formulae
focusing on fixed channel beds are described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 focusses on the
interaction between sediment transport and its resulting abrasion process. The first part
of Section 3.3 is related to concrete abrasion describing both laboratory and field research. The second part of the section deals with bed rock abrasion in river systems,
highlighting similarities to the physical processes acting in sediment bypass tunnels.

3.1

Flow characteristics

The chaotic motion of a fluid is described by the Navier-Stokes equations. Direct solution of the equations specifies the entire velocity field. However, unfortunately a mathematical solution is not possible or at least still not found. Therefore simplifications are
made in open channel hydraulics to accurately describe turbulent flow characteristics of
a fluid. In civil engineering, these characteristics are relevant not only to better understand the flow-sediment interactions, but also to address hydraulic engineering problems, particularly channel abrasion and deposition problems. Kline et al. (1967),
McQuivey and Richardson (1969), Blinco and Partheniades (1971), and Grass (1971)
were the first conducting comprehensive laboratory research studies on the mean and
turbulence characteristics of fully-developed open channel flows to advance in the
understanding of turbulent flows and to quantify important flow parameters such as the
distribution of time-averaged velocities, turbulence intensities, bed and Reynolds shear
stresses.
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In general, the open channel flow velocity field is described by its three-dimensional
(3D) temporal mean velocity vector U, V and W, the pressure P and the fluid density ρ.
In a Cartesian coordinate system the streamwise, spanwise and vertical directions are x,
y and z (Figure 3.1). The instantaneous flow velocities in x, y and z-directions are u, v
and w, and u′, v′ and w′ are the corresponding velocity fluctuations. The instantaneous
velocities are expressed by its time-averaged and fluctuating parts and follow
u(t) = U + u′(t), and analogous v(t) = V + v′(t), w(t) = W + w′(t), and the instantaneous
pressure is expressed by p(t) = P + p′(t) (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.1

Coordinate system for open channel flow.

The turbulence intensity strength in the streamwise, spanwise and vertical directions,
urms, vrms and wrms denote root-mean-square values of the fluctuating component of the
velocities, u', v' and w', respectively. They are calculated as

urms = u '2 , vrms = v '2 and wrms = w '2

(3.1)

The continuity equation follows after Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) as

∂U ∂V ∂W
+
+
=
0
∂x ∂y ∂z

(3.2)
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Example of instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuation at a fix position in the
water column as a function of time.

The Navier Stokes equations in its time-averaged two-dimensional (2D) formulation
termed Reynolds equations follow (Nezu and Nakagawa 1993):

( )

U

∂U
∂U
∂ P ∂
∂
+ W= g sin α −   +
−u ′2 +
−u ′w′ +ν∇ 2U
∂x
∂z
∂x  ρ  ∂x
∂z

U

∂W
∂ P ∂
∂
W
+W
=− g cos α −   +
−u ′w′ +
− w′2 +ν∇ 2W
∂x
∂z
∂z  ρ  ∂x
∂z

(

)

(

)

(

)

(3.3)

(3.4)

with g = gravitational acceleration, ν = kinematic viscosity, α = bed slope and

∇ 2 = Laplace operator. Considering uniform flow for which W = 0 and ∂ ∂x =0 simplifies both equations to (Bezzola 2002):

g sin α +ν

∂ 2U ∂u ' w '
−
=
0
∂z 2
∂z

1 ∂P ∂ w '2
0
− g cos α −
−
=
ρ ∂z
∂z

(3.5)

(3.6)

Integration in z-direction respecting the boundary conditions ∂U/∂z = 0, P = 0, and
w′ = 0 at the free surface where z = h leads to (Nezu and Nakagawa 1993, Bezzola
2002):
g sin α ( h − z=
) ν

∂U
− u 'w'
∂z

(3.7)
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P
= g cos α ( h − z ) − w '2

(3.8)

ρ

where h = flow depth. The first term on the right of Eq. (3.8) refers to the hydrostatic
pressure the second to the vertical turbulence intensity. Thus, due to turbulent vertical
mixing in the water column, the mean pressure P deviates from the hydrostatic distribution by the magnitude of the vertical intensity.
The term on the left in Eq. (3.7) is the total shear stress τ. It includes the viscous or
laminar shear stress and the turbulent or Reynolds shear stress and can be rewritten as

τ =τ viscous + τ Reynolds =ρν

∂U
− ρu ' w'
∂z

(3.9)

At the bed (z = 0) the total shear stress τ is referred to as bed shear stress τb. The laminar
stress only applies close to the wall in the viscous sublayer and is often neglected due to
its minor effect in rough bed turbulent flows and Eq. (3.9) leads to




τ b = ρ gh  sin α − cos α

dh 
 = ρ ghSe
dx 

(3.10)

where=
Se sin α − cos α dh dx = energy line slope. The Reynolds shear stress follows a
linear distribution in 2D-flow where secondary currents are absent and follows (Nezu
and Nakagawa 1993)

−

u ' w'  z 
= 1 − 
U ∗2  h 

(3.11)

introducing the friction velocity U∗ instead of the bed shear stress τb. These two parameters are closely related by
U∗ =

3.1.1

τb
ρ

(3.12)

Boundary layer

The boundary layer of open channel flow consists of two self-similar regions, namely
the inner and the outer region, described by different scaling laws (Townsend 1976).
The flow in the inner region is dominated by viscous forces and scaled by the friction
velocity U∗, and the length scale ν/U∗. This region is defined as z/h ≤ 0.2, where h is the
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flow depth or the boundary layer thickness. In the outer layer the flow is controlled by
inertial forces and scaled with the outer variables: the maximum streamwise flow velocity Ūmax as the velocity scale and h as the length scale.
Inner region
According to von Kármán (1930) and Prandtl (1932), summarized by Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) the inner region is subdivided in a viscous sublayer very close to the wall,
the logarithmic Prandtl-von Kármán type velocity distribution known as log-law, and a
buffer layer in between (Figure 3.3). The viscous sublayer follows

U + = z+

z+ < 5

(3.13)

where U+ = U/U∗, and z+ = zU∗/ν. The universal log-law formulation follows
U+ =

1

κ

ln( z + ) + A

z+ > 30

(3.14)

where κ is the von Kármán constant and A is an integral constant. For the buffer layer in
between 5 < z+ < 30 van Driest (1956) provides a formulation requiring integration and,
according to Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) a simple solution is not available.

Figure 3.3

Inner region of the velocity profile in a smooth-wall turbulent flow. U+ as a
function of z+ (adapted from Nezu and Nakagawa 1993).

For open channel flow over transitional and rough beds, the log-law includes the roughness function ΔU+ introduced by Hama (1954) representing the downward shift between the smooth and rough wall velocity profiles
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U+ =

1

κ

ln( z + ) + A − ∆U +

(3.15)

Using the length scale represented by Nikuradse’s equivalent sand roughness height ks
instead of the roughness shift, the log-law follows

U+ =

 z
ln
κ  ks
1


 + B


(3.16)

where B is an integral constant. Instead of ks, the zero-velocity level z0 starting from the
channel bed can be defined and the log-law follows

U+ =

 z 
ln 
κ  z0 
1

(3.17)

Difficulties may arise defining the exact position of the zero-velocity level. In case of
natural and irregular roughness heights the definition is challenging and subject of
discussion (Bezzola 2002). In general, Eqs. (3.15) to (3.17) are valid for rough-wall
flows, where B = 8.48 for a fully rough bed according to Nikuradse (1933). Cardoso et
al. (1989), Kironoto and Graf (1994) and Song and Chiew (2001) verified this value
obtaining B = 8.5 ±15%, 8.47 ±0.9, and 8.5 respectively. Nikuradse (1932, 1933)

conducted experiments in both smooth and rough pipes investigating both the flow
resistance and turbulent velocity distribution. He classified the boundary regimes using
the roughness Reynolds number ks+ and the relationships between z0 and ks.
k s+ =

k sU ∗

(3.18)

ν

Duan (2004) gives the relationship between z0 and ks depending on the regime as follows

ν

k s+ < 5

z0 = 0.11

5 < k s+ < 70

z0 = 0.11

k s+ > 70

z0 = 0.033k s

U*

ν
U*

+ 0.033k s

(smooth regime)

(3.19)

(transitional regime)

(3.20)

(rough regime)

(3.21)
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Nezu and Rodi (1986) state that for subcritical smooth-bed uniform turbulent open
channel flow, the log-law given in Eq. (3.14) applies to the near-wall region (z/h ≤ 0.2)
providing the constant values κ = 0.41 and A = 5.29. The universality of κ = 0.41 ±5%

was verified for steady, fully developed closed- and open channel flows over smooth,
rough and even movable beds irrespective of the Reynolds and Froude numbers by De
Brederode and Bradshaw (1974), Dean (1978), Cardoso et al. (1989), Tominaga and
Nezu (1992), Prinos and Zeris (1995), and Kırkgöz and Ardıçlıoğlu (1997).
Values of κ and A differ slightly in both wind tunnel and pipe flow experiments. Clauser
(1954) proposed κ = 0.41 and A = 4.9 for a turbulent boundary layer at smooth-wall
uniform flow conditions conducting wind tunnel experiments. Nikuradse (1932) conducted tests in a smooth pipe obtaining κ = 0.40 and A = 5.5. Zagarola and Smits (1998)
reanalyzed Nikuradse’s data and evaluated their own smooth-pipe data sets. They proposed κ = 0.436 and A = 6.15. However, McKeon et al. (2004) repeated Zagarola and
Smits’s experiments and obtained revised values of κ = 0.421 and A = 5.60. These

values are also applied for transitional and rough-wall turbulent pipe flows by Shockling
et al. (2006), Schultz and Flack (2007), and Langelandsvik et al. (2008). Recently,
Marusic et al. (2013) supported by Hultmark et al. (2013) stated κ = 0.39 and A = 4.3
for both smooth and rough pipes. Baumert (2013) provided
=
κ

2π )
(=
−0.5

0.399 based

on a mathematical approach using a two-fluids concept composed of vortex filaments
and a superfluid performing evasive motion in between.
Both Tominaga and Nezu (1992), and Prinos and Zeris (1995) found decreasing A
values with increasing Froude number for both smooth- and rough-bed uniform supercritical open channel flows, but the former stated that the decrease of A is larger over
the rough bed compared to the smooth bed, and the latter found only a slight decrease
with increasing F. The decrease of A at rough bed flow conditions is evident due to the
fact that the decrease can be expressed using the roughness shift increase ΔU+ in
Eq. (3.15) proposed by Hama (1954). Unfortunately, both research studies do not relate
their findings to ΔU+. In contrast to the former, Li et al. (1995) found no Froude number effect on A and the non-dimensional mean and turbulence flow characteristics,
concluding that κ = 0.40 and A = 6.0 remain constant.
Bezzola (2002) provides an interesting attempt to illustrate the effect of an error in the
determination of U∗ on κ and A (compare also Section 3.1.5). Assuming a real velocity
profile with U∗eff and an error of ±5% in the friction velocity determination leads to
variation in both κ and A. In Figure 3.4 both parameters are plotted as functions of the
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ratio U∗/U∗eff. The error leads to a small but still remarkable variation in κ from 0.38 to
0.42, and a large one in A from 4.9 to 5.7. Bezzola (2002) states, that the large variability of both parameters given in literature is not only caused by the different flow conditions but likely by the imprecise friction velocity determination.

Values of κ and A due to an estimated error of U ∗ (adapted from Bezzola 2002).

Figure 3.4

Outer region
In the outer region (0.2 < z/h ≤ 1) the velocity distribution deviates from the log-law.
This deviation and the extension of the log-law are represented by the wake parameter
Π (Coles 1956). Together with the wake function of Coles (1956), the entire velocity
profile except for the viscous sub-layer (z+ < 30) over a smooth bed is expressed by
(Nezu and Rodi 1986)

U+ =

1

κ

ln( z + ) + A +

2Π

 πz 
sin 2  
κ
 2h 

(3.22)

or
+
U max
−U + = −

 z  2Π
 πz 
ln  +
cos 2  
κ δ  κ
 2δ 
1

(3.23)

where δ is the distance from the bed where the maximum velocity Umax occurs and
+
U max
= U max U ∗ . The wake parameter Π is a function of the Reynolds number and

strongly depends on the pressure gradient (Nezu 2005), with 0.10 ≤ Π ≤ 0.55 (Coles
1956, Nezu and Rodi 1986, Kırkgöz and Ardıçlıoğlu 1997). However, Cardoso et al.
(1989) observed that the log-law distribution complies in the inner region as well as
over the entire flow depth. They stated that the wake in the outer region is of limited
strength due to the weak secondary currents which compensate the wake effect.
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Roughness shift
The downward shift between the smooth and rough wall velocity profiles ΔU+ introduced by Hama (1954) included in Eq. (3.15) can be plotted as a function of the roughness Reynolds number ks+ to illustrate the wall roughness effect on the downward shift.
In the fully rough regime ΔU+ is obtained combining Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16)
∆U + =

1

κ

(3.24)

ln k +s + A − B

In Figure 3.5 ΔU+ is presented as a function of ks+ for the roughness functions of Nikuradse (1933) and Colebrook (1939). Nikuradse provided five data fits to describe the
roughness function, one for the smooth and rough regime, respectively, and three to fit
the transitional regime. The fits are plotted Figure 3.5 using his values of κ = 0.40 and
A = 5.5. The Colebrook function is plotted in the following form given by Hama (1954)
as

(

)

∆U + = 2.46 ln k s+ + 3.3 − 2.92

(3.25)

Further details regarding the Colebrook function are given in Section 3.1.6. The two
fundamental functions of Nikuradse and Colebrook collapse in the rough regime but
deviate in the transitional regime due to different roughness heights.

Figure 3.5

Roughness shift ΔU+ as a function of roughness Reynolds number k s +.
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3.1.2

Flow non-uniformity and unsteadiness

Non-uniformity applies if the flow is rather unsteady and/or gradually-varied. Song and
Graf (1996) conducted research at rough-bed unsteady flow conditions applying a hydrograph. They state that mean streamwise velocities and normalized turbulence intensity distributions are slightly affected by the flow non-uniformity with an increase of both
the constant A and wake parameter Π compared to steady flow. They found that Reynolds shear stresses and turbulence intensities were generally higher in the increasing
discharge branch than in the falling. Nezu et al. (1997) found that in an unsteady depthvarying smooth flow the von Kármán constant κ remains 0.41, independent of flow
unsteadiness, and the friction velocity can be evaluated based on the log-law with A
varying between 2 and 6. They also demonstrated that Coles’ wake parameter Π varies
proportionally to the discharge. Song and Chiew (2001) conducted open channel flow
measurements at subcritical, rough-wall, gradually-varied but steady flow. They found
that a non-uniform flow is only in equilibrium if the free surface slope dh/dx varies
continuously in the streamwise direction. They verified that streamwise velocities still
follow the log-law with B = 8.5, yet Coles’ wake parameter, the turbulent intensity and
the Reynolds stress distribution deviate from uniform flow conditions depending on
dh/dx.
Yang and Lee (2007), Yang and Chow (2008), and Yang (2009) discussed the Reynolds
shear stress, turbulence intensities, and mean velocity distribution as well as the dip
phenomenon and the log- and wake laws at non-uniform flow conditions and compared
it with data from Song (1994). Note that all his test runs were conducted under subcritical flow. The conclusions drawn were that the Reynolds shear stresses differ from
Eq. (3.11) due to the wall normal velocity but the total shear stress as the sum of Reynolds stress and momentum flux still holds a linear distribution. Upward flow velocities
cause convex distributions of Reynolds stress and turbulence intensities, while downward velocities lead to concave distributions. The log-law only holds when the vertical
velocity is zero, and the wake-law needs a correction under upward flow.
3.1.3

Secondary currents

According to Prandtl (1949) secondary currents of the first kind occur due to 3D effects
in bent channels. Prandtl’s second kind exists in straight uniform open channels. They
are driven by turbulence anisotropy and are of particular importance in mass transport
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and mixing (Nezu and Nakagawa 1993). These large-scale streamwise vortical structures create zones of alternating up- and downflows resulting in increased bed shear
stresses in the downflow regions compared with neighboring upflow regions, redistributing both the Reynolds shear stress and turbulence intensities (Einstein and Li 1958,
Nezu and Rodi 1985, Nezu and Nakagawa 1993, Rodríguez and García 2008, Albayrak
and Lemmin 2011). In downflow regions the vertical Reynolds shear stress does not
follow its linear distribution (Eq. (3.11)) but rather takes a concave form, whereas at
upflows it is vice versa, e.g. a convex distribution occurs (Nezu and Nakagawa 1993,
Bezzola 2002).
Secondary currents affect the sediment transport near the channel bed, and therefore
must be considered in sediment transport-related studies and channel bed form variations. Secondary current cells scale with the flow depth. The aspect ratio b/h, with b as
flume width, determines the number of cells irrespective of Froude or Reynolds numbers for subcritical flows (Tamburrino and Gulliver 1999, Albayrak and Lemmin 2011).
Furthermore, in narrow open channels with b/h < 4-5, the maximum velocity occurs
below the water surface due to strong secondary currents, referred to as the velocity dip
phenomenon (Rajaratnam and Muralidhar 1969, Nezu et al. 1985). In wide open channels with b/h ≥ 4-5, secondary currents effects on the flow are still strong close to sidewalls, but reduce at the central zone where 2D flow is established (Nezu and Nakagawa
1993, Albayrak and Lemmin 2011).
3.1.4

Suspended sediment effects on flow characteristics

In sediment-laden flows the effects of suspended sediment concentration (SSC) on flow
turbulence has to be considered, although the dominating physical processes regarding
invert abrasion occur in the bedload layer. Lyn (1991, 1992) conducted model tests in
subcritical clear water and sediment-laden flows to investigate SSC effects on turbulence structure and flow resistance. He stated that the fluid velocity of such flows decrease with increasing SSC, and that turbulence in sediment-laden open channel flow
varies due to particle-turbulent flow interactions compared to clear-water flows. In
addition, Nezu and Azuma (2004), and Noguchi and Nezu (2009) performed similar
measurements. The former found a slight increase of κ with increasing SSC in sediment-laden flows. The latter found that in the inner region particle velocities are faster
than fluid ones, whereas in the outer region it is vice versa. Recently, Castro-Orgaz et
al. (2012) reanalyzed former data sets and stated that κ is affected by SSC. The density
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stratification in these flows leads to a mixing length damping affecting the momentum
transfer in the wall near region causing a value κ < 0.41.
3.1.5

Friction velocity

The friction velocity U∗ is the decisive parameter to characterize sediment motion over
a flume bed. U∗ is given in Eq. (3.10) and follows using hydraulic radius Rh instead of h
as
U ∗ = gRh S

(3.26)

For uniform flow the bed slope Sb is adequate to calculate U∗, whereas at graduallyvaried flow the energy line slope Se has to be applied. Additionally, U∗ can be obtained
from direct velocity measurements by applying (I) the log-law fit to the velocity profile
(Eq. (3.16) or Eq. (3.17)) in the inner region (z/h ≤ 0.2) and (II) from the Reynolds shear
stress distribution in Eq. (3.11). Approach (I) implies the difficulty to select the value of

κ a priori to calculate U∗, whereas in (II) only direct measurements are involved. However, the linear distribution in Eq. (3.11) only holds for 2D flow. Under sidewall and
flow non-uniformity effects, Reynolds shear stresses deviate from the linear distribution. Wang and Cheng (2005) found that secondary currents do affect the spanwise
Reynolds shear stress distribution and propose a sinusoidal correction factor to account
for the spanwise variability.
3.1.6

Resistance equations

Flow resistance in uniform flow can be expressed by two widely applied formulae, the
Chézy and the Darcy Weisbach equation. The former is written as the relation between
the fluid and friction velocity

Cz =

U
U∗

(3.27)

where Ū = temporal and spatial mean streamwise velocity, and Cz = dimensionless
Chézy coefficient. Note that in literature Cz is sometimes given in its dimensional form
multiplied by g0.5 taking the unit [m0.5/s].
Typical values in the smooth wall regime vary around Cz ≈ 20±4, whereas in the rough
wall regime, values decrease and take around Cz ≈ 10±4 (Lajeunesse et al. 2010, Auel et
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al. 2014). Lajeunesse et al. (2010) also analyzed data from Bagnold (1980) and Brownlie (1981) and found values around Cz = 7.8±3.2 for gravel bed rivers.
The Darcy-Weisbach equation used to quantify the head loss in turbulent flow follows
2

L U
hf = λ
4 Rh 2 g

(3.28)

where hf = head loss height, λ = flow resistance coefficient (in literature often termed f
for friction factor), and L = length scale. The dimensionless Chézy coefficient Cz and
the flow resistance coefficient λ are closely related (Rouse 1944, Yen 2002)

1

λ

=

Cz
8

(3.29)

The flow resistance coefficient for the smooth regime is given by von Kármán (1930),
Prandtl (1932) and experimentally verified by Nikuradse (1932)

1

λ

= 2 log

R λ
2.51

(smooth regime)

(3.30)

(rough regime)

(3.31)

For the rough regime Nikuradse (1933) provided

1

λ

= 2 log

3.7 D
ks

For the transitional regime Colebrook (1939) merged Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31) and provided

2.51 
 k
= −2 log s +

λ
 3.7 D R λ 

1

(transitional regime)

(3.32)

As already described in Section 3.1.1, Nikuradse (1933) provided deviating formulae
for the transitional regime due to different roughness heights. However, in engineering
practice Colebrook’s function is mostly applied. Moody (1944) provided the widely
used Moody chart for friction factors in pipe flow using Eqs. (3.30) to (3.32).
3.1.7

Roughness height

The correct definition of the roughness height is crucial in hydraulic engineering to
adequately calculate the streamwise flow velocities and head loss heights due to friction
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losses in both open channel and pipe flow. Whereas Nikuradse (1932, 1933) used sandpaper with closely packed sand particles of similar height ks, Colebrook used industrial
pipes with a somewhat irregular technical roughness height k. Colebrook implied Nikuradse’s sand roughness height in Eq. (3.32) using the relation z0 = 0.0303ks. In general,
the equivalent sand roughness height ks is used to describe a surface roughness height.
Therefore, the geometric roughness height k has to be converted into the hydraulic
roughness height ks (Schlichting and Gersten 2003). According to Bezzola (2002) k and
ks are related by the proportional factor βN

βN =

ks
k

(3.33)

with βN = 1 for Nikuradse’s experiments. In case of irregular bed roughness heights
present in open channel flow such as rivers and channels, a specific particle diameter D
representing the bed is related to the roughness height by ks ~ D. Kamphuis (1974)
conducted open channel flow experiments applying different roughness heights by
sprinkling particles on a varnished bed. Although his data considerably scatter, he proposed the widely applied relation for fixed beds
k s = 2D90

(3.34)

with D90 as the decisive diameter, at which 90% of a sample's mass is comprised of
smaller particles. Bayazit (1976) conducted experiments over a rough bed consisting of
regular placed hemispherical roughness elements and proposed
k s = 2.5 D

(3.35)

For gravel bed rivers, Bezzola (2002) reported values varying in a range of ks = 1.52.0D.
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Particle motion and transport

The knowledge of particle motion is essential to determine both the sediment transport
and the abrasion process in rivers and channels. In general, particle motion in a water
stream can be divided in three different transport modes: Sliding or rolling, saltation,
and suspension. Sediment in rolling, sliding or saltation motion is referred to as bedload
(García 2008).
Numerous research studies on sediment-laden two phase flows have been conducted in
the last century to comprehend single particle motion in particular and to develop general sediment transport formulae applicable in hydraulic engineering practice. They are
highlighted in the following.
Particle Reynolds number
The most important non-dimensional parameter involved in particle motion phenomena
is the particle Reynolds number Rp. Different versions are applied in sediment transport
related research, thus they are introduced here to avoid confusion. In general, the particle Reynolds number Rp can be written as
Rp =

U∞D

ν

(3.36)

where U∞ is a characteristic approach flow velocity opposing the particle of a diameter
D. Herein the friction velocity U∗ is used as the decisive velocity
R∗p =

U∗D

ν

(3.37)

This version is also applied by Novak and Nalluri (1975), and Sklar and Dietrich
(2004). Note that in case of gravel bed rivers sediment grains move on top of equally
sized grains. Therefore the roughness Reynolds number ks+ given in Eq. (3.18) representing a non-dimensional roughness height on a fixed bed equals R∗p in case of movable beds.
Instead of the approach flow velocity U∞ other flow velocities are applied to obtain the
particle Reynolds number. Kurose and Komori (1999), and Sugioka and Komori (2007)
use the mean fluid velocity Ū. Ancey et al. (2002, 2003) use the slip velocity for normalization defined as the difference between Ū and the particle velocity Vp, and Turton
and Levenspiel (1986) used the settling sphere velocity Vs.
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3.2.1

Forces acting on a particle

Particle motion in a water stream is driven by hydrodynamic forces (Figure 3.6). According to Murphy and Hooshiari (1982), van Rijn (1984) and Lee and Hsu (1994) the
acting forces are the drag force FD caused by pressure and skin friction, the lift forces
FLG and FLS, caused by both the flow velocity gradient (wall effect force) and the spinning motion of the particle (Magnus effect force), respectively. The retarding forces are
the gravitational weight G, the buoyancy force FB and the added mass force due to
particle acceleration FAM.

Figure 3.6

Sketch of acting forces on a particle in motion.

The drag is dependent on the slip velocity multiplied by the drag coefficient CD and
follows

FD =

(

1
ρAD C D U − V p
2

)

2

(3.38)

where AD is a projected particle area perpendicular to the flow. The lift due to the velocity gradient (shear flow) is dependent on the difference between the fluid velocity at the
top and bottom of the particle Ūtop and Ūbot, respectively, multiplied by the lift coefficient CLG and follows after Chepil (1958)

=
FLG

(

2
2
1
ρ ALCLG U top − U bot
2

)

(3.39)
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where AL is a projected particle area parallel to the flow. For a sphere the projected
particle area A is AD = AL = (π/4)D2, with D = particle diameter. The lift force FLS due to
the Magnus effect is caused by particle rotation and follows (Rubinow and Keller 1961)

(

)

=
FLS CLS ρ D 3 U − V p ⋅ ω

(3.40)

where CLS = lift coefficient for spinning motion, ω = particle angular velocity ω = 2πn,
and n = spinning rate. FLS is usually neglected in sediment transport related phenomena
due to low particle angular velocities.
The gravitational and buoyancy force shown in Figure 3.6 can be merged and rewritten
as the submerged weight of the particle FG

FG =
G − FB cos α =
( s − 1) ρ V p g cos α

(3.41)

where s = ρs/ρ, and ρs = particle density, and Vp is a particle volume, with Vp = 1/6πD3
for a sphere.
The added mass force FAM is a pressure force that opposes the particle acceleration
(Murphy and Hooshiari 1982). The fluid particles displaced by the particle in motion do
not return to their previous positions after the particle passes but are shifted to the fluid
motion direction. This permanently displaced mass is referred to the added mass
(Falkovich 2011). In analogy to the gravitational force, FAM can be written as

FAM = C AM ρ V p a

(3.42)

where a = particle acceleration, and CAM = added mass coefficient, with CAM = 0.5 for a
sphere (Murphy and Hooshiari 1982, Wakaba and Balachandar 2007).
Drag coefficient
The drag coefficient CD is directly dependent on the turbulent flow conditions and
varies with the particle Reynolds number Rp. A particle settling in still water will reach
a constant terminal settling velocity once the drag equals the submerged particle weight
(García 2008). Therefore, at a certain Reynolds number the drag coefficient CD becomes
a constant.
However, exact determination of CD is challenging, and still a topical research subject.
The drag opposing a settling particle is investigated in numerous research studies using
experimental (Lapple and Shepherd 1940, Heywood 1948, Roos and Willmarth 1971,
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Schmeeckle et al. 2007), numerical (Kurose and Komori 1999, Sugioka and Komori
2007), and theoretical approaches by mathematical fitting (Flemmer and Banks 1986,
Turton and Levenspiel 1986, Karamanev 1996, Mikhailov and Silva Freire 2013).
For a sphere in laminar flow with very low particle Reynolds numbers Rp(Ū) < 10-1,
where no wake is present behind the sphere, Stokes (1851) found the drag coefficient
CD = 24/Rp(Ū). Perry and Green (2008) proposed the widely applied constant value
CD = 0.445±13%

for

103 < Rp(U∞) < 3.5×105.

At

high

Reynolds

numbers

Rp(U∞) > 5×105 Schlichting and Gersten (2003) stated a similar constant value of
CD = 0.4.
Blevins (1984) provided a chart for spheres of different relative surface roughness k/D
covering a wide range of Reynolds numbers 2×104 < Rp(U∞) < 4×106 (Figure 3.7).
There is a remarkable sudden drop of CD from about 0.5 to 0.1 at a certain critical
Reynolds number for both smooth and rough spheres, which is called drag crisis. Beyond this critical value, CD values for rough spheres increase steadily to CD ≈ 0.4 with
increasing Rp(U∞), conforming Schlichting and Gersten (2003). The critical Reynolds
number is referred to as the transition from sub- to supercritical flow (Bezzola 2002).
The transition threshold is attained if the flow separation does not occur at the front of
the sphere, but relocates to the backside reducing the wake area significantly. As a result
the pressure behind the sphere switches from depression to excess pressure leading to
the sudden drop of CD (Bezzola 2002).

Figure 3.7

Drag Coefficient C D for spheres as a function of R p (U ∞ ) (Blevins 1984, adapted
from Bezzola 2002).

Further empirical equations for the drag coefficient of a settling sphere are proposed by
Turton and Levenspiel (1986) for Rp(Vs) < 2×105
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(

)

24
0.413
0.657
1 + 0.173 ⋅ R p
+
−1.09
Rp
1 + 16300 ⋅ R p

(3.43)

García (2008) using Rp(U∞)

CD =

24
1 + 0.152 ⋅ R 0p.5 + 0.0151 ⋅ R p
Rp

(

)

(3.44)

and Karamanev (1996)

CD =

432
0.517
1 + 0.047 Ar 2 / 3 +
Ar
1 + 154 Ar −1/ 3

(

)

(3.45)

where Ar is the Archimedes number Ar = Dg(s−1)/(ρν)2. Recently, Mikhailov and Silva
Freire (2013) proposed a

mathematical fit in the subcritical regime for

5

5 < Rp(Ū) < 1.18×10 based on experimental data from Roos and Willmarth (1971)

CD =

(

777 (669806 / 875) + (114976 / 1155) ⋅ R p + (707 / 1380) ⋅ R 2p

(

646 ⋅ R p (32869 / 952 ) + (924 / 643) ⋅ R p + (1 / 385718) ⋅ R 2p

)

)

(3.46)

Both Kurose and Komori (1999) and Sugioka and Komori (2007) studied the drag on a
sphere numerically and provided CD values for both unsheared and sheared flow. Figure
3.8 shows the drag coefficient as a function of Rp for an (a) unsheared and (b) sheared
flow. The unsheared coefficient drops to about 0.7 at highest Reynolds numbers
Rp(Ū) = 3×102. The shear effect is present at these Reynolds numbers leading to 5 to
8% higher CD values depending on the dimensionless shear rate α*.

Figure 3.8

Drag Coefficient for spheres as a function of R p (Ū). a) C D0 unsheared flow
(α* = 0), b) ratio of sheared to unsheared flow C D /C D0 (adapted from Sugioka and
Komori 2007).
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All research presented above focused on drag of spherical particles settling in still water, thus the approach flow velocity corresponds to the particle settling velocity
(U∞ = Vs). Schmeeckle et al. (2007) conducted experiments in uniform turbulent open
channel flow using both spheres and natural particles of different shapes. They found a
significant difference for the spherical drag coefficient in open channel flow to the one
obtained from settling in still water. They propose an average value of CD = 0.76 being
consistent with CD = 0.65-0.70 and 0.68 given by Roberson and Chen (1970), and Apperley and Raudkivi (1989), respectively. In case of natural sediment opposed to open
channel flow conditions, Schmeeckle et al. (2007) found the average drag coefficient
CD = 0.91 for both rounded and angular shaped particles varying from D = 19 to 33 mm.
Lift coefficients
Research on the lift coefficients CLG and CLS of a sphere is comparably scarce and less
well understood as the drag coefficient (Bezzola 2002, Schmeeckle et al. 2007). In
Table 3.1 some determined lift coefficients CLG due to fluid shear (velocity gradient)
extracted from former research studies are summarized.
Table 3.1

Some lift coefficients C L G of a sphere

Reference

C LG

Einstein and El-Samni (1949)*
El-Samni (1949)*

0.178
0.29-0.36

Chepil (1961)**

0.4-0.5

Erkek (1967)*

1.0

top of sphere

theoretical approach

Benedict and Christensen (1972)*

0.359

top of sphere

homogenously packed spheres

Bagnold (1974)*

0.45

sphere center

exposed sphere on rough bed

Willets and Murray (1981)*

1.0

Brayshaw et al. (1983)*

0.46

Wiberg and Smith (1985)**

0.18-0.34

Auton (1987)

0.5

Position of
Remarks
decisive velocity
0.35D/2
homog. exposed half-spheres
top of sphere
homogenously packed spheres
homogenously packed spheres

spheres
friction velocity

half spheres
theoretical approach

* Data taken from Bezzola (2002). ** Data taken from Schmeeckle et al. (2007)

For spinning motion, Rubinow and Keller (1961) stated CLS = 0.4 at viscous flow conditions. However, the lift force due to spinning motion FLS is usually neglected in sediment transport related phenomena due to low particle angular velocities. Saffman
(1965) stated that the Magnus effect force is an order of magnitude lower than the lift
due to shear. Yet Lee and Hsu (1994) found a significant Magnus effect on a particle
spinning with n ≈ 65 rev/s increasing the trajectory hop height and length by 6 and 12%,
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respectively. Kurose and Komori (1999) numerically studied the lift on both rotational
and stationary spheres for both unsheared and sheared flow. For Rp < 1 they propose a
total lift coefficient based on Saffman (1965)

 α∗
C L = 5.816
 Rp


0.5


 − 0.875α ∗ + 2ω ∗



(3.47)

where α* is a dimensionless fluid shear rate accounting for the different flow velocities
at the top and bottom of the sphere, and ω* is a dimensionless rotational angular velocity. The two first terms on the right-hand side are due to the fluid shear, the third accounts for the spinning motion. In Figure 3.9 the contributions of the second and third
term of Eq. (3.47) are presented with ω* = 0.5α* assuming that particle rotation is induced by fluid shear. At Rp < 1 these two contributions are less than 10%. However,
this assumption causes an increasing spinning motion effect with increasing Rp.

Figure 3.9

Contribution of 2nd and 3rd term of Eq. (3.47) on total lift coefficient C L for
spheres in a sheared flow as a function of R p with ω* = 0.5α* (adapted from Kurose and Komori 1999).

Besides Kurose and Komori (1999), also Sugioka and Komori (2007) studied the lift on
stationary spheres for both unsheared and sheared flow. In Figure 3.10 both studies are
presented together with data from Saffman (1965), McLaughlin (1991), and Mei (1992)
provided by Kurose and Komori (1999). From Figure 3.10 it is evident that the highest
sheared flow (α* = 0.4) does reveal the highest lift coefficient value at low Rp. Although
in Figure 3.10a major scatter is identified at low Rp comparing the different data, all sets
tend to around zero with increasing Rp and as a result the shear effect diminishes.
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Moreover, the data from both Kurose and Komori (1999), and Sugioka and Komori
(2007) reveal even negative values at Rp > 60 indicating a reverse direction of the lift.

Figure 3.10

Total lift coefficients C L for spheres in a sheared flow as a function of R p . Stationary sphere, a) adapted from Kurose and Komori (1999), b) adapted from
Sugioka and Komori (2007).

In Figure 3.11 the data from Patnaik et al. (1994) are presented. They conducted wind
tunnel experiments varying the particle diameter to boundary layer thickness ratio D/h
in a wide range. They found decreasing CLG values with increasing wall distance dropping below zero in some cases at z/h > 0.1.

Figure 3.11

Relative boundary layer thickness z/h as a function of lift coefficient C LG for
spheres (adapted from Patnaik et al. 1994).

To summarize, one can conclude that the lift coefficient CLG decreases with both increasing distance to the wall, and increasing particle Reynolds number, e.g. flow veloci-
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ty, although Bezzola (2002) stated that the lift cannot be neglected even at high Reynolds numbers. The lift force (Eq. (3.39)) tends to zero with increasing wall distance due
to the fact that the velocity gradient vanishes in the outer flow region, and the flow
velocity gets uniform. Therefore, in any case the lift effect due to the velocity gradient
is only of interest in the near wall vicinity. The effect of the spinning motion directly
depends on the angular velocity of the particle, and is therefore negligible at low spinning rates.
A common simple approach to estimate the total lift coefficient CL if no precise data are
available follows CL = 0.85CD (García 2008). This assumption derives from Chepil
(1958) who found a constant ratio of the lift to the drag with FLG/FD = 0.85.
Particle settling velocity
The velocity at which particles settle in still water is dominated by the viscous drag for
small particles as described above. For larger particles inertial forces dominate the
settling velocity (Ferguson and Church 2004). Lajeunesse et al. (2010) use a simple
form of the particle settling velocity Vs

(s − 1)gD

Vs =

(3.48)

However, more adequate is the polynomial fit for spheres proposed by Dietrich (1982)
based on more than 1,000 data points
log Vs∗ =
−3.76715 + 1.92944 ( log D∗ ) − 0.09815 ( log D∗ )
−0.00575 ( log D∗ ) + 0.00056 ( log D∗ )
3

4

2

(3.49)

where Vs* = dimensionless settling velocity and D∗ = dimensionless particle size as:

D∗ =

( s − 1) gD3
ν

(3.50)

2

and the settling velocity Vs:
=
Vs

(Vs∗ ( s − 1) gν )

1/3

(3.51)

Ferguson and Church (2004) proposed an easily applicable equation valid for both small
and large particles and thus independent of the particle size
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Vs =

( s − 1) gD 2

C1ν + ( 0.75C2 ( s − 1) gD 3 )

0.5

(3.52)

where C1 = 18, and C2 = 0.4 and 1.0 for smooth spheres and natural grains, respectively.
3.2.2

Incipient motion

A particle in a water stream is set to motion when the force exerted by the fluid exceeds
the retarding force. Incipient motion of a single particle mainly depends on its location
on the bed, the decisive streamwise velocity acting on it and the corresponding turbulent
forces. A definition sketch is given in Figure 3.12.

Figure 3.12

Sketch of acting forces on a particle at incipient motion.

Ikeda-Coleman-Iwagaki
When the acting drag force FD + G sinα exceeds the retarding Coulomb friction force
FR, the particle changes its state of movement from rest to rolling or sliding motion
(García 2008). Note that at the onset of motion, both the lift force due to particle rotation and the added mass force are absent and therefore neglected. The Ikeda-ColemanIwagaki model proposed by Ikeda (1982) considers a spherical particle exposed to the
logarithmic streamwise velocity profile. García (2008) provides a brief summary of
Ikeda’s model reflected in the following.
The retarding force is given by the Coulomb friction force FR and follows
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FR = µ ( FG − FLG ) + G sin α
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(3.53)

with μ = Coulomb friction coefficient, and μ = tanϕs, with ϕs as submerged angle of
repose being ϕs ≈ 30° for sand and gradually increasing to ϕs ≈ 40° for gravel (García
2008). The critical condition for incipient motion thus can be written as

FR = FD

(3.54)

This simplified particle motion model is basically dependent on the drag coefficient CD,
the slip velocity, e.g. the difference between fluid and particle velocity, and the submerged particle weight.
The streamwise flow velocity U opposing the particle acts in the particle center
(z = 0.5D). The effective fluid velocity acting on the particle in the viscous sublayer
(Eq. (3.13)) is estimated as

1
U + = R∗p
2

(3.55)

In case of rough bed turbulent flow the viscous sublayer diminishes. The logarithmic
velocity profile law given in Eq. (3.17), including Nikuradse’s roughness function
z0 = ks/30 with ks = D (Eq. (3.21)), can be integrated using the boundary condition
z = 0.5D

U+ =

 30 z 
ln
= 6.77

κ  D  z =0.5 D
1

(3.56)

with κ = 0.4. Thus, U+ can be written in a general form as

U + = F (R∗p )

(3.57)

where F = 0.5 R∗p for R∗p < 13.5, and F = 6.77 for R∗p > 13.5, respectively.
The critical condition for the onset of motion (Eq. (3.54)) can be rewritten as
2

U
4
µ
=
( s − 1) gD 3 C D + µC L

(3.58)

Introducing the bed shear stress τb given by its relation with U∗ in Eq. (3.12), Eq. (3.58)
can be written in the Ikeda-Coleman-Iwagaki relation proposed by Ikeda (1982) as
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θc =

µ
4
1
2
3 C D + µC L F (U ∗c D /ν )

(3.59)

using the critical friction velocity U∗c instead of U∗ as decisive parameter, due to the fact
that the onset of motion is addressed. Taking the bed slope into account (Figure 3.12),
Eq. (3.59) follows

θc =

4 µ (cos α − sin α )
1
2
3 C D + µC L
F (U ∗c D /ν )

(3.60)

where θc is the critical non-dimensional shear stress expressing the incipient particle
motion as a dimensionless ratio of the critical bed shear stress or friction velocity to
submerged grain weight per unit area.
Shields
The threshold θc is widely applied in hydraulic engineering and known as the critical
Shields parameter introduced by Shields (1936)

θc =

U ∗2c
( s − 1) gD

(3.61)

The dimensionless shear stress or Shields parameter θ at a given flow condition is calculated analogous to its critical threshold θc using U∗ instead of U∗c.
Shields was the first studying the initiation of motion in a laboratory flume using uniform noncohesive grains. An overview and reanalysis of Shields’ fundamental work is
given by Buffington and Montgomery (1997), and Buffington (1999). The Shields
diagram presented in Figure 3.13 is widely used to identify the threshold of incipient
motion. θc is plotted as a function of the particle Reynolds number R∗p . Typical θc values for movable beds vary from 0.052 < θc < 0.086 (Buffington and Montgomery 1997).
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Shields diagram. θ c as a function of R∗p (Buffington 1999).

The value θc = 0.047 proposed by Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) is widely applied for
alpine gravel bed rivers in Switzerland. In Table 3.2 more values are summarized. Note
that in case of rigid surfaces such as fixed beds present in sediment bypass tunnels,
critical values substantially vary from movable beds and take an order of magnitude
lower (Novak and Nalluri 1975, Hu and Hui 1996a, Chatanantavet et al. 2013).
For fixed, smooth rectangular channels Novak and Nalluri (1975) proposed a formula
resulting in decreasing critical Shields values with decreasing particle Reynolds number

θ c = 0.065 (R∗p )

−0.52

(3.62)

Table 3.2

Some critical Shields parameter θ c

Reference

θc

Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948)

Bed type

0.047

ks
[mm]
0.4-28.7

Francis (1973)*

0.05

10.2

Fixed alluvial

Fernandez Luque and van Beek (1976)*

0.037-0.0455

2-6

Mobile alluvial

Abbott and Francis (1977)*

0.05

12.5

Plane

Wiberg and Smith (1985)*

0.06

1-4

Mobile alluvial

Sekine and Kikkawa (1992)*

0.03

7.5

Mobile alluvial

Niño et al. (1994)*

0.062-0.077

23-60

Mobile alluvial

Lee and Hsu (1994)*

0.026, 0.031

1.4

Fixed alluvial

Hu and Hui (1996a)*

0.03

4.6-7.0

Fixed alluvial

-5

Mobile alluvial

Hu and Hui (1996a)*

0.007

10

Smooth

Ancey et al. (2006, 2008)*

0.084

15

Mobile alluvial

Chatanantavet et al. (2013)*
* Data taken from Chatanantavet et al. (2013)

0.007

10

-5

Smooth
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An important parameter, widely applied to characterize sediment motion, is the
transport stage T* defined as the ratio of the Shields parameter to its threshold of incipient motion (van Rijn 1984, Ancey et al. 2002, 2003, Sklar and Dietrich 2004):
2

U 
θ
T =  ∗  =
 U *c  θ c
*

(3.63)

Note that Bagnold (1973) and Abbott and Francis (1977) defined the transport stage as
the linear ratio of U∗/U∗c. However, Niño and García (1998) and Chatanantavet et al.
(2013) pointed out that introducing T* brings in the difficulty of defining the value of θc,
which appears complicated due to its wide variation (Table 3.2).
García (2008) provided a comparison of the Ikeda-Coleman-Iwagaki relation given in
Eq. (3.60) with the Shields criterion presented in Figure 3.13. The best fit of Shields’
curve is obtained with ks = 2D, CL = 0.85CD, with CD derived from Eq. (3.44), and
μ = tan60°. This submerged angle of repose is rather high compared to values of ϕs = 30
and 40° for sand and gravel, respectively, but as the exact values of Shields’ experiments are unknown, they agree reasonable.
Further approaches
Dey et al. (1999) proposed a mathematically based model for the threshold of incipient
motion considering the hydrodynamic forces of drag, lift and Magnus lift (compare
Section 3.2.1). They compared their results with particle entrainment functions given by
Shields (1936), Iwagaki (1956), Mantz (1977), Yalin and Karahan (1979), Wiberg and
Smith (1987), and Ling (1995) and concluded that the curve given by Yalin and Karahan (1979) shows the best agreement (Figure 3.14).
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Comparison of different entrainment threshold curves expressed as θ c as a function of R∗p (adapted from Dey et al. 1999).

3.2.3

Transport mode

Particle motion is divided in different transport modes defined as rest, sliding and rolling motion, saltation, and suspended motion. Bagnold (1973), and Abbott and Francis
(1977) defined the rolling motion as particle motion with continuous bed contact. An
increasing transport stage leads to saltation of particles following regular trajectories
with always downward directed vertical accelerations between their bed impacts (Figure
3.15a). According to Francis (1973) suspension is reached once the upward directed
vertical accelerations imparted by turbulence structures are present in between two
consecutive particle impacts. In other words, the trajectory appears wavy for an indefinite length being much larger than a saltation trajectory (Figure 3.15b). The shift from
saltation to suspension is yet not well understood, sharp distinctions to saltation are
difficult to make. The two modes are highly intermittent in nature (Bose and Dey 2013).
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Figure 3.15
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Sketches of typical particle trajectories as a function of its diameter D, a) saltation, b) suspension (adapted from Francis 1973).

In Figure 3.16 results of Abbott and Francis (1977) are illustrated. An increasing
transport stage leads to increasing suspension. For instance, at T* = (U∗/U∗c)2 = 4, about
50% of the particles are in suspension, 10% are still rolling, and 40% are in saltation
motion. Note that Abbott and Francis (1977) used a wide range of particle densities
from ρs = 1,240 to 2,570 kg/m3. Thus, these results cannot be applied for sediment
particles in general. However, the transport bound definitions given by Bagnold (1973)
and Abbott and Francis (1977) imply that turbulence, e.g. the hydrodynamic lift, plays a
minor role in the saltation mode which is questioned by others like Niño et al. (1994).
According to Dietrich (1982) the transition to full suspended transport occurs when the
friction velocity U∗ exceeds the particle settling velocity Vs in still water given in Section 3.2.1.

Figure 3.16

Bounds of transport modes as a function of U ∗ /U ∗c . P S = suspension probability
and P R = rolling probability (adopted from Abbott and Francis 1977).
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According to Cheng and Chiew (1999), and Bose and Dey (2013) the key criterion for
the suspension threshold is the fluctuation of the vertical flow velocity component w' to
exceed the terminal particle settling velocity Vs. This leads to the following statement
for the threshold of suspension
w′ > Vs

(3.64)

As the vertical fluctuation w' is random and changing in time, the root-mean-square
value wrms described in Section 3.1 is used to express the suspension probability (Cheng
and Chiew 1999). Bose and Dey (2013) proposed a probability function replacing the
vertical fluctuation by the friction velocity U∗ as
 V 

s
Vs Vs2   −U∗ 
1
=
−
−
16
PS

e
16 
U ∗ U ∗2 

(3.65)

where PS is the total probability of a particle to remain in suspension. At a rough flow
regime, U∗ replaces the vertical wrms-values based on findings of Grass (1971), Nezu
(1977), Kironoto and Graf (1994), and Dey and Raikar (2007) stating that wrms ≈ U∗.
Eq. (3.65) is rearranged and written in terms of the critical Shields parameter θc given in
Eq. (3.61) and critical particle Reynolds number R∗pc given in Eq. (3.37). Figure 3.17
shows the threshold curves for both particle entrainment and suspension for θc as a
function of R∗pc similar to the Shields diagram (Figure 3.13). A suspension probability
of PS = 0.05 is selected by Bose and Dey (2013) as threshold, meaning that 5% of the
particles shift their mode from saltation to suspension. The entrainment threshold function given by Yalin and Karahan (1979) is selected as it is, and identified as superior to
the Shields curve by Dey et al. (1999).

Figure 3.17

Thresholds of bedload motion and suspension in terms of θ c as a function of
critical particle Reynolds number R∗pc (Bose and Dey 2013).
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3.2.4

Particle trajectories

A particle trajectory in saltation motion in a water stream is defined by its hop length Lp,
hop height Hp, and particle velocity Vp (Figure 3.18). Essential laboratory research on
single particle motion in turbulent open channel flows was carried out by Francis
(1973), Bagnold (1973), Abbott and Francis (1977), Murphy and Hooshiari (1982), and
van Rijn (1984). They analyzed the particle trajectories to predict its motion quantifying
the acting hydrodynamic forces mentioned above.

Figure 3.18

Sketch of particle trajectory in a water stream.

The continuously improved recording and data treatment techniques such as high-speed
camera systems resulted in a number of recent research studies on particle motion.
Table 3.3 provides an overview of both hydraulic conditions and particle parameters of
these studies. A remarkable study was published by Sklar and Dietrich (2004, 2012)
proposing a theoretical model on bedrock abrasion due to saltating particles. They
summarized and analyzed data from Francis (1973), Fernandez Luque and van Beek
(1976), Abbott and Francis (1977), Wiberg and Smith (1985), Sekine and Kikkawa
(1992), Niño et al. (1994), Lee and Hsu (1994), and Hu and Hui (1996a, 1996b) and
proposed non-dimensional fits for the hop height, hop length and particle velocity
(Figure 3.19a to c). Note that these experiments were carried out under sub- and low
supercritical flow conditions (Table 3.3). Moreover, the data from Wiberg and Smith
(1985) and Sekine and Kikkawa (1992) are based on theoretical and numerical studies,
respectively. Recently Chatanantavet et al. (2013) conducted experiments in a wide
range of flow conditions up to F = 5.3. They revised Sklar’s fits adding their own and
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more data from Ancey et al. (2006, 2008) and Chatanantavet (2007) (Figure 3.19d to f).
Whereas Sklar used the particle diameter D to normalize the trajectory components,
Chatanantavet used the flow depth h. Sklar proposed these components as functions of
transport stage T*, whereas Chatanantavet found considerable scatter applying this
approach to their data. They proposed a Froude number scaling instead. In general, all
data fits presented in Figure 3.19 show increasing values with increasing flow intensity
either expressed by T* or F, e.g. the particle saltates higher and wider, and its velocity
gets higher with increasing flow intensity. However, as Sklar and Dietrich (2004) correctly stated, the hop length does not increase infinitely due to the transition to suspension. They expected suspended motion at above T* ≈ 20 and proposed a data fit correction accounting for the mode shift (Figure 3.19c).
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Table 3.3
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Experimental studies related to particle motion
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Figure 3.19
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Saltation trajectory components as functions of (a to c) reduced transport stage
(T*−1) (adapted from Sklar and Dietrich 2004), and (d to f) adjusted Froude number F (adapted from Chatanantavet et al. 2013). Non-dimensional a) particle velocity, b) hop height H p /D, c) hop length L p /D, d) particle velocity V p /(gh)0.5,
e) hop height H p /h, f) hop length L p /h.

Further research in the past decade was conducted by Ancey’s research group (Ancey et
al. 2002, 2003, 2006, 2008, Hergault et al. 2010). Ancey et al. (2002) provided more
data on particle velocities and saltation trajectories on steep rough beds. They addressed
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the Shields parameter as the key parameter in particle motion and expressed the trajectory components as a function of a slope modified θ. Ancey et al. (2003) focused on
rolling motion. They concluded, that rolling motion is a marginal transport mode between rest and saltation motion. Based on the experiments they proposed a theoretical
stochastic model to predict the particle velocity independent of its transport mode.
Ancey’s recent publications do not focus on single trajectories but sediment transport
and particle interactions. They are discussed in the following section.
3.2.5

Sediment transport formulae

Sediment transport or more precisely bedload transport in open channels is driven by
bed shear stress and mainly depends on the particle size. As described in Section 3.2.2,
a particle is set in motion when the shear stress exceeds a critical threshold expressed as
the critical Shields parameter θc (Eq. (3.61)). Fundamental research on bedload
transport on movable beds was carried out by Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948), Einstein
(1950), Yalin (1963), Fernandez Luque and Van Beek (1976), Parker (1979), and Smart
and Jäggi (1983). They proposed formulae to determine the bedload transport capacity
q* on movable beds existing in gravel bed rivers. The transport capacity is a theoretical
value describing the potential sediment volume per unit time transported in uniform
open channel flow without erosion or deposition and is written as a non-dimensional
volumetric bedload transport capacity (Einstein 1950, García 2008)
∗
vn

q =

qv∗

( s − 1) gD3

[-]

(3.66)

with qv* as specific volumetric bedload transport capacity per unit width in [m3/(sm)].
Note that the difference between qv* and the gravimetric bedload transport capacity qs*
is only given by the sediment particle density with qs* = qv* ρs.
Bedload transport on movable beds
A comprehensive overview of sediment transport formulae applied in river engineering
science is given by Gomez and Church (1989), Buffington and Montgomery (1997), and
García (2008). In the following, the most quoted formulae are briefly summarized.
Meyer Peter and Müller (1948) present the widely applied formula
∗
q=
8 (θ − θ c )
vn

1.5

(3.67)
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with θc = 0.047. This formula has been verified for uniform coarse sand and gravel for
bed slopes Sb ≤ 0.02. Wong and Parker (2006) revised Meyer-Peters and Müller’s data
and found a better fit proposing
∗
4.93 (θ − 0.047 )
qvn
=

1.6

(3.68)

Note that this revision results in nearly half the transport capacity rates compared to the
originally proposed one. Einstein (1950) made the first attempt to determine sediment
transport using a probability function in the form q* = q*(θ) as

1−

( 0.413/θ ) − 2

∗
43.5qvn
−t 2
=
e
dt
∗
∫ θ −2
1 + 43.5qvn
π −( 0.413/
)

1

(3.69)

Note that this attempt does not contain a critical threshold for incipient motion. Gomez
and Church (1989) recommend the use of Eq. (3.69) for local transport rate calculation.
Parker (1979) developed a simplified fit from Einstein (1950) and proposed
∗
vn

q

(θ − 0.03)
= 11.2

4.5

θ3

(3.70)

Recently, Einstein’s principles were applied by Ancey et al. (2006, 2008). They provided a stochastic model on bedload transport at low water discharges based on particle
entrainment and deposition probabilities. They considered the particle entrainment not
only due to turbulence but also particle interactions. They showed that the quantity of
moving particles did not depend explicitly on the flow conditions due to particle collision effects. Hergault et al. (2010) contributed to Ancey’s findings conducting experiments with bedload containing different sized particles accounting for segregation
processes in the bedload layer.
Yalin (1963) proposed

 ln(1 + ar ) 
∗
qvn
0.635r θ 1 −
=

ar


(3.71)

where r = (θ − θc)/θc, and a = 2.45s0.4 (θc)0.5. θc is calculated from the Shields curve
given in Figure 3.13. Based on experimental data, Fernandez Luque and Van Beek
(1976) proposed
∗
=
qvn
5.7 (θ − θ c )

1.5

(3.72)
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with θc varying between 0.05 to 0.058 for D = 0.9 to 3.3 mm, respectively.
The before mentioned transport formulae are only valid for relatively low bed slopes as
present in lowland rivers (Sb < 0.01-0.02). Smart and Jäggi (1983), and Smart (1984)
conducted experiments at steep slopes to account for alpine mountain stream conditions.
They proposed a formula based on Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948) and own data sets
valid in a wide range 0.0004 < Sb < 0.2
4  D90 
=
q q


( s − 1)  D30 
*
v

0.2

 θ 
Sb1.6 1 − c 
 θ 

[m3/(sm)]

(3.73)

with q as specific water discharge. They also recommended to adjust Meyer-Peter’s
critical Shields parameter θc ≈ 0.05 to account for the slope as



θ c = 0.05(cos(arctan S b ))1 −


Sb 

tan φ 

(3.74)

This recommendation contradicts findings of numerous research studies summarized by
Lamb et al. (2008), and Recking (2009) stating increasing critical values with increasing
slope due to associated decreasing flow depths h resulting in larger relative bed roughness heights.
Bedload transport on fixed beds
In contrast to movable beds, research on sediment transport on fixed beds with low
relative bed roughness heights (ks/h << 0.01) as existing in sediment bypass tunnels is
comparably scarce. Most research is related to wastewater hydraulics and thus research
is focused on pipes and pipe-shaped channels (Mayerle et al. 1991).
In general, as shown in Table 3.2, transport on a fixed bed can be accounted for by
lowering the critical Shields value for incipient motion θc due to the fact that the particle
is entirely exposed to the flow (Novak and Nalluri 1975, Hu and Hui 1996a, Chatanantavet et al. 2013).
Pedroli (1963) was one of the first conducting sediment transport experiments in a
smooth bed open channel flow. He carried out experiments in two b = 300 and 600 mm
wide channels varying the particle diameter from D = 2.6 to 11.1 mm. He proposed for
Sb ≤ 0.01
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τ 8/5 Dm1/5 g 3/5
− 23.2 ρ sν
ρ s3/5ν 1/5

14.5 ⋅ b
qs∗ =

[kg/(sm)]

(3.75)

where qs* = gravimetric bedload transport capacity, Dm = mean particle diameter and
τb = ρRhS given in the unit [kg/m2]. Note that in Pedroli’s original work, Eq. (3.75) is
mistakenly given with ν5/6 in the denominator.
Mayerle et al. (1991) developed a formulation based on data from Novak and Nalluri
(1975, 1984) conducting model tests at fixed, and both smooth and rough bed conditions. Instead of an incipient motion threshold, their formula bases on a self-cleansing
velocity Uc defined as a critical velocity where no deposition occurs. For a rectangular
channel they proposed:
Uc

( s − 1) gD

−0.14
gr

= 11.59 D

0.15
v

C

D
 
 Rh 

−0.43

λ 0.18

(3.76)

where Dgr = D∗1/3 and D∗ = dimensionless grain size given in Eq. (3.50), Cv = volumetric
sediment concentration, and λ = friction coefficient given in a slightly adjusted form to
Eq. (3.32) considering rectangular channels as

 k sst
2.51 
=
−2 log 
+

λ
 11.55 Rh R λ 

1

(3.77)

Note that instead of the bed roughness height ks a revised version termed ksst accounting
for increased values during sediment transport should be used as

k sst − ks
= 0.0245 Dgr0.4Cv0.44
Rh

(3.78)

Hänger (1979) investigated bedload transport on fixed beds for steep slopes
0.03 < Sb < 0.3 and proposed
Qv∗
Se
=
s −1
Q
− Se ⋅ s
H∗

(3.79)

where Qv* = volumetric bedload transport capacity and H* = transport power impact
factor (Figure 3.20).
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Figure 3.20

Transport power impact factor H* as a function of discharge Q, width b, energy
slope S e , and particle diameters D 90 and D m (Hänger 1979)

Note that Smart and Jäggi (1983) found discharge measurement inconsistencies in
Hänger’s experiments. Although focusing on movable beds (Eq. (3.73)), Smart and
Jäggi (1983) also ran experiments at smooth fixed bed conditions including revised data
from Hänger (1979). They proposed
0.2

7.35 ρ s  D90 
θc 
1.6 
q =
q⋅

 Sb  1 −

( s − 1)  D30 
 1.5θ 
∗
s

[kg/(sm)]

(3.80)

with θc according to their slope corrected critical Shields value given in Eq. (3.74). Note
that they also tried to fit their experimental data using their movable bed formula in
Eq. (3.73) adjusting θc from 0.005 to 0.01. However, they found better fits applying
Eq. (3.80) instead.
To summarize, bed load formulae derived from fixed bed experiments are applicable to
predict sediment transport in fixed bed open channel flows with low relative bed roughness heights (ks/h << 0.01). In theory, also formulae derived from movable bed experiments may lead to reasonable results applying a low critical Shields parameter
θc < 0.05. However, this approach may lead to misleading results as the boundary conditions in these experiments were different and may not be applicable for all cases.
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Abrasion

Wear is a branch of tribology, a science addressing the interaction of surfaces in relative
motion. It is defined as continuous material loss on the surface of a solid body caused
by mechanical stress due to contact with a solid, fluid or gaseous antibody (DIN 50320).
The different tribologic stresses are briefly summarized in Table 3.4. In hydraulic engineering wear is caused by erosion, abrasion, cavitation, vibration or chemical attack
(Jacobs et al. 2001).
Table 3.4
System

Wear due to tribologic stress (adapted from Jacobs et al. 2001)
Tribologic stress

Wear

Surface parallel fluid stream

Hydro-erosion

Ramming impact

Droplet impact erosion

Vibration due to turbulence

Fatigue fracture

Ramming impacts due to
imploding vapor bubbles

Cavitation

Solid body
- fluid

Fluid stream
Solid body
- fluid
- particle
Fluid stream. Ramming impacts
due to saltation
Sliding impact

Hydro-abrasion

Two-body abrasion

Solid body
Ramming impact
- particle
Rolling impact

Rolling wear

In hydraulic science erosion and abrasion are closely related. The term erosion is widely
used to express a material volume decrease in general by not considering the real acting
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process. However, erosion or precisely hydro-erosion refers to a physical process where
hydraulic stress exerted by the fluid stream acts on a solid body surface. No solid particles are involved. Erosion occurs in gravel bed rivers where loosely packed gravel is
entrained due to fluid shear stress exerted on the bed. The term abrasion or hydroabrasion implies the presence of solid particles in the water stream. In bedrock rivers
abrasion is the driving process for bed incision (Sklar and Dietrich 2004). However, in
every river system, both erosion and abrasion occur simultaneously due to the fact that
once a particle is set into motion it is impacting the river bed while transported. Bedrock
abrasion is addressed in detail in Section 3.3.2. Abrasion also occurs in hydraulic structures such as spillways, weirs and sediment bypass tunnels damaging the invert surface
(compare Section 2.2.3). Due to the fact that most hydraulic facilities are concrete structures, abrasion research in hydraulic engineering focusses on concrete surface abrasion.
This topic is addressed separately in Section 3.3.3.
Cavitation occurs in open channels with very high flow velocities present in chutes and
spillways (Falvey 1990). According to Pfister (2008) critical velocities lie in the range
of 10 to 37 m/s. In presence of small irregularities on the channel bed the flow separates
resulting in a significant pressure drop. If the pressure decreases below the threshold of
water vapor pressure, vapor bubbles generate. These bubbles break down in sections of
higher fluid pressure and provoke high imploding pressure causing cavitational erosion
if implosion occurs in close bed vicinity (Falvey 1990). Cavitation is a self-intensifying
process starting from small bed unevenness to severe surface damages (Falvey 1990). A
successful countermeasure to avoid cavitation damage is an aeration of the flow by
chute aerators (Volkart 1988, Pfister 2008, Pfister and Hager 2010a, 2010b).
Both vibration and chemical attack are not discussed herein due to its marginal significance to the presented research project.
3.3.1

Abrasion mechanics

Abrasive damage on an invert of a hydraulic structure is expected when the flow induced bed shear stress exceeds a critical value (compare Section 3.2.2) and particle
bedload transport takes place. Particles are transported in sliding, rolling or saltation
motion depending on the flow conditions (compare Section 3.2.3) causing grinding,
rolling or saltating impact stress on the bed (Figure 3.21). According to Sklar and Dietrich (2001, 2004) the governing process causing abrasion is saltation, whereas sliding
and rolling do not cause significant wear. Rock exposed to saltating particle impacts
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fails in tension due to the fact that the tensile strength is an order of magnitude lower
than the compressive strength (Johnson 1972). When compressive stresses are reflected
as tensile stresses destructive effects can ensue and spalling occurs.

Figure 3.21

Sketches of different mechanical stresses acting on a horizontal bed. a) Small
particles lead to high amount of grinding stress and impacts, b) high flow velocities lead to saltation of large particles impacting the bed, c) impacts due to rotating/rolling particles, d) grinding stress (adapted from Jacobs et al. 2001).

The magnitude of abrasion is affected by the flow velocity, the bedload rate, the particle
size, and the particle hardness. According to Jacobs et al. (2001), the abraded volume
increases above average with increasing velocity. However, the effect of increasing
velocity on abrasion is challenging to quantify. First, an increase leads to a higher saltation probability (compare Section 3.2.3 and Figure 3.16). Second, also the impact energy per particle, the bedload rate, and the transported particle size increase (Sklar and
Dietrich 2004). These effects increase the impact energy acting on the invert. In contrary, an increasing velocity also leads to longer saltation trajectories (Figure 3.19), and the
transport mode shifts to suspension, as a result the quantity of impacts per unit area
decreases. Moreover, with increasing bedload transport the bed is partly or totally covered by particles protecting the invert referred to as cover effect (Sklar and Dietrich
1998, 2004, Turowski 2009). These effects decrease the impact energy acting on the
invert. To summarize, the listed effects cancel each other at a certain threshold, and the
impact energy per unit area does not increase beyond the threshold but decreases with
further increasing flow condition.
The magnitude of abrasion can be expressed as a vertical abrasion rate Ar, proposed by
Sklar and Dietrich (2004) in the following form

=
Ar

qsWim2 YM
L p kv f t 2

 qs 
1 − ∗ 
 qs 

[m/s]

(3.81)
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where Wim = mean vertical particle impact velocity, YM = Young’s Modulus of elasticity, kv = rock resistance coefficient, and ft = rock tensile strength. Applying the saltation
trajectory component fits (Figure 3.19a to c), Eq. (3.81) can be rewritten in the form of
the saltation-abrasion model as follows

0.08( s − 1) gYM  θ
=
Ar
qs  − 1 
2
kv f t
 θc


−0.5

1.5

2
 qs    U ∗  
1 − ∗  1 −   
 qs    Vs  

(3.82)

The second term from the right is related to the cover effect, and the last one to the
suspension effect. The material parameters YM and ft are related to each other by the
elastic strain energy ε

ft 2
ε=
2YM

[J/m3]

(3.83)

The rock resistance coefficient kv is calculated by rewriting Eq. (3.82) as


0.08( s − 1) gYM qs  θ
kv
=
 − 1
2
ft
Ars  θ c 

−0.5

1.5

  U 2 
1 −  ∗  
  Vs  



(3.84)

where Ars is a gravimetric abrasion rate obtained from standard laboratory experiments
(Sklar and Dietrich 2001). The cover effect term is dropped due to a low particle
amount applied in these experiments. If no precise data are available, Sklar and Dietrich
(2004, 2012) proposed kv = 106.
Sklar and Dietrich (2001) conducted abrasion experiments in a self-developed waterfilled abrasion mill to obtain the gravimetric abrasion rate Ars. The cylindrical mill is
500 mm high; the diameter is 220 mm. The bottom was covered with the probed rock
disc (D = 200 mm). A 70 mm wide propeller circulated water with 1,000 rpm. Sediment
of various amount and size was added. Due to the fact that rock exposed to saltating
particle impacts fails in tension (Johnson 1972), Sklar and Dietrich (2001) selected the
tensile strength ft as the decisive parameter.
In Figure 3.22 some experimental results are presented. 22 different rock samples plus
six artificial fine sand/Portland cement mortar mixtures were tested while holding constant the particle number, size and lithography (150 g, D = 6 mm, Figure 3.22a). Abrasion rate increases rapidly with decreasing tensile strength and follows
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=
A
7.7(±1.4) ft −2.0( ±0.1)
rs

[g/h]

(3.85)

To verify these results, tests were also conducted varying the lithography of the abrasive
particles. In Figure 3.22b the results are presented for both quartzite as abrasive material, and particles composed of the same material as the disc probe. Although probes
loaded with quartzite were abraded up to three times as fast as similar probes tested with
particles of the same material lithology, the exponent in the power law relationship did
not change.

Figure 3.22

Gravimetric abrasion rate A rs as a function of tensile strength f t from abrasion mill
experiments for different rocks and artificial mortar mixtures. a) Gravel load
150 g, D = 6 mm. b) Quartzite gravel (solid symbols), gravel composed of same
rock as disc probe (open symbols), 1 particle of 70 g and D = 30 mm (adapted
from Sklar and Dietrich 2001).

The saltation-abrasion model was extended by Lamb et al. (2008) considering suspended load. The total load erosion model follows

 qv 
A1 ρ sYM
qvtWim3
=
Ar
1 − 
kv f t 2 Uh χ + V p H p  qv∗ 

(

)

[m/s]

(3.86)

where A1 < 1 is a coefficient accounting for lift forces, 0 ≤ χ ≤ 1 is an integral describing
the vertical velocity and sediment concentration distribution, and Vp and Hp are the
mean bedload particle velocity and bedload layer thickness, i.e. particle hop height,
respectively. The total sediment load rate qvt is calculated as

 Uh χ + V p H p
qvt = qv 

Vp H p







(3.87)
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Figure 3.23 compares the saltation abrasion model (Eq. (3.82)), the total load model
(Eq. (3.86)), and the data from the abrasion mill experiments (Sklar and Dietrich 2001).
In Figure 3.23a the gravimetric abrasion rate Ars is shown as a function of the particle
diameter D, where βi denotes a proportionality constant relating the diffusivity of momentum and sediment. Eq. (3.82) well represents the experimental data of coarse grains,
but predicts no abrasion for sand particles with D = 0.4 mm. However, Eq. (3.73) over
predicts Ars for the fines when βi = 1, but the fit is improved increasing the eddy viscosity by three times (βi = 3).
Figure 3.23b shows the vertical abrasion rate Ar for a given grain size and total sediment
supply as a function of the transport stage T*. Four data sets are plotted using two different particle diameters D = 1 and 60 mm, together with some field data measurements.
Either the slope or the flow depth was kept constant. For low T* < 25 (D = 1 mm) or 1.5
(D = 60 mm), respectively no entrainment occurs, the bed is covered and no abrasion is
predicted. With increasing transport stage, Ar is increasing rapidly to a maximum, then
decreases with increasing T*. The saltation abrasion model predicts no abrasion at
T* > 35 because all particles are in suspension (Figure 3.19c). The total load model
shows ambivalent behavior. Keeping Sb constant, and increasing h leads to continuous
abrasion rate decrease. This is explained by a reduction of near-bed sediment concentration due to the increasing flow depth. Surprisingly, keeping h constant and increasing Sb
reveals a different behavior. The abrasion rate increases with increasing T* then decreases with further increasing T*. This behavior is similar to the cases where Sb is kept
constant. However, for even higher transport stages (T* > 50 for Sb > 0.15, and T* > 103
for Sb > 0.05) the abrasion rate increases again. This is explained with increasing impact
velocities more than compensating the decreasing near-bed sediment concentration.
To summarize, the transport stage does not show a consistent behavior and is therefore
potentially not an adequate parameter to present the abrasion rate.
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Comparison of total load model (Eq. (3.86)) and saltation abrasion model
(Eq. (3.82)) by Sklar and Dietrich (2004). a) Gravimetric abrasion rate A rs as a
function of D, experimental data from Sklar and Dietrich (2001). b) Abrasion rate
A r as a function of T* computed with data set from South Fork Eel River, California, USA (adapted from Lamb et al. 2008).

Modeling bedrock abrasion

Bedrock incision in rivers was recently investigated using scaled hydraulic models by
Chatanantavet (2007), Finnegan et al. (2007), Johnson and Whipple (2007, 2010), and
Chatanantavet and Parker (2008, 2009). They used brittle mortar mixtures as substitute
to model bedrock. Sklar and Dietrich (2001) analyzed such mixtures in their abrasion
mill termed artificial in Figure 3.22a.
Chatanantavet (2007) and Chatanantavet and Parker (2008, 2009) proposed a theoretical
model based on laboratory experiments. They focused on bedrock surfaces present in
bedrock rivers such as longitudinal grooves and randomly formed abrasion patterns.
They identified the tools and cover effect as the governing process, where particles are
either single transported acting as a tool or with increasing sediment rate cover and
protect the bed (Sklar and Dietrich 1998, 2004, Turowski 2009). This relationship is
expressed by the areal fraction of bedrock exposure po

po = 1 −

qs
qs∗

(3.88)

which is the right hand term in Eq. (3.82). Chatanantavet and Parker (2008) conducted
physical model experiments with total run time of 314 h varying 58 times the parameters of discharge Q, sediment supply rate Qs, bed slope Sb, and particle diameter D.
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Figure 3.24 shows an exemplary experiment where the bed rock exposure effect is
illustrated.

Figure 3.24

Top view photographs of model flume. Flow from left to right. Experiment with
longitudinal grooves on the bed surface and S b = 0.0115, Q = 24 l/s, D = 2mm,
and q s /q s * = 0.10, 0.29, 0.54, 0.80 from top to bottom, respectively (Chatanantavet and Parker 2008).

They concluded that bedrock exposure varies with sediment supply, bed slope, hydraulic bed roughness, antecedent gravel in the system and presence of boulders as large
roughness elements. These findings were used by Chatanantavet and Parker (2009) to
apply a theoretical model accounting for abrasion by bedload, plucking and macroabrasion, where plucking refers to entrainment of large blocks, and macroabrasion to the
process of fracturing bedrock into pluckable sizes by saltating particles. The model
provides numerical results pertaining to the spatial and temporal variation of bed elevation, bed slope, mean annual bedrock incision rate, sediment transport rate, and areal
fraction of bedrock exposure.
Finnegan et al. (2007) conducted one experiment with a total run time of 60 h, using
Dm = 5.8 mm gravel and varying Qs four times. Figure 3.25 shows three differential
topography scans after 12, 24 and 54 h, respectively. An incision channel developed in
the beginning and deepened in the course of the test run. Due to decreasing Qs also the
incision channel width bc decreased.
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Bed topography scan. Spatial patterns and magnitudes of bedrock abrasion in
model flume for three 12h periods applying a constant Q s with D m = 5.8 mm. a)
Q s = 0.059 kg/s, b) Q s = 0.025 kg/s, c) Q s = 0.011 kg/s (Finnegan et al. 2007).

The abrasion rate Ar is presented as a function of Qs in Figure 3.26a. An increasing
sediment rate increases the abrasion to a certain rate due to the tools effect. With further
increasing Qs the particles cover the bed (cover effect), resulting in a decrease of Ar. The
width of the incision channel is found to be a function of sediment rate, particle properties, transport stage, and dimensionless bedload concentration c* (Figure 3.26b) expressed as

c∗ =

3Qs
2 Dρ s bc U b

(3.89)

where bc is an active bedload layer or incision channel width. Finnegan et al. (2007)
found a constant value c* = 0.048 and proposed the following data fit for the active
width valid for cover-free beds
bc
Q
= k1 5 / 2 ∗ s ∗ 5 / 6
D
D c (T )

with k1 =

9
0.5
5 ρ s ((s − 1)g )

(3.90)

In other words, bc is a unique width over which sediment transport takes place for a
given sediment rate, particle diameter, and bed shear stress.
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a) Vertical abrasion rate A r as a function of Q s . b) Non-dimensional incision
channel width b c as a function of adjusted Q s (adapted from Finnegan et al.
2007).

Johnson and Whipple (2007) conducted similar experiments. Tests were run with gravel
of D50 = 2.5 mm at mostly constant supply rates Qs = 68 g/s. The bed slope was varied
three times (Sb = 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10) with corresponding experimental run times of
t = 390, 448 and 447 min, respectively.
Similar to Finnegan et al. (2007) they found a deep incision channel. Figure 3.27 shows
the vertical abrasion rate for the entire flume width (a) and a 1 cm wide inner incision
channel (b). Average Ar decreases with time, whereas the abrasion in the channel remains constant due to the fact that sediment is only transported in the channel. They
confirmed the tools and cover effect as described by Sklar and Dietrich (1998), but the
governing parameter were the local sediment rate and bed shear stress in the active
channel, not the width-averaged values.

Figure 3.27

Vertical abrasion rate A r as a function of time t. a) average flume width, b) 1 cm
wide incision channel width (adapted from Johnson and Whipple 2007).

Johnson and Whipple (2010) conducted tests varying the discharge from Q = 7-78 l/s,
the sediment rate from Qs = 25-215 g/s, and the gravel size D50 = 2.7 and 5.5 mm. They
verified the following relations by Sklar and Dietrich (2004). The abrasion rate Ar is
linearly related to the sediment transport rate Qs up to the onset of deposition at which
the cover effect gains importance and inhibits further abrasion. Furthermore Ar is related
to the transport stage by an exponent ar
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(3.91)

Sklar and Dietrich (2004) found ar = -0.5, whereas Chatanantavet and Parker (2009)
found ar = 0 confirmed by experimental data from Johnson and Whipple (2010) in
Figure 3.28a.

Figure 3.28

a) Vertical abrasion rate A r normalized by mean abrasion rate in each set of time
steps as a function of transport stage T*. Time steps with variable Q but constant
Q s . a r = -0.5 refers to Sklar and Dietrich (2004). b) A r as a function of Q (Johnson
and Whipple 2010).

In other words, the abrasion rate is independent of the transport stage or likewise excess
bed shear stress. However, Johnson and Whipple (2010) also stated that a physical
interpretation is difficult. Their hypotheses are first a decoupling of the local bed shear
stress from the width-averaged values due to rough bed topography or more precisely
the active incision channel where abrasion occurred. Second, saltation trajectory and
bed topography may affect the rate and intensity of particle impacts. They also found no
consistent dependence of Ar on the discharge Q (Figure 3.28b), and conclude that widthaveraged abrasion rates do not depend on discharge.
3.3.3

Modeling concrete abrasion

Research on both particle motion and bedrock abrasion focuses on particle impacts
causing hydro-abrasion. However, hydraulic structures exposed to wear are mainly
made of concrete. Therefore, research on material resistance is a further approach to
counteract abrasion. Significant studies on concrete exposed to hydro-abrasion were
conducted by Bania (1989), Haroske (2000), Helbig and Horlacher (2007), Helbig et al.
(2007, 2009, 2012), Mechtcherine et al. (2012), and Vogel and Müller (2009, 2012).
Although no standard abrasion device exists to quantify the concrete abrasion resistance
in a laboratory environment, the mechanism is always similar. A concrete sample is
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loaded by a water-particle mixture in a rotating device similar to a mill or drum (Bania
1989, ASTM C779, Mechtcherine et al. 2012). Jacobs et al. (2001) summarized a number of these devices developed and used in the mentioned studies.
Helbig and Horlacher (2007) provided a theoretical model to determine the abrasion
depth of concrete surfaces ha based on experiments conducted by Bania (1989) using
the correlation between concrete compression strength fc, time t and kinetic fluid energy. The basic equation follows

ha (t ) =

(

(

3
1
at + b 1 − e −c t
10 ρ c

))

[mm]

(3.92)

where a, b, and c are coefficients implying fc and the kinetic energy of the fluid, and ρc
is the concrete density.
Recent research on concrete abrasion was performed by Mechtcherine et al. (2012) and
Helbig et al. (2012). The former conducted model tests in an abrasion drum, the latter
provided an experimentally based approach to predict abrasion depths. Experiments
were conducted using eight 300 mm2 concrete plate samples exposed to a water-particle
mixture at the drum base (Figure 3.29a). The two-phase mixture was composed of equal
parts of solid and fluid with 10 kg steel spheres of D = 4.4, 5.0 or 8.0 mm, and 10 l
water. The drum rotated in three different rotational velocities simulating typical flow
velocities in a lower, middle and upper river reach (ω = 10, 13.5 and 17 rev/min). Figure 3.29b shows the mass loss for two concrete mixtures exposed to two different test
conditions. One mixture contained basalt as aggregate, the other quartz gravel using
similar maximum aggregate diameters of D = 8.0 mm for both mixtures. The relative
mass loss scales linearly with time. The tests simulating the upper river reach with large
steel particles (D = 8.0 mm) and high flow velocities (ω = 17 rev/min) result in 6 to 7
times higher mass losses. Furthermore, the crushed basalt aggregates showed a higher
abrasion resistance than the quartz gravel.
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(a) Octagonal abrasion drum developed at TU Dresden. (b) Mass loss as a function of time. Two concrete mixtures with aggregates: Crushed basalt, and rounded
quartz gravel. Maximum aggregate diameter for both mixtures: D = 8.0 mm. Two
test conditions: lower river reach: steel sphere D = 4.4 mm, ω = 10 rev/min; upper
river reach: steel sphere D = 8.0 mm, ω = 17 rev/min (adapted from Mechtcherine
et al. 2012).

Helbig et al. (2012) analyzed Mechtcherine’s data and provided relations of the abrasion depth as a function of both impact energy E and time t with E as follows
E=

( s − 1) gV pω
As

t

[N/m]

(3.93)

where Vp = steel sphere volume, ω = Dd πn with Dd = drum diameter and n = spinning
rate, and As = sample plate area.
Figure 3.30 reveals a nearly linear correlation between the abraded volume and both
increasing energy and time for a given constant test condition (upper river reach: steel
sphere D = 8.0 mm, ω = 17 rev/min). Again, the concretes containing quartz gravel
aggregates showed higher abrasion depths compared to crushed basalt.
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(a) Abrasion depth h a as a function of impact energy E. (b) Abrasion depth h a as a
function of time. Six concrete mixtures at test condition: upper river reach: steel
sphere D = 8.0 mm, ω = 17 rev/min (adapted from Helbig et al. 2012).

Using the results obtained from the abrasion drum experiments, Helbig et al. (2012)
proposed a theoretical model extrapolating the results to any given hydraulic condition.
The model includes the effect of particle and concrete properties, particle distribution,
particle mass, and particle velocity and calculates the abrasion depth for any given
hydraulic condition. However, some abrasion drum experiments are mandatory to obtain input parameters. Furthermore, some unknowns in the correlation still exist.

Experimental setup and methods

4
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Experimental setup and methods

Sediment bypass tunnels are operated at supercritical open channel flow conditions in a
wide range of tunnel width to flow depth aspect ratios and Froude numbers as shown in
Chapter 2. The flow characteristics in those tunnels directly affect particle motion and
thus the sediment transport modes. In turn, the particle motion affects the invert abrasion magnitude and pattern. Therefore, the project was divided into three main test
series according to the main objectives of the study:
Phase A: Mean and turbulent flow characteristics
Phase B: Particle motion
Phase C: Invert abrasion caused by sediment transport
First, the model flume is briefly described including general instrumentation and flow
conditions for all test runs. Thereafter, both the experimental setup and data treatment of
the three main test series are summarized and the measurement devices of 2D-LDA,
High-speed camera, and sediment dosing machine, as well as the properties of the used
particles and weak mortar mixtures are explained in detail. Furthermore, model similarity, accuracy and repeatability are discussed.

4.1

Model flume

All experiments were conducted in a b = 0.50 m wide, 0.7 m high and 13.50 m long
glass- and PVC-sided tilting flume originally built by Lauber (1997) (Figure 4.1). The
flume slope was adjustable from Sb = 0.01 to 0.04. The flume width was narrowed to
b = 0.30 m to facilitate test runs with high Froude numbers in combination with high
flow depths (Figure 4.2). The bed was concrete lined from the inlet to x = 12.40 m
followed by a 150 mm drop. At the flume end (x = 13.50 m) the water dropped from
1.50 m into a pool and was recirculated in an enclosed system using a KSB pump with
a maximum discharge of Q = 250 l/s. The discharge was controlled with a Krohne
magnetic flow-meter of ±0.5% accuracy and transferred from pressurized to supercriti-

cal free-surface flow using a VAW jetbox developed by Schwalt and Hager (1992). The
approach flow depth ho at the jetbox (subscript o) was gate-controlled (Figure 4.2). The

flow depth h was measured at x = 2, 5, 10, and 12 m at the flume center with Baumer
Ultrasonic Distance Sensors (UDS) of ±0.5 mm accuracy. Additionally, one UDS was
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installed on an automatically controlled 2D traverse system mounted on rails on top of
the flume side walls to allow for variable flow depth measurements (Figure 4.3). Furthermore, point gauge measurements of ±0.25 mm accuracy were performed to support
and verify the UDS data. Note that at high flow velocities the accuracy of the UDS
dropped due to air entrainment and resulting wavy two-phase flow (compare Section
4.1.2).

Figure 4.1

Photograph of model flume in the VAW laboratory.

Detailed bottom surface scans were obtained with the Baumer distance laser device
(DLD) OADM 21I6481/S14F with a wave length of 650 nm. It was installed on the 2D
traverse system next to the UDS and its tip was 513 mm away from the initial fixed
flume bed (Figure 4.3). The laser was adjusted to a range of 500 to 700 mm to account
for abrasion depth measurements. Its accuracy in this range was determined and verified
with ±0.25 mm.
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(a)

Figure 4.2

(b)

a) Detail of model inlet and, b) origin of coordinate system.

All electronic devices were controlled by a desktop PC equipped with an Intel Core2
Duo E7500 2.93 GHz processor with 4.0 GB RAM and a 16bit National Instruments
16-channel data acquisition card using the software Labview for device control and
data acquisition.

Figure 4.3

Photographs of a) automatic 2D traverse system mounted with distance Laser
device (DLD) and ultrasonic distance sensor (UDS), b) detail of both devices.

The coordinates in the streamwise, spanwise and vertical directions are x, y and z. The
origin of the coordinate system is situated at the center flume bottom directly downstream of the gate where transmission to free surface flow occurs (Figure 4.2). The xaxis is parallel to the bed.
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4.1.1

Flow conditions

All test runs in the present project were conducted at fully-developed steady flow conditions. According to the results obtained in phase A the flows were in the transitional
rough regime based on Nikuradse’s definition given in Eq. (3.20) with mean roughness
Reynolds numbers in between 5 < ks+ < 70 (compare Table 4.2 and Section 5). The
approach flow Froude number was varied from 1.25 ≤ Fo ≤ 8, and the flow depth from
25 ≤ ho ≤ 100 mm resulting in a wide range of aspect ratios 3 ≤ b/ho ≤ 12. However, the
flow was not always uniform but decelerated due to the combination of both high
Froude numbers and flow depths. A valuable parameter proposed by Song and Chiew
(2001) describing the flow uniformity is the pressure gradient or flow equilibrium parameter β. It specifies the free surface slope dh/dx or dRh/dx, respectively and follows

β=

gRh  d Rh

− Se 
2 
U*  d x


(4.1)

A value of β = ‒1 denotes uniform flow conditions, β > ‒1 corresponds to decelerated
flow and β < ‒1 to accelerated flow, respectively. Note that Song and Chiew (2001) use
the bed slope Sb whereas herein the energy line slope Se is applied in Eq. (4.1). In the
present study, values varying around β = ‒1±15% were considered as quasi-uniform
flow.
For decelerated flows the effects of the aspect ratio, Froude number, flow nonuniformity on the flow mean and turbulence characteristics are interrelated and hence it
is difficult to distinguish separate effects. Increasing the Froude number leads to increasing flow depths along the flume and as a result varying aspect ratios. Indeed, these
effects can be separated by applying uniform flow conditions but due to facility restrictions uniform flow condition in this study could not be achieved at high Froude
numbers Fo > 2 in combination with the applied flow depths ho ≤ 100 mm. In other
words, to obtain uniform flow for instance for Fo = 8, and ho = 100 mm, a flume slope
of Sb = 0.20 would have to be applied, which was not possible. Also, this counteracts
the goal of the project to analyze the sediment motion and invert abrasion phenomena in
sediment bypass tunnels due to the fact that these tunnels are typically operated at invert
slopes from Sb = 0.01 to 0.04 (compare Figure 2.7).
Furthermore, in some conducted test runs air entrainment at the water surface was observed leading to a two-phase air water flow (compare Section 4.2.2). According to
Chanson (2009) air entrainment occurs when the turbulent shear stress next to the water
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surface is large enough to overcome both surface tension and buoyancy effects, i.e. the
stress is greater than the capillary force resisting the surface breakup. This was the case
for tests conducted at high flow velocities exceeding about 4 m/s.
4.1.2

Backwater curve calculation

At the outset of the project preliminary tests were conducted to obtain the longitudinal
free surface profiles from both UDS and point gauge measurements (Table 4.1). The
flow velocity Uco is calculated with the continuity equation from Eq. (3.2) in its onedimensional (1D) formulation as
U co =

Q
bh

(4.2)

These flow depth measurements were used to calibrate a 1D-backwater curve calculation by adjusting the equivalent sand roughness height ks. The backwater curve was
calculated using the Darcy-Weisbach equation given in Eq. (3.28). The flow resistance
coefficient λ in Eq. (3.32) was simplified using an approximation given by Yen (2002):

 k
1.95  
0.25  − log  s + 0.9  
λ=
 12 Rh R  


−2

(4.3)

In Figure 4.4 the results are presented. The point gauge measurements were averaged
over three values taken at the left, center and right side of the flume. The UDS data are
obtained from the flume center. The slightly wavy water surface, i.e. flow depth fluctuation caused by the highly supercritical flow was always less than ±0.025h at every
single UDS measurement location.
Table 4.1

Preliminary test runs (TP) and corresponding flow parameters

Test

Sb
[-]

Fo
[-]

ho
[mm]

b/h o
[-]

U co,o
[m/s]

TP1
TP2

0.01
0.01

2.0
2.0

50
100

6.0
3.0

1.40
1.98

TP3

0.01

4.0

50

6.0

2.80

TP4

0.01

4.0

100

3.0

3.97

TP5

0.01

6.0

50

6.0

4.20

TP6

0.01

6.0

100

3.0

5.95
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In general, both data sets agree well, but only for Fo = 6, and ho = 100 mm (Figure 4.4c)
the UDS data slightly overestimate the flow depth due to wavy two-phase flow with air
entrainment. The best correlation for the backwater curve calculation taking all six tests
into account was found with ks = 0.2 mm for the bed and ks = 0.005 mm for the glassand PVC-sided walls, respectively. In the following, the value of the flow depth h is
always taken from the backwater curve calculation, if no bed form changes occurred
due to abrasion.

Figure 4.4

Measured and calculated flow depths for preliminary tests in Table 4.1 with
h o = 50 and 100 mm. a) TP1 and TP2: F o = 2, b) TP3 and TP4: F o = 4, c) TP5
and TP6: F o = 6.
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Mortar bed lining and roughness

The standard flume bed was concrete lined with a 20 mm abrasion resistant mortar
layer. The mixture consisted of fine sand (D = 0-4 mm) and Lonsicar steel fibers
(L = 1-3 mm) as aggregates, water and Portland cement CEM 1 42.5N. The corresponding mixing ratios are aggregate/cement ac = 4.3, water/cement wc = 0.34, and steel
fiber/cement = 0.11, respectively. Due to both placing restrictions and crack prevention,
the invert was subdivided by 3 mm thick Pavatex boards into 2,000 mm long sections.
The sections were only 280 mm wide due to placing restrictions. The 10 mm gaps at the
sidewalls were filled by Sikaflex® sealant.
A detailed DLD bottom surface scan was performed with a spatial resolution of
20 mm2. Figure 4.5 shows the obtained surface plot. The construction joints across the
flume are visible as slight elevations of less than 1 mm (Figure 4.5). The determination
of the geometric flume bed roughness height k is challenging due to the fact that the
concrete surface is not smooth but irregularly distributed (Figure 4.6). The zero-level
position is crucial to determine every single roughness height ki. Choosing the minimum
measured z-value of the entire scan may lead to an overestimation of k due to the fact
that the position is only based on one single data point. Thus, it is more appropriate to
select more than one data point to obtain a more reliable zero level value based on a
sound data set. For this reason, the lowest data points are averaged and the mean value
is considered as zero level plain. For comparison both the lowest 5 and 10% are considered.

Figure 4.5

Surface scan of entire model flume.

The roughness height k averaged over the entire flume area was determined as
k = 1.61 mm (±0.72 mm), and k = 1.43 mm (±0.72 mm) for the 5 and 10% zero level,
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respectively. To erase the macro roughness effects caused by the joints, k was also
determined from 764 scanned measuring points at a 1,000 mm long section starting
from x = 6,495 mm were no joints were present. Values take k = 0.45 mm (±0.20 mm)
or k = 0.36 mm (±0.20 mm) for the 5 and 10% zero level, respectively.
Further, the height ks was determined fitting the log-law given in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.15)
to the velocity profiles obtained from 2D-LDA measurements. The test setup and results
are discussed in detail in Section 4.2 and Chapter 5, respectively. The average value of
all vertical velocity profiles is determined as ks =0.3 mm (±0.2 mm).

Figure 4.6

Definition sketch of geometric bed roughness height k.

To summarize, the geometric roughness height k and the equivalent sand roughness
height ks are in reasonable agreement and the ratio βN given in Eq. (3.33) is:

βN =

k s 0.20
0.30
= 0.83
=
= 0.55 or β N =
k 0.36
0.36

(4.4)

where k is obtained applying the 10% zero level, and ks applying either the backwater
curve calibration or the log-law fit.
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Phase A: Flow characteristics

In phase A the main objective was to measure and analyze the mean and turbulence
flow characteristics such as mean velocities, turbulence intensities, Reynolds and bed
shear stresses at supercritical hydraulic flow conditions for a wide range of aspect ratios.
The velocity measurements were carried out using a 2D-LDA system (Figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7

4.2.1

Model sketch for test run phase A.

2D-LDA system

Laser-Doppler-Anemometry (LDA), also termed Laser-Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), is
a non-intrusive point measurement technique to measure instantaneous flow velocities.
The technique uses the Doppler-Effect evoked by light refraction of suspended particles
travelling through a measurement volume within the crossing point of two laser beams
(Durst et al. 1981). Herein, measurements were conducted without adding additional
seeding particles due to sufficient fine particles present in the circulating system.
The velocity components were measured using the 2D-LDA system Flowlite from
Dantec Dynamics. The laser was mounted on an automatic 3D-positioning system
allowing precise movements in the streamwise, spanwise and vertical flow direction of
±0.01 mm. The 2D-LDA consists of two diode lasers of 532 and 561 nm wave lengths
with a power of 2 × 200 mW. The horizontal laser beam was adjusted parallel to the
flume bed by eye. The 60 mm diameter laser sensor head was set about 210 mm away
from the glass-sided flume wall. It uses backscatter technique and has a focal length of
400 mm. The sensor was connected to the beam separator by a 20 m long fiber cable.
The size of the measurement volume was 4×10-2 mm3. The accuracy was given by
Dantec Dynamics with a maximum of ±2% for the absolute error obtained from an inhouse wind channel calibration. However, the measurement accuracy during experi-
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mental performance was very precise and the relative error was given with ±0.002%.
Further calibration of the system was not required.
The LDA system was connected to the desktop PC system also used for the other instruments (Section 4.1). Raw data acquisition was done with the Dantec Dynamics
software BSA.
4.2.2

Test program

In total, nine tests were conducted at steady clear-water flow conditions with approach
flow Froude numbers of Fo = 2, 4 and 8 for flow depths of ho = 25, 50 and 100 mm
(Figure 4.8). They are coded as TA1 to TA9 (Table 4.2). The flow velocity Uco is obtained from the continuity equation given in Eq. (4.2). For each test densely spaced (one
profile every 5 to 20 mm in spanwise direction resulting in 20 profiles) LDA measurements were carried out in the cross section of the flume at x = 6.40 m downstream of the
jetbox. Each of the 20 vertical profiles measured at x = 6.40 m consisted of 15 to 24
measuring points in vertical direction, depending on the flow depth, resulting in a total
of 330 to 528 measuring points per test. Due to facility restrictions, the closest measuring points to the bed were located at z = 3 mm for u, and at z = 15 mm for w. The two
velocity components were measured simultaneously using the coincidence mode, where
the two bursts (raw velocity signal) in the x- and y-direction overlap. Figure 4.8 shows
the photographs of flow condition for each run at x = 5.90 to 6.90 m.
Table 4.2

Hydraulic parameters of conducted test runs in phase A
Fo
[-]
2.0

h
[mm]
106

F
[-]
1.8

b/h
[-]
2.8

U co
[m/s]
1.87

R
[105]
4.7

ks+
[-]
28±23

β

TA2

4.0

117

3.2

2.6

3.39

8.9

33±35

−0.28

TA3

8.0

120

6.1

2.5

6.61

17.7

45±61

−0.07

2.0
4.0

54
66

1.8
2.7

5.6
4.6

1.30
2.12

2.1
3.9

21±46
20±29

−0.93
−0.39

8.0

69

5.0

4.3

4.06

7.7

31±61

−0.11

2.0
4.0

28
39

1.7
2.1

10.7
7.7

0.88
1.27

0.8
1.6

24±19
16±13

−0.99
−0.65

8.0

44

3.5

6.8

2.25

3.1

37±20

−0.22

Test
TA1

TA4
TA5

Sb
[-]
0.01

ho
[mm]
100

50

TA6
TA7
TA8
TA9

25

[-]
−0.84

Hydraulic parameters calculated at x = 6.40 m. Gray colored rows refer to quasi-uniform flow

For TA1, TA4, and TA7 with Fo = 2, quasi-uniform flow was reached at the measured
cross section, whereas for the rest of the tests decelerated flow conditions occurred.
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Hence, the hydraulic parameters Fo and ho measured and calculated at x = 0 differed
from those at x = 6.40 m, i.e. F, R, h and b/h, where the 2D-LDA measurements were
performed (Table 4.2).

Figure 4.8

4.2.3

Photographs of quasi-uniform and gradually-varied supercritical open channel
flow for TA1 to TA9 (a to i) from x = 5.90 to 6.90 m.

Data acquisition and treatment

Flow velocity data were collected using the LDA system at a frequency of 10 up to
1,000 Hz. The sampling rate significantly dropped with both increasing distance from
the glass-sided wall towards the PVC wall, and with increasing vertical distance from
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the bed at high flow velocities due to the above mentioned two-phase air-water flow.
Air entrainment was observed for TA3 and less pronounced for TA6 (Figure 4.8c and f).
The air entrainment resulted in a two-phase air-water flow, so that velocity measurements close to the water surface at the PVC wall above z/h > 0.5 were not amenable for
TA3. Figure 4.9 presents both the vertical (a) and spanwise (b) averaged sampling rates
as functions of the spanwise and vertical direction, respectively. The sampling rates
were much higher at z ≤ 15 mm due the fact that only the horizontal laser beam was in
operation, i.e. the system was not run in the coincidence mode.

Figure 4.9

Averaged sample rates for TA3 as a function of a) spanwise direction y, b) vertical direction z.

Recording time at each measuring point was 30 s, which was verified to be long enough
to obtain constant moving average turbulence intensities urms and wrms. Mostly, after
some 10 s a constant value was attained. Figure 4.10 shows the moving streamwise and
vertical intensities from test run TA1 at a distance from the bed of z = 35 mm for three
selected point measurement examples near the glass wall (y = −128 mm), next to the
center (y = −8 mm) and near the PVC wall (z = 125 mm). Further details about turbulence intensity characteristics are given in Section 5.3.
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Examples of moving average streamwise and vertical turbulence intensities for
test run TA1 at z = 35 mm. a) y = −128 mm, a) y = −8 mm, c) y = 125 mm.

From the raw data, the instantaneous flow velocities u and w were extracted using the
BSA software and then despiked using a despiking technique introduced by Goring
and Nikora (2002), which allows for elimination of physically impossible velocity
peaks. Furthermore, an angle correction of the two laser beams was applied based on the
technique introduced by Nezu and Rodi (1986). Due to the fact that vertical velocities
are small and two orders of magnitude lower than the streamwise, precise adjustment of
the beams parallel and orthogonal to the bed is of utmost importance. The proposed
correction assumes 2D-flow in the flume center in case of wide open channel flow
(b/h ≥ 4-5), e.g. no secondary currents are present and the vertical velocities equal zero
(compare Section 3.1.3). Applying this assumption to TA4 to TA9 with b/h ≥ 4.3, the
correction angle is obtained for every single data point:
tan γ =

W
U

(4.5)

The average angle taking all vertical measuring points in the flume center for TA4 to
TA9 into account is γ = 0.882°. Thus, all nine data sets were corrected by applying this
angle correction.
Finally, from the despiked and angle-corrected data, the mean flow velocities, turbulence intensities, and Reynolds and bed shear stresses were calculated using a selfdeveloped Matlab code. These parameters are discussed in detail in the results section
(Section 5).
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Phase B: Particle motion

In phase B the main objectives were to analyze the particle transport modes and to
obtain the saltation trajectories and resulting impact energies on the bed at supercritical
hydraulic flow conditions by recording the motion of single particles. The flume was
equipped with a high-speed camera system and 7,000 W lighting to allow for high
frame rate recordings (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11

4.3.1

Model sketch for test run phase B.

High-speed camera system

Sediment motion was recorded using the 5.5 megapixel pco.edge® scientificCMOS
high-speed camera system in combination with a Zeiss® Distagon T* 2/28 lens. The
sensor size is 16.6×14.0 mm2 with a corresponding pixel size of 6.5 μm2. The maximum
frame rate of this system are 50 and 100 fps at maximum image resolution of
2,560×2,160 pixels for the global and rolling shutter mode, respectively. Due to the fact
that the particles had to be detected by an edge detection algorithm (Section 4.3.4), high
contrast was of utmost interest. The global shutter mode was applied for the experimental recordings to detect fast moving objects without motion artifacts.
For the present application the resolution was lowered to 2,560×400 pixels corresponding to a recorded area of 1,100×200 mm starting from x = 5.90 m. Halving the vertical
resolution doubles the frame rate leading to 240 fps using the global shutter mode. This
frame rate was considered as fast enough to capture fast motion of particles. At highest
flow velocity conducted (Uco = 5.9 m/s) particles traveled around 50 pixels in streamwise direction in between two consecutive images.
As a result of the calibration process best images in terms of sharpness and contrast
were achieved by illuminating the recorded flume section with two times 3,000 W
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lighting from the sides and 1,000 W from above (Figure 4.11). Furthermore, the exposure time was chosen with t = 0.2 ms, and the lens aperture with f/2.8, with f being the
focal length.
The camera was placed a distance of 1,975 mm away from the glass-sided wall. To
adjust the system in the y- and z-direction the lens was centered in the full resolution
image using the camera reflection in the glass window. Furthermore, water was impounded to obtain a horizontal water level to adjust the image in the x-direction (Figure
4.12a). The calibration was achieved using a calibration plate with 50 mm spaced white
target dots placed in the flume center at impounded conditions (Figure 4.12b). The
horizontal and vertical spacings corresponded to 105 pixels in the image center and
104 pixels at the edges. Thus, nearly no distortion was observed and the relation of
1 pixel = 0.48 mm was chosen as global calibration factor.

Figure 4.12

Calibration photographs with standing water and calibration plate placed in the
flume center. a) Full resolution image 2,560×2,160 pixel with horizontal water
level and reflection of centered camera lens for S b = 0.04. b) 2,560×400 pixel image for S b = 0.01 with 50 mm spaced calibration targets.
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To process all recorded data in real time, the camera was connected to a desktop PC
equipped with an Intel QuadCore i7-960 3.2 GHz processor with 12.0 GB RAM and a
16 TB RAID storage system. Video recordings were done with 16bit greyscale images.
However, to simplify data processing, each image was only stored at 8bit greyscale.
4.3.2

Particles

Three different particle size categories were used, termed I, II and III with corresponding diameter ratios Di/DI of 1, 2, and about 4. All test runs were performed with both
glass spheres and natural sediment grains to investigate the particle shape effect on
particle motion characteristics (Figure 4.13). Spheres were provided by Worf Glaskugeln®. The sphere diameters were invariant. Sediment grains were taken from uniform
rounded river sediment. In general, a particle is described by three mutually perpendicular particle axes, the longest (ap-axis), the intermediate (bp-axis), and the shortest (cpaxis) axis (Bunte and Abt 2001).
Particle densities ρs of both, glass spheres and sediment grains were precisely determined using the micromeritics® GeoPyc 1360 provided by the Institute for Geotechnical
Engineering (IGT) at ETH Zurich. In Table 4.3 the particle densities are listed.

Figure 4.13

Painted glass spheres and examples of sediment particles for three categories I, II,
and III.

Diameter of natural sediment grains
An important issue is the choice of the suitable diameter to describe the natural sediment grain. Four different methods are used herein to obtain a characteristic D:
1. Sieve analysis: D m
2. Sieve analysis: D 50
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3. Particle tracking: D P = P p /π
4. Particle tracking: D b = b p
All diameters are given Table 4.3. The decisive sediment diameter of one category
obtained from a sieve analysis is expressed by the value Dm calculated as (Meyer-Peter
and Müller 1948)

=
Dm

∑d

mi

∆pi

(4.6)

where dmi = mean grain diameter of fraction i and Δpi = weight proportion. Note that Dm
does not exactly correspond to the value of D50, describing the characteristic diameter
where 50% of the particles pass the sieve, i.e. the median diameter. In literature these
two values are sometimes mixed. However, herein they are almost identical. The particle size distribution of each category is described by its uniformity coefficient σu as
follows

σu =

D84
D16

(4.7)

where D84 and D16 are characteristic diameters at which 84% and 16% of the particles
pass the sieve, respectively. If σu is less than 1.2, the material is uniformly distributed.
This is true for all three categories (Table 4.3). Figure 4.14 shows the particle size distributions and highlights the above described diameters.

Figure 4.14

Sediment size distribution of natural grains in category I, II and III.
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The diameters DP and Db were determined from the image recording and particle tracking explained in detail in Section 4.3.4. The values of DP and Db are averaged over 828,
849 and 823 recorded particles for category I, II and III, respectively and are also listed
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3

Particle properties

Category

Particle

I

Natural grain

I

Glass sphere

II

Natural grain

II

Glass sphere

III

Natural grain

III

Glass sphere

D
[mm]

Dm
[mm]
5.4

D 50
[mm]
5.4

DP
[mm]
6.6 ±0.4

Db
[mm]
5.3 ±0.4

5.3

ρs
[kg/m3]
2,680 ±10

σu
[-]
1.09

2,530
11.2

11.2

13.9 ±0.7

10.6 ±0.6

10.3

2,680 ±10

1.08

2,570
18.5

18.3

22.4 ±1.1

16.5 ±1.1

17.5

2,680 ±10

1.07

2,340

In the data analysis the particle diameter was used as a characteristic length scale to
normalize parameters such as the saltation length and height. Furthermore, D is used to
calculate the Shields parameter θ given in Eq. (3.61). Thus, it is relevant which diameter
to choose. The glass spheres are invariant; the difficulties only arise in case of the natural grain experiments. The shape of every single particle varies significantly as revealed
in Figure 4.15. Thus the 1st and 2nd method do not seem to be adequate, because Dm and
D50 are averaged values obtained from a single sieve analysis which is equally valid for
all particles in the same category. The 3nd and 4th method reveal the great advantage that
every single particle can be normalized by its own real diameter, and the Shields parameter is obtained for every particle. Method (3) seems to be more adequate from a physically based point of view, because a diameter obtained from the particle perimeter better
describes its real shape. However, method (4) is identified as best option, due to the fact
that first the b-axis is close to the value of Dm. Second, in engineering practice the sieve
analysis of a field volume probe is a precise method to obtain the particle diameter.
Although field line sampling is widely applied in engineering practice due to its easy
applicability, the sieve analysis is very beneficial to verify the line sampling data. Third,
the glass sphere diameters were chosen for comparison based on the sieve analysis
values, and as a result the mean Db is very close to the invariant D.
To conclude, Db is chosen for further data analysis. Note that not the averaged values
given in Table 4.3 were used, but the values obtained for every individual particle.
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Shape factor
Sediment grain forms vary from spherical to ellipsoidal, and in a two-dimensional
projection from round to elliptical, respectively. The roundness factor κR given by
Woldman et al. (2012) allows classifying the grain shapes

κR =

Pp2
4πAp

(4.8)

where Pp = particle perimeter and Ap = particle area (Figure 4.13). A 2D-projection of a
sphere results in κR = 1, whereas deviating shapes yield to higher values. For example
the value of κR = 1.2 corresponds to an axis ratio ap/bp = 2 for an elliptical shape. Figure
4.15 shows the frequency distribution of the shape factor κR including in total 2,500
natural sediments recorded in test phase B. The plots reveal that most of the small particles are close to a spherical shape with shape factors between 1.0 < κR < 1.1. The medium ones reveal a maximum between 1.15 < κR < 1.2, and the large ones between
1.2 < κR < 1.3. Thus, the shape of these particles is more elliptical. Furthermore, the
shape distribution of the large particles is broad (1.1 < κR < 1.8) compared to the small
ones indicating that the variation of the particle shape is large.

Figure 4.15

Frequency distribution of shape factor κ R for natural sediment particles based on
(a) 828 particles of D m = 5.4 mm, (b) 849 particles of D m = 11.2 mm, (c) 823 particles of D m = 18.5 mm.

Particle mass
The particle mass Mp for an ellipsoid is calculated as
1
M p = πρ s a p bp c p
6

(4.9)
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with ap = bp = cp = D for the sphere. Due to the fact that only a 2D projection of the
shape is obtained from the image analysis, the cp-axis has to be estimated. The cp-axis of
a typical sediment grain is smaller than its bp-axis. Depending on its flatness the ratio
cp/bp may vary from nearly zero for a totally flat particle to one for a sphere (Bunte and
Abt 2001). Graham et al. (2005) give a mean flatness of cp/bp ≈ 0.5 for three exemplary
British rivers. Whereas for some large stones in category III this ratio or an even lower
one may be adequate, the ratio for category I and II should be higher as most of these
particles showed a rounded shape. Thus the flatness ratio cp/bp ≈ 0.8 is chosen herein.
However, this assumption may lead to a slight uncertainty in the calculation of the
natural sediment mass.
Hardness
The material hardness can be described by Mohs scale of mineral hardness (Zhou et al.
2014). This value characterizes the scratch resistance of a mineral through the ability of
a harder material to scratch the softer material. Herein, 74 natural sediment particles
were tested using Calcite and Orthoclase as scratching material with corresponding
hardness values of HMohs = 3 and 6, respectively. 9.5% of the particles show a hardness
of HMohs ≤ 3, 86.5% a hardness of 4 ≤ HMohs ≤ 5, and 4.0% HMohs ≥ 6.
4.3.3

Test program

In total 132 parameter combinations were tested. Every run included both glass spheres
and sediment grains and was repeated n = 20 times to allow for a sound statistical analysis. Thus, in total 5,280 single particles were recorded. The following parameters were
systematically varied:
•

S b = 0.01 and 0.04

•

h o = 50 and 100 mm

•

F o = 1.25, 1.5 to 6.0 (in 0.5 steps)

•

D = Category I, II and III

The tests are coded as TB1 to TB44 referring to all varied hydraulic conditions (Table
4.7). The particle Reynolds number R∗p is not separately listed and can be calculated
using the given friction velocity U∗ and Eq. (3.37). Particle Reynolds number values
vary from R∗p = 292 to 3,955.
Each particle was added separately by hand at the flume center at x = 0.50 m downstream of the jetbox.
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Hydraulic parameters of conducted test runs in phase B
h
[mm]
84

F
[-]
1.6

b/h
[-]
3.6

U co
[m/s]
1.46

U∗
[m/s]
0.068

R
[105]
3.0

[-]
-1.16

TB2

1.5

94

1.6

3.2

1.58

0.072

3.6

-1.09

TB3

2.0

106

1.8

2.8

1.87

0.084

4.8

-0.85

TB4

2.5

112

2.1

2.7

2.22

0.098

5.9

-0.63

TB5

3.0

115

2.6

2.6

2.59

0.114

7.1

-0.47

TB6

3.5

116

2.8

2.6

2.98

0.130

8.3

-0.36

TB7

4.0

117

3.1

2.6

3.38

0.147

9.5

-0.29

TB8

4.5

118

3.5

2.5

3.77

0.164

10.7

-0.23

TB9

5.0

119

3.9

2.5

4.17

0.180

11.9

-0.19

TB10

5.5

119

4.2

2.5

4.58

0.197

13.1

-0.16

TB11

6.0

119

4.6

2.5

4.98

0.214

14.3

-0.13

1.25

41

1.7

7.3

1.07

0.055

1.0

-1.04

TB13

1.5

46

1.7

6.5

1.14

0.058

1.3

-1.03

TB14

2.0

54

1.8

5.6

1.30

0.064

1.7

-0.94

TB15

2.5

59

2.0

5.1

1.48

0.072

2.1

-0.79

TB16

3.0

62

2.2

4.8

1.69

0.081

2.6

-0.64

TB17

3.5

64

2.4

4.7

1.91

0.091

3.0

-0.51

TB18

4.0

66

2.7

4.6

2.13

0.101

3.4

-0.42

TB19

4.5

67

2.9

4.5

2.37

0.112

3.9

-0.34

TB20

5.0

67

3.2

4.5

2.60

0.123

4.3

-0.29

TB21

5.5

68

3.5

4.4

2.85

0.133

4.7

-0.24

TB22

6.0

68

3.8

4.4

3.09

0.145

5.1

-0.21

1.25

55

3.0

5.4

2.23

0.108

2.9

-1.33

TB24

1.5

63

3.0

4.7

2.34

0.112

3.5

-1.38

TB25

2.0

77

3.0

3.9

2.58

0.120

4.7

-1.38

TB26

2.5

87

3.1

3.4

2.85

0.129

5.9

-1.29

TB27

3.0

94

3.1

3.2

3.14

0.141

7.1

-1.15

TB28

3.5

100

3.5

3.0

3.47

0.153

8.3

-1.0

TB29

4.0

104

3.8

2.9

3.81

0.168

9.5

-0.86

TB30

4.5

107

4.1

2.8

4.16

0.182

10.8

-0.75

TB31

5.0

109

4.4

2.7

4.52

0.197

12.0

-0.65

TB32

5.5

111

4.7

2.7

4.90

0.213

13.2

-0.56

TB33

6.0

113

5.0

2.7

5.28

0.228

14.4

-0.49

1.25

26

3.3

11.5

1.67

0.091

1.0

-1.05

TB35

1.5

30

3.3

10.1

1.78

0.095

1.3

-1.07

TB36

2.0

36

3.3

8.4

1.96

0.101

1.7

-1.10

TB37

2.5

42

3.3

7.2

2.10

0.108

2.1

-1.10

TB38

3.0

46

3.4

6.5

2.29

0.114

2.5

-1.06

TB1

TB12

TB23

TB34

Sb
[-]
0.01

0.01

0.04

0.04

ho
[mm]
100

β

Fo
[-]
1.25

Test

50

100

50
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Continue table: Hydraulic parameters of conducted test runs in phase B
Sb

ho

β

Fo

h

F

b/h

U co

U∗

R

TB39

3.5

50

3.5

6.0

2.47

0.121

2.9

TB40

4.0

53

3.7

5.7

2.65

0.129

3.4

-0.93

TB41

4.5

55

3.9

5.4

2.85

0.137

3.8

-0.86

TB42

5.0

57

4.1

5.2

3.05

0.146

4.2

-0.78

TB43

5.5

59

4.3

5.1

3.26

0.155

4.7

-0.71

Test

5

-1.01

TB44
6.0
61
4.5
5.0
3.47
0.164
5.1
-0.64
Hydraulic parameters calculated at x = 6.45 m. Gray colored rows refer to quasi-uniform flow

4.3.4

Image processing and particle tracking

Image processing was carried out by a self-developed Matlab® Code based on a similar
algorithm as applied by Detert and Weitbrecht (2012) for the object detection software
Basegrain®. All particles used in phase B were painted white, while the bottom and
PVC wall were black to obtain high-contrast images. Usually the glass and natural
sediment particles were opaque. Only the large glass spheres (Category III) were unpainted resulting in a diaphanous particle center (compare Figure 4.13). In Figure 4.16
the single particle tracking steps are presented for a challenging test run with a large
glass sphere to demonstrate the algorithm robustness. The image was transferred from
an 8-bit greyscale into a binary image (b) subtracting the first recorded image containing no particle and applying Otsu’s method (Otsu 1979). Then the bed and water level
surface (c) are cut. Due to the diaphanous sphere only the particle edges are detected.
Thus, the detected pixels are dilated (d) and reduced again (e) by the same size. As a
result, the empty space inside the particle perimeter is filled. Finally the particle boundaries are detected using the Matlab® function bwboundaries and the particle properties
are obtained (f) using the function regionprops. The remaining areas are filtered using a
predefined area range for every particle diameter. Small areas with a size of some pixels
are thereby deleted. However, if two or more equal-sized areas remain in the figure due
to wavy two-phase flow for example, the particle center coordinates of image i − 1 are
used to determine the closest downstream area in figure i. The more distant areas are
deleted. Finally only one area per image remains. The function regionprops provides the
center coordinates x and z, the area Ap, the perimeter Pp, the major and minor axes ap
and bp and the rotational angle between the major axis ap and a horizontal line (Figure
4.13).
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Figure 4.16
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Six particle tracking steps. Example test run TB7 with S b = 0.01, F o = 4,
h 0 = 100 mm, particle diameter D = 17.5 mm. a) original 8bit photograph, b) binary black-white image, c) bed and water surface cutting, d) pixel dilation, e) pixel reduction, f) boundary detection.

As an example, Figure 4.17 shows characteristics of saltation motion of three spheres in
run TB7 with diameters D = 17.5, 10.3, and 5.4 mm. Note that the raw images are superimposed by the center coordinates of some 100 consecutive particles.
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Figure 4.17

4.4

Motion of a single glass sphere. Example test run TB7 with S b = 0.01, F o = 4,
h 0 = 100 mm. a) D = 17.5 mm, b) D = 10.3 mm, c) D = 5.4 mm.

Phase C: Invert abrasion

In phase C the abrasion depths and patterns are recorded and analyzed varying the flow
conditions, sediment supply rate, and particle diameter. The flume was equipped with
both a sediment dosing machine to steadily supply sediment and a distance laser (DLD)
already described in Section 4.1 (Figure 4.3). Furthermore, the downstream flume section was replaced by a weak erodible mortar to allow for abrasion (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.18

Model sketch for test run phase C.
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Sediment dosing machine

Sediment was supplied using the KTron® SWB-300 sediment dosing machine equipped
with a belt weigher to allow for steady supply in a range from Qs = 5 to 1,200 g/s
(Figure 4.19). Herein, the facility was used in a range from Qs = 50 to 800 g/s. The three
sediment particle categories listed in Table 4.3 were used in phase C. The dosing machine accuracy was determined with 1.3% for Dm = 11.2 mm in the applied supply
range.
Sediments were evenly supplied from the conveyer belt into the flume at x = 50 mm
downstream of the jetbox. A 450 l funnel-shaped hopper was set on top of the dosing
machine to allow for sufficient sediment storage. The hopper was filled with sediment
by hand using a crane. Sediments were collected downstream of the flume in a basket.

Figure 4.19

4.4.2

KTron® SWB-300 sediment dosing machine.

Weak mortar bed lining

In phase C the design of the experimental setup was challenging. Due to the downscaled
hydraulic model (λs ≈ 15) the material properties of a prototype invert also had to be
downscaled. Whereas the geometric and hydraulic parameters were downscaled using
Froude similitude (compare Section 4.5), downscaling of correct material properties was
not possible, neither for the transported sediment nor the invert. Whereas sediments
could be geometrically downscaled (compare Section 4.5), a substitute had to be found
for the tunnel invert. Similarities are found from bedrock erosion research where concrete-like materials were applied in scaled hydraulic models to simulate bedrock (Section 3.3.2). Similar brittle mortar mixtures containing fine sand and only a small amount
of cement were used as substitute by Wohl and Ikeda (1997), Finnegan et al. (2007) and
Johnson and Whipple (2007, 2010).
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Based on this information two different weak mortar mixtures were developed to simulate the abrasion process in the model flume. Note that herein, the term mortar is used
instead of concrete as mortar refers to a concrete containing only fine aggregates.
The mixtures consisted of uniform fine sand (D = 1-1.4 mm) as aggregate, water and
Portland cement CEM 1 42.5N. The water/cement (wc) ratio was kept constant with a
value of 0.6, the aggregate/cement (ac) ratio was chosen very low with 10 and 15,
termed hard and soft mixture, respectively.
The mortar blocks were produced in advance outside of the flume by the in-house workshop to allow for both constant construction procedure and adequate curing time. To
ensure reasonably homogenous blocks each mortar was mixed in a rotary-drum mixer.
Compaction was done by hand in a prefabricated formwork due to its dry conditions
similar to a tamped concrete.
For the first 13 test runs listed in Table 4.7 (TC1 to TC10) block dimensions of
750×280×120 mm3 were used, later the length was doubled to 1,500 mm (Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.20

Weak mortar blocks L = 1500 mm, B = 280 mm, H = 120 mm.

The blocks were only 280 mm wide due to placing restrictions. The 10 mm gaps at the
sidewalls were filled by a Sikaflex® sealant. Three blocks were placed starting at
x > 7,900 mm with the hard mixture at the most upstream section (block 1) followed by
two soft ones leading to a total abrasion test section of 4,500 mm (Figure 4.21). For the
first 11 test runs four 750 mm long blocks were used instead of three long blocks, starting from x > 9,400 mm.
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Figure 4.21
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Mortar blocks lining in the model flume.

Mortar properties
The mortar properties were analyzed using the test facilities at the Institute for Building
Materials (IfB) at ETH Zurich. All samples used for the material tests were produced
during regular block production.
The flexural tension ftf was obtained from a center point loading test using rectangular
beam samples of 360×120×120 mm3 on a Walter and Bai® type 502 testing machine
based on the German code DIN 1048 Part 5, similar to the US Code ASTM C293. The
compression strength fc was obtained using the two broken beam parts after the bending
test each of 1203 mm3 size. Some additional tests were performed using 1502×120 mm3
cube-like samples. Tests were run on the same facility as for the flexural tension based
on the Swiss Code SIA162/1. Cylindrical samples of L = 100 mm, and D = 50 mm were
used on a Zwick® type 1454 testing machine to obtain the tensile strength ft. The mortar
density ρc was determined by weighing the samples. In Table 4.5 all parameters are
presented together with their standard deviations and the number of samples n. The
densities were ρc = 1,773 and 1,692 kg/m3 for the hard and soft mixture, respectively.
These values are rather low compared to standard concrete ranging between ρc = 2,000
and 2,400 kg/m3 (VDZ 2002).
A crucial issue was the selection of the minimum time gap between the production date
and the test run. For a standard concrete it is common that 28 days after production a
sufficient (but not maximum) compression strength fc is reached and often referred to as
100% strength (Figure 4.22). Material strength tests refer to the age of 28 days (EN
1992, CIP 35).
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Figure 4.22

Relative compression strength f c as a function of time for three standard concretes
(adapted from VDZ 2002).

Neither Wohl and Ikeda (1997), Finnegan et al. (2007), nor Johnson and Whipple
(2010) mentioned a curing time for the mortar mixtures but pointed out that it was not
considered as an important factor in their experiments. However, Johnson and Whipple
(2007) chose a five days gap, stating that roughly 75% of its 28days-strength is already
reached, which is confirmed in Figure 4.22. In this project a minimum curing time of
two weeks was considered; however, mostly the gap was t > 28 days (Table 4.7).
To adjust and compare the obtained strengths when tests were performed at an age other
than 28 days, the following equation is proposed by EN (1992)

f c∗ =

fc

(4.10)

βc

where fc* = compression strength at 28 days and βc = time coefficient:

β c (t ) = e


28 
sc 1−

t 


(4.11)

where sc = 0.25 for cement CEM 42.5N and t = time in days. Eq. (4.10) is identically
valid for ft and ftf. For comparison these adjusted average values are also presented in
Table 4.5. Note that average f*-values are always smaller than the corresponding fvalues, likewise are the standard deviations.
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Averaged mortar properties
Hard mixture

Samples n

Soft mixture

Samples n

wc ratio

[-]

0.6

0.6

ac ratio

[-]

10

15

fc

[MPa]

7.42 ±1.62

33

4.00 ±0.82

34

[MPa]

6.81 ±1.21

33

3.67 ±0.60

34

fc

*

ft

[MPa]

0.30 ±0.02

5

0.30 ±0.06

14

*

[MPa]

0.26 ±0.08

5

0.26 ±0.05

14

f tf

[MPa]

0.90 ±0.22

14

0.59 ±0.15

13

[MPa]

0.84 ±0.18

14

0.56 ±0.11

13

17

1692 ±45

16

ft

f tf

*

3

ρc

[kg/m ]

1773 ±0.58

f c /f t

[-]

24.7

13.3

f c /f tf

[-]

8.3

6.7

f tf /f t

[-]

3.0

2.0

Figure 4.23 shows mortar compression strengths as a function of time. It is evident that
strength increases with time. Average values of fc for the hard and soft mixture are 7.40
and 4.0 MPa, respectively. Surprisingly, the hard mixture deviation is much higher
(±1.62) than the soft one (±0.82). Additional tests performed after about one year still
showed a slight strength increase. Note that the light grey markers refer to the
1502×120 mm3 samples, which are not exactly cubic. This may be the reason for the
three higher hard mixture values. Eq. (4.10) is also plotted over time using the fc*-values
given in Table 4.5. These fits show good prediction for the soft mixture, and still a good
agreement for the hard one. Additional power fits were applied to the data to calculate
the average compression strength fc(t). Due to a high strength increase during the first
days after production, these fits only hold for a curing time t > 10 days

f c ( t ) = 4.739t 0.095

R2 = 0.31

for the hard mixture

(4.12)

f c (t ) = 2.556t 0.095

R2 = 0.37

for the soft mixture

(4.13)

In Figure 4.24 the flexural tension ftf is shown as a function of time. Average values of
ftf for the hard and soft mixture are 0.90 and 0.59 MPa, respectively. Again, the standard
deviation varies less for the soft mixture (±0.15) compared to the hard one (±0.22). The
proposed function by EN (1992) given in Eq. (4.10) fits well to the obtained data. The
fitted power functions are:

ftf ( t ) = 0.579t 0.096

R2 = 0.19

for the hard mixture

(4.14)
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ftf (t ) = 0.311t 0.151

R2 = 0.47

for the soft mixture

(4.15)

Note that the data deviation for the hard mixture is high resulting in a very low coefficient of determination R2 = 0.19.

Figure 4.23

Compression strength f c as a function of time for hard and soft mortar mixtures.
Light grey markers refer to 1502×120 mm3 samples. Power fits in Eqs. (4.12) and
(4.13), EN fit in Eq. (4.10).

Figure 4.24

Flexural tension strength f tf as a function of time for hard and soft mortar mixture.
Power fits in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15), EN fit in Eq. (4.10).

In Figure 4.25 the tensile strength ft is shown as a function of time together with additional data from Sklar and Dietrich (2001), Finnegan et al. (2007), and Johnson and
Whipple (2010) for similar mortar mixtures. Average values for both the hard and soft
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mixture are ft = 0.30 MPa. Note that the number of samples for the hard mixture is poor
(n = 5). Unfortunately, no exact curing time was given in the mentioned studies. However, from the experimental description, it is assumed that test runs took place a few
days after production. Taking the ac-ratio into account, the data perfectly fit to the range
obtained herein. Also Eq. (4.10) fits well in the given data. A final power fit cannot be
provided due to a data lack at short curing times.

Figure 4.25

Tensile strength f t as a function of time for hard and soft mortar mixture. Data
from Sklar and Dietrich (2001), Finnegan et al. (2007), and Johnson and Whipple
(2010) for comparison. Sample age for external studies unknown, assumption
t = 2 d.

To summarize, the material tests reveal that the weak mortar substitute shows a similar
material behavior to standard concrete in terms of curing times and material collapse
characteristics. Values for the compression, flexural tension and tensile strength are
successfully obtained from the tests. However, values are roughly an order of magnitude
lower compared to standard concrete. Furthermore, the data vary considerably, not only
over time but also in between theoretically identical mixtures. Due to the fact that
Eq. (4.10) given by EN (1992) is essentially only valid for standard concrete, the uncorrected average f-values and power fits are chosen for further data analysis.
The strength ratios given in Table 4.5 vary from fc/ft = 24.7 and 13.3, fc/ftf = 8.3 and 6.7,
and ftf/ft = 3.0 and 2.0 for the hard and soft mixture, respectively.
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Young’s Modulus
The modulus of elasticity or Young’s modulus is a material parameter describing the
relation between the applied strength and the resulting strain length based on the theory
of elasticity by
f c = YM ε L

(4.16)

where εL = ΔL/L. This formulation is closely related to Eq. (3.83). Unfortunately, the
Young’s modulus YM cannot be obtained directly from the conducted compression
strength tests due to a lack of recorded strain data. However, YM can be predicted by
empirical formulations as a function of the compression strength fc and the concrete
density ρc. Some state of the art formulae are summarized in the following:
 f 
YM = 22000  c 
 10 

=
YM

( 3321 f

(1/3)

by EN 1992

(4.17)

by ACI 363

(4.18)

by AIJ (1985)

(4.19)

1.5

c

0.5

 ρ 
+ 6895 )  c 
 2300 

0.5

1.5

 f 
 ρ 
YM =  c  21000  c 
 20 
 2300 

Noguchi et al. (2009) provided a new approach based on more than 3,000 data sets valid
for a range from fc = 40 to 160 MPa
 f 
Y=
k1k2 ⋅ 33500  c 
M
 60 

(1/3)

 ρc 


 2400 

2

(4.20)

where k1 and k2 are correction factors accounting for the type of coarse aggregate and
admixtures, respectively. Herein, k1 = k2 = 1.0 is chosen due to small sand aggregates
(D = 1-1.4 mm) and no admixtures. Table 4.6 provides an overview of all values derived from the above given equations. The formulation given by EN 1992 almost doubles the other values due to the fact that no density effect is taken into account. The
other three vary around 9,500 and 7,000 MPa by about ±1,000 MPa for the hard and
soft mixture, respectively. Eq. (4.20) given by Noguchi et al. (2009) is the most reliable
among them because it is obtained by covering a large data set, although fc-values herein are one magnitude lower than the given threshold.
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Young’s moduli Y M for mortar mixtures

Table 4.6

Hard mixture

Samples n

Soft mixture

Samples n

wc ratio

[-]

0.6

0.6

ac ratio

[-]

10

15

Y M – EN 1992

[MPa]

19,809 ±1,436

33

16,133 ±1,090

34

Y M - ACI 363

[MPa]

10,753 ±662

33

8,522 ±423

34

Y M - AIJ (1985)

[MPa]

8,605 ±936

33

5,896 ±598

34

Y M – Noguchi et al. (2009)

[MPa]

9,061 ±657

33

6,723 ±454

34

4.4.3

Test program

In total, 21 tests were conducted at steady sediment-laden flow conditions. 18 of these
runs were conducted by either Pletscher (2013) or Burkhardt (2013). The following
parameters were systematically varied:
•

S b = 0.01 and 0.04

•

h o = 50 and 100 mm

•

F o = 2 and 4

•

D m = 5.4, 11.2 and 18.5 mm

•

Q so = 50, 200 and 800 g/s

The tests are coded TC1 to TC18 (Table 4.7). Three tests were repeated due to both data
inconsistencies and reproducibility analysis. Prior to every test run new mortar blocks
were placed into the flume and scanned to obtain a reference measurement. Every 0.5 to
2 hours, depending on the test conditions, the test was interrupted and the flume bed
topography was scanned resulting in 3 to 14 partial run steps depending on the total test
run time. The surface scans were mostly performed with a spatial resolution of 50 mm2,
some few with a 100 mm2 grid due to time restrictions. Most tests were run either 90 or
180 min. Four experiments were conducted for long run times up to t0 = 930 min to
focus on the long-term abrasion behavior.
Challenging difficulties arose for some runs with ho = 50 mm (TC11-TC17), because
transport capacity decreased with increasing bed roughness due to the proceeding abrasion. In many cases the critical transport capacity was reached and sediments started
accumulating on the flume bed. To continue the run, the supply rate was lowered in
50 g/s steps. In some cases the sediment transport capacity dropped below Qs < 50 g/s
and hence the tests were stopped. In Table 4.7 the target sediment supply rate Qso refers
to the theoretical value at which the test was started. The target run time to refers to the
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theoretical run duration. In order to better compare the test results for which Qso had to
be decreased, the parameter Ms* is introduced referring to the total mass transported on
the flume bed over time. Those tests were continued until the initial target amount
Ms* = Qso∙to was reached.
M s∗ = Qso ⋅ to =

∑M

si

=

∑Q

si

[kg]

⋅ ti

(4.21)

where Msi, Qsi and ti are values at time step i. Therefore, Ms* is considered as a substitute
for the target run time to. The averaged sediment supply rate Qs is calculated as
Qs =

M s∗
t

[g/s]

(4.22)

A further parameter listed in Table 4.7 describing the transported sediment amount is
the gravimetric sediment concentration. Herein, it is used in the following form
Cs =

Qs
Q + Qs ρ s

[g/l]

(4.23)
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Table 4.7

Parameters of conducted test runs in phase C
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4.4.4

Data treatment

The scanned topography grid was processed by a self-developed Matlab® Code largely
enhanced by Pletscher (2013) and Burkhardt (2013). The number of scanned data points
was 54,000 for a regular scan of 4,500×300 mm length with a 5×5 mm grid resolution.
First, the 10 mm gaps at the side walls and further measurement errors were deleted.
Then, the scanned flume section was divided in a hard and soft concrete section. Differential plots were obtained by subtracting the scans of every step from (1) the zero reference scan and (2) the precedent scan. The plots obtained from (1) describe the abrasion
process and allow for an optical analysis. From (2), differential matrices are obtained
allowing for calculation of the mean and maximum abrasion depths ha and ha,max, the
abrasion depth standard deviation σa, and the average abraded volumes Va and masses
Ma per unit length. The maximum abrasion depth was calculated averaging the lowest
10 and 20% of the measurement points. An exemplary differential surface plot and
corresponding photograph is given in Figure 4.26 for TC2-2 after a run time of
t = 930 min. In a last step, both streamwise averaged cross section profiles and spanwise
averaged longitudinal profiles were calculated and corresponding transversal and longitudinal bed slopes St and Sb obtained.

Figure 4.26

Exemplary subsequent differential surface plots of TC2-2 for soft mortar mixture.
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Furthermore, the deepest abrasion after test completion was detected for both the
stream- and spanwise direction. The development of these maximum cross-sectional
and longitudinal profiles St,max and Sb,max was obtained in addition to the average values.

4.5

Model similarity and scale effects

Physical hydraulic models represent scaled real-world prototypes. A physical model is
completely similar to its prototype when geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarities
are fulfilled (Heller 2011). Geometric similarity requires similarity in length, area and
volume. The scale factor λs defines the ratio between the characteristic lengths in the
prototype LP and model LM as

λs =

LP
LM

(4.24)

Hence, the length scales with λs, the area with λs2 , and the volume with λs3 . Kinematic
similarity implies geometric similarity and in addition similarity of motion, e.g. constant
ratios of time, velocity, acceleration and discharge (Heller 2011). Finally, dynamic
similarity implies the two former ones and requires in addition that all force ratios are
identical. The most relevant driving forces in fluid dynamics are gravity, viscosity,
surface tension, elastic compression, pressure and inertia as retarding force (Heller
2011). Dynamic similarity requires constant ratios of all these forces. However, usually
a physical process is dominated by only two forces. In a scaled model the decisive ratio
is kept constant while less important ratios are neglected.
Due to the fact that inertia is the most important force in fluid dynamics it is included in
all common force ratio combinations. In open channel hydraulics the most applied
similarity criterion is the Froude’s law of similarity relating gravity to inertia as
0.5

 inertial force 
F= 
FP
M
= F=
 gravity force 

(4.25)

where the model Froude number equals the prototype Froude number. A second important criterion accounting for viscosity effects is the Reynolds law of similarity as

 inertial force 
R= 
=
RP
M
 R=
 viscous force 

(4.26)
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where the model flow Reynolds number equals the prototype flow Reynolds number. If
the fluid is identical in both prototype and model, e.g. water is used as fluid, only one
force ratio can be identical between prototype and model if λs ≠ 1.
The cross-sectional area of the model flume used herein is about 15 times smaller than
typical cross sectional dimensions of existing sediment bypass tunnels leading to a scale
factor of λs ≈ 15 (compare Table 2.1). Because flow in sediment bypass tunnels is an
open channel flow phenomenon Froude similarity is applied. Hence geometric and
kinematic similarities were achieved, but force ratios other than Eq. (4.25) were not
identical and thus possibly resulted in scale effects. The corresponding scaling ratios are
listed in Table 4.8.
To avoid these scale effects in the present investigation, both the flow depths and flow
Reynolds numbers had to exceed certain thresholds to reduce the effect of viscous forces. Heller (2011) proposed flow depths of h ≥ 40 mm for supercritical flow at ski jumps
to neglect scale effects. Boes and Hager (2003) proposed R > 105 to minimize viscosity
and surface tension effects of supercritical two-phase stepped spillway flow. Pfister and
Chanson (2012) confirmed this threshold listing similar values for two-phase air-water
flows. Herein, the selected minimum flow depths where ho ≥ 25 mm for phase A and
ho ≥ 50 mm for phases B and C. The minimum Reynolds number corresponding to TA7
was R = 0.8×105, in all other tests conducted R > 105 holds.
Table 4.8

Scaling ratios according to Froude’s law of similarity
Quantity
Length
Area
Volume
Time
Velocity
Acceleration
Discharge
Force

Ratio

λs
λs2
λs3
λs1/2
λs1/2
1

λs5/2
λs3

Note that flow velocity scales disproportionally with λs1/2 compared to the linearly
scaled flow depth. As a result, the flow velocity gradient increases leading to increased
energy dissipation in the model. As a consequence model bed roughness heights ks have
to be adjusted to obtain similar flow resistance coefficients in both prototype and model.
Thus, direct linear geometric downscaling of ks is not always appropriate. The effect is
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explained applying the flow resistance equation given in Eq. (3.32) or in its simple form
in Eq. (4.3). The larger the flow Reynolds number R the minor the influence on the flow
resistance coefficient λ. A simple calculation reveals the negligible viscosity effect on
the flow resistance coefficient herein. For instance, the hydraulic conditions of TA7
with ks = 0.3 mm (compare Section 4.1.3) leads to λ = 0.0072. Upscaling all parameters
with λs = 15 provides a similar value of λ = 0.0071 using a directly geometrically upscaled roughness height ks = 4.5 mm. Note that this height is a reasonable value for
concrete lined inverts in sediment bypass tunnels.
A further important issue is the geometric downscaling of sediment particles. At a certain diameter size, particles show cohesive effects, which have to be avoided in hydraulic modeling due to different material property behavior. According to DIN EN ISO
14688-1 cohesive silt ranges from D = 0.002 to 0.063 mm. However, due to apparent
cohesion, fine sands D ≤ 0.2 mm should be avoided (Zarn 1992). Besides this physical
threshold, the particle Reynolds number should exceed R∗p ≥ 70 to neglect scale effects
(Hentschel 2007). This threshold is based on the Shields diagram (Figure 3.13) due to
the fact that the critical Shields parameter is nearly constant beyond this threshold.
Herein, the minimum particle diameter was D = 5.3 mm, and the particle Reynolds
number R∗p = 292. Thus, no scale effects were present and direct geometric scaling was
feasible.
Downscaling the invert material properties was a further challenging issue in this project due to the fact that only few publications are available on this topic. Two weak
mortar mixtures were developed allowing for abrasion in the model flume. The applied
approach is separately discussed in detail in Section 4.4.2.
The used mortar material properties were about an order of magnitude lower compared
to standard concrete but showing similar behavior in terms of curing times and material
collapse characteristics at the conducted load tests. The particle impact force scales with

λs3 , but the scaling law combing the abrasion behavior of the weak mortar with a standard concrete is unknown. Thus direct upscaling is challenging. A promising attempt was
made in the work of Sklar and Dietrich (2001) described in Section 3.3.1. The erosion
rate of different materials is analyzed in a standard abrasion mill; the correlation is
given in Eq. (3.85). A similar approach is indispensable for the present study to upscale
the abrasion results. This is task is currently undertaken by Hagmann et al. (2012,
2014). Further recommendations are given in Section 10.3.
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In this chapter the results of the phase A test runs are presented. Densely spaced 2DLDA measurements were performed in the model flume at cross section x = 6.40 m
downstream of the inlet as described in Section 4.2. The main objective was to obtain
the mean and turbulence flow characteristics at supercritical hydraulic flow conditions
for a wide range of aspect ratios and Froude numbers to analyze the friction velocities,
turbulence intensities, Reynolds and bed shear stresses. The hydraulic parameters of the
test runs are presented in Table 4.2. The results are also published in a slightly condensed form in Albayrak et al. (2013) and Auel et al. (2014).
Due to the surface disturbance at high Froude numbers, the measurement values at the
opposite PVC wall (y = 150 mm) base on low LDA-data acquisition frequencies of
some 10 Hz compared to the glass-sided wall where frequencies reach up to some
1,000 Hz (compare Section 4.2.3). It is shown in the following sections that this has no
effect on the velocity, turbulence intensity or Reynolds stress distribution. However, it
should be taken into account for the interpretation of the lateral distribution of bed shear
stress.

5.1

Flow velocities

The mean streamwise and vertical flow velocities are presented over the spanwise direction. Contour plots are shown in the following section for both the narrow and the wide
open channels. Furthermore, the vertical distribution of the streamwise velocities along
the flume center and at four more positions in the spanwise direction are presented. The
averaged streamwise flow velocity Ū was calculated from the experimental data allocating every single measured U to their corresponding area. Comparing these values with
the average flow velocity Uco calculated from the discharge measurement leads to variations between 3 to 21% due to a lack of data at the walls and the water surface (Table
5.1).
Table 5.1

Measured and calculated streamwise flow velocities

Test

TA1

TA2

TA3

TA4

TA5 TA6

TA7

TA8

TA9

U co
Ū

1.87
1.98

3.39
3.53

6.61
6.81

1.30
1.41

2.12
2.30

4.06
4.31

0.88
1.07

1.27
1.55

2.25
2.66

Ū/U co

1.06

1.04

1.03

1.08

1.09

1.06

1.21

1.2

1.18
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Narrow open channel flow

Figure 5.1 shows the contour lines of the mean streamwise and vertical velocities U(y,z)
and W(y,z) normalized by Umax together with sketches of secondary currents and up- and
downward flows indicated with arrows for the experimental runs TA1 to TA3, in which
the aspect ratios vary from b/h = 2.5 to 2.8. The streamwise contour plots (Figure 5.1a
to c) show a quasi-symmetrical pattern with maximum velocities at the centerline and
decreasing velocities in the near sidewall and bottom regions. Also, the vertical contour
plots show symmetrical patterns (Figure 5.1d to f) with strong downward flows in the
wall region next to the sidewalls and below the water surface at the flume center (shown
by vertical arrows). From the streamwise and vertical mean velocity distributions, a pair
of well-developed stationary free-surface and bottom vortices called secondary currents
or corner secondary flows is identified at each side of the flume. These counter-rotating
corner secondary currents cause the contour lines of the primary velocity to bulge toward the side walls along a horizontal line at about z = 0.6h from the flume bottom
which separates the vortices (dashed horizontal line, Figure 5.1a to c). At the near bottom regions about z = 0.5h away from each sidewall, the upward directed bottom vortices bulge the contour-lines of the primary velocity toward the free surface. The up- and
downward flows of the free-surface vortices correspond well with the decelerated and
accelerated regions of the primary velocity in the outer region across the flume. The free
surface vortices carry low momentum fluid from the side walls to the flume center and
then toward the flume bottom resulting in a 3D flow pattern. Due to strong secondary
currents, the maximum flow velocities do not occur close to the free surface at z = h, but
at some distance below (velocity dip phenomenon) where dU/dz < 0 at z = δ = 0.6h,
0.7h, and 0.6h for TA1, TA2 and TA3, respectively. Taking into account that (1) the
flow is non-uniform for TA2 and TA3, (2) Froude numbers are high compared to former studies, and (3) no bed forms are present (transitional rough bed), the present results are in a good agreement with Nezu et al. (1985), Tominaga et al. (1989), and Nezu
and Nakagawa (1993).
Note that particularly the vertical positions of the maximum velocity in the spanwise
direction are not exactly symmetrical in TA1 while it is quasi-symmetrical for TA2 and
TA3. This asymmetry is related to the effect of the different material properties of the
side walls, i.e. glass wall at the right side and PVC wall at the left side, and other flume
irregularities. For TA2 and TA3, these effects disappear.
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Figure 5.1

5.1.2

Contour plots of streamwise (a to c) and vertical flow velocities (d to f) for TA1TA3.

Wide open channel flow

Figure 5.2 shows the contour lines of the mean streamwise and vertical velocities U(y,z)
and W(y,z) normalized by Umax together with sketches of secondary currents and up- and
downward flows for TA4, TA5 and TA6, with aspect ratios between b/h = 4.3 and 5.6.
The maximum velocities develop close to 0.1h, and 0.2h below the free surface at the
flume center for TA4, and TA5 and TA6, respectively. The velocity dip-phenomenon
still but weakly exists in the vicinity of the sidewalls due to the secondary currents at the
corners since the aspect ratios are close to the critical value of (b/h)c ≅ 4-5. The free

surface vortices extend up to 2h for TA4 and slightly less than 2h for TA5 and TA6,
while the bottom vortices are confined and scale with the flow depth h. Additionally,
Figure 5.2 shows a periodic but weak variation of the contour lines of the primary flow
in the spanwise direction with relatively faster and slower flow zones. The faster primary velocity zones correspond to the vertical downward flow regions and vice-versa for
the lower primary velocity zones. These flow features result from a pair of weak counter-rotating streamwise vortices triggered by the corner vortices. The difference between
the maximum and minimum velocities in these zones is less than 5% indicating the
weakness of the secondary currents rendering the flow close to 2D-flow in the flume
center. Also, note that given the transitional rough bed, these vortices are unstable in
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time and space shifting laterally. Therefore, the time-averaged flow velocities do not
exhibit their full pattern. According to Nezu (2005) and the present data, instantaneous
secondary cells may develop, but are not readily identified from the time averaged
velocity distributions. However, the distribution of the flow turbulence characteristics
across the flume presented in next section give more information on the signature pattern, location and size of these vortices.

Figure 5.2

Contour plots of streamwise (a to c) and vertical flow velocities (d to f) for TA4TA6.

Figure 5.3 shows the contour lines of mean streamwise U(y,z) velocity normalized by
Umax together with a sketch of secondary currents and up- and downward flows for TA7,
TA8 and TA9, for flow aspect ratios between b/h = 6.8 to 10.7. Similar to test runs TA4
to TA6, strong secondary currents at the corners exist and two pairs of counter-rotating
secondary currents develop about 1h away from both side walls. The strength of these
currents reduces toward the flume center where no velocity-dip is visible. However, due
to a lack of data at the free surface, the locations of the maximum velocities cannot be
defined for TA8 and TA9. The mean velocity contours undulate slightly in the spanwise
direction, the flow in the vicinity of the flume center is assumed to be 2D for all Froude
numbers, as proven below. Only at the corners, the flow presents 3D patterns similar to
the other tests but as the aspect ratios increase well above a critical value of 4-5, the
spanwise size of the free surface vortices become larger than the bottom vortices. The
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development of the bottom vortex is again constrained by the free surface vortices and
the multi-cellular secondary currents.

Figure 5.3

5.1.3

Contour plots of streamwise flow velocities (a to c) for TA7-TA9.

Vertical mean velocity profiles

The semi-logarithmic plots of the mean streamwise velocity profiles U+(z+) at y/h = 0
(flume center) are shown in Figure 5.4 for all tests, together with the log-law given in
Eq. (3.15) using κ = 0.41 and A = 5.29. For each profile the origin U+ = 0 is shifted by 5.
In the wall region (z/h ≤ 0.2) the log-law fits well to the experimental data and applies

in both 2D and 3D supercritical flows and even for non-uniform decelerated flow confirming the findings from Nezu and Nakagawa (1993). The log-law not only holds at the

centerline but also at spanwise locations. Figure 5.5 shows vertical profiles at five
spanwise locations for TA1 and TA2 with corresponding aspect ratios of b/h = 2.8 and
2.6, respectively. The effect of the side wall frictions is evident, resulting in a 3D-flow
pattern. The vertical positions of maximum flow velocities termed δ are indicated and
range from δ = 0.5 to 0.7h. Particularly, the vertical positions of the maximum velocity
in the spanwise direction are not exactly symmetrical for TA1 (compare P1 and P5 as an
example), while it is symmetrical for TA2. This asymmetry may be related to the effect
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of the different side walls, i.e. glass wall at the right side and PVC wall at the left side,
or some other irregularity on the flume bed as indicated before.

Figure 5.4

Mean streamwise velocity profiles, together with log-law fits for all tests at flume
center. U+ always shifted by 5.

Figure 5.5

Mean streamwise velocity profiles, together with log-law fits for (a) TA1 and (b)
TA2 at five spanwise positions (P3 = flume center). U+ always shifted by 5.

In the outer region (0.2 < z/h ≤ 1), the velocity profiles deviate from the log-law depending on the aspect ratio and the flow uniformity. On the one hand, for aspect ratios
b/h > 4 (TA4-TA9), the log-law describes the velocity distribution up to 0.8h well, but
needs to be adjusted in the outer region by adding Coles’ wake function due to free
surface and non-uniform flow effects (Figure 5.4).
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On the other hand, for aspect ratios b/h < 4 (TA1-TA3), the velocity distribution deviates from the log-wake-law due to the velocity dip-phenomenon. A velocity-dip correction additionally to the wake correction is necessary, referred to as dip-modified log-law
(Yang et al. 2004, Bonakdari et al. 2008). Figure 5.6 shows the outer-scaled mean
velocity profiles in the velocity defect form for TA1 and TA2. The mean velocity profiles in the outer region collapse well for TA1, while they are slightly scattered for TA2.
Thus they are independent in the spanwise position. Close to the free water level surface, the velocity profiles for TA1 deviate from each other showing an asymmetrical
behavior due to the above described effects. For TA2 the vertical velocity profiles collapse well although it is evident that they still need both a wake and a velocity-dip
correction.

Figure 5.6

Mean velocity profiles in velocity defect form for (a) TA1, and (b) TA2.

Figure 5.7 shows the velocity shift ∆U+ versus the roughness Reynolds number ks+
(compare Section 3.1.1). The data are obtained from the center profiles of all nine tests
together with the data from Nikuradse (1933), Colebrook (1939), Bergstrom et al.
(2001), Schultz and Flack (2003, 2007), Bigillon et al. (2006), Shockling et al. (2006),
Langelandsvik et al. (2008), and Hultmark et al. (2013). Note that κ and A vary among
the listed data sets (Table 5.2).
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Parameters of past and present experimental investigations

Authors

κ

ks+

A

ΔU+

Flow type

Nikuradse (1933)

0.4

-

5.5

-

Pipe flow

Colebrook (1939)

Eq. by Hama (1954)

Bergstrom et al. (2001)

0.41

21-33

5.0

2.4-4.0

Open channel

Schultz and Flack (2003)

0.41

0.1-172

5.0

0-8.3

Open channel

Bigillon et al. (2006)

0.41

7.6-10.3

4.9

3.4-3.6

Open channel

Shockling et al. (2006)

0.421

0.2-44

5.6

0-5.9

Pipe flow

Schultz and Flack (2007)

0.421

2.3-26

5.6

0-4.6

Open channel

Langelandsvik et al. (2008)

0.421

0.8-46

5.6

0-5.9

Pipe flow

Hultmark et al. (2013)

0.39

2.4-12.5

4.3

0.4-2.6

Pipe flow

Present study

0.41

7.4-32.2

5.29

2.7-5.7

Open channel

Pipe flow

The surface roughness shifts the velocity profiles down in comparison to profiles related
to the smooth bed where ΔU+ = 0. The present data clearly follow the Colebrook-type

monotonic behavior of the roughness function in the transitional regime (Colebrook
1939, function provided by Hama 1954), but largely deviate from the Nikuradse-type

behavior (Nikuradse 1933). Similarly, the data from Bigillon et al. (2006), Langelandsvik et al. (2008), and Hultmark et al. (2013) show the monotonic but parallel
shifted behavior of the Colebrook function, although the former used sand particles
while the latter used rough steel pipes. The slight parallel downshift of their data from
the Colebrook function is most likely caused by different A values (Table 5.2). Concerning the roughness effect on the velocity profile, it is surprising that the concrete flume
bottom roughness in this study and sand bed roughness in Bigillon’s study rather correspond to the industrial pipe roughness than the regular sand paper roughness (monodisperse close-packed grain roughness) applied by Nikuradse (1933). On the contrary, the
data from Bergstrom et al. (2001), Shockling et al. (2006) and Schultz and Flack (2003,
2007) do not display this behavior and rather follow the Nikuradse function.
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Velocity shift ∆U+ for present and literature data as function of k s +. * Data taken
from Bigillon et al. (2006).

Figure 5.7

5.2

Friction velocities and Chézy coefficients

The friction velocity U∗ is the decisive parameter to characterize sediment motion
(compare Section 3.1.5). Herein it is obtained using four different methods (Table 5.3).
Note that a capital letter U∗ denotes a spanwise averaged value, whereas a minuscule u∗
denotes a local value.
Table 5.3

Friction velocities and Chézy coefficients

Test
Run
TA1

U ∗b
[cm/s]
7.8

U ∗e
[cm/s]
8.4

U ∗l
[cm/s]
10.1

U ∗r
[cm/s]
8.7

C z,e
[-]
22.3

C z,l
[-]
18.5

C z,r
[-]
21.5

TA2

8.0

14.7

16.5

17.0

23.1

20.5

19.9

TA3

8.1

28.3

31.2

28.1

23.4

21.2

23.5

TA4

6.2

6.4

7.4

6.4

20.3

17.6

20.3

TA5

6.7

10.1

11.4

10.7

21.0

18.6

19.8

TA6

6.8

18.9

20.4

20.2

21.5

19.9

20.1

TA7

4.8

4.8

6.6

-

18.3

13.3

-

TA8

5.5

6.6

8.1

-

19.2

15.7

-

TA9

5.8

11.3

15.6

-

19.9

14.4

-

The friction velocities U∗b and U∗e were calculated using Eq. (3.26) with the bottom
slope Sb, and energy line slope Se, respectively. Furthermore, the friction velocity U∗l
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was obtained applying the log-law fit given in Eq. (3.17) to the measured streamwise
velocities in the inner region (z/h ≤ 0.2). The fourth way to determine the friction velocity involved the Reynolds shear stress distribution given in Eq. (3.11). The U∗l (subscript: log-law) and U∗r (subscript: Reynolds) values were calculated not only at the
flume centerline but also at all measurement points across the flume. The average friction velocities U∗l and U∗r were calculated neglecting all measuring points at 10 mm and
closer to the side walls to account for the wall effect. In general, friction velocities
derived from the log-law indicate slightly higher values than those from the Reynolds
shear stress distribution. This is consistent with the findings of Bigillon et al. (2006) and
Rodríguez and García (2008), whereas Kironoto and Graf (1994, 1995) present inconsistent data. Comparing all friction velocity data listed in Table 5.3, the averaged measured friction velocities U∗l and U∗r indicate a good agreement with the calculated U∗e,
whereas U∗b strongly underestimates the measured values in the tests with graduallyvaried flow conditions. As a result, the selection of the energy line slope Se instead of
the bottom slope Sb is more appropriate in case of non-uniformity if detailed velocity
measurements are not available.
The relation between the fluid and friction velocity can be expressed by the dimensionless Chézy coefficient given in Eq. (3.27) and explained in Section 3.1.6. The calculated
Chézy values are Cz,e = 21.0±1.6, Cz,l = 17.7±2.6, and Cz,r = 20.9±1.3 using U∗e, U∗l, and
U∗r, respectively (Table 5.3). Figure 5.8a shows Cz as a function of ks+ including 13 data
sets from former studies and the present data leading to 251 data points in total. The fit
follows
+

=
Cz 9.7e −0.019 ks + 11.1

R2 = 0.61

(5.1)

In the smooth wall regime the Cz values are around 20, then decrease continuously in
the transitional regime, and reach 11 in the rough wall regime at ks+ > 180.
For highly supercritical flows with small roughness heights compared to their flow
depths, i.e. low relative roughness values (ks/h << 0.01) as present for example in sediment bypass tunnels, Eq. (5.1) does not adequately describe Cz. These flows are in the
hydraulically rough regime (ks+ >> 70), but nonetheless show high Chézy values about
Cz ≈ 20. Thus the Chézy coefficient is not only dependent on the roughness Reynolds
number but also on the relative roughness ks/h. In Figure 5.8b Cz is given as a function
of ks+ times ks/h. The fit follows
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+

=
Cz 9.6e −0.39 ks ⋅ks / h + 10.7

R2 = 0.77

(5.2)

This fit not only reveals a higher coefficient of determination compared to Eq. (5.1) but
also represents the flow conditions affecting the Chézy coefficient more adequately.
The general finding that Cz decreases with increasing roughness height agrees well with
statements of Lajeunesse et al. (2010). For gravel bed rivers Lajeunesse analyzed data
from Bagnold (1980) and Brownlie (1981) and found somewhat lower values around
Cz = 7.8±3.2. Although the data highly scatter, Eq. (5.2) can be used for practical engineering applications.

Figure 5.8

5.3

Non-dimensional Chézy coefficients C z as a function of (a) k s + and (b) k s + k s /h.
* Smooth flume bed, assumption: k s = 0.05 mm. + U ∗l and U ∗r available, U ∗l used
for C z calculation.

Turbulence intensities

The turbulence intensities in the streamwise and vertical directions, urms and wrms denote
root-mean-square values of the fluctuating component of the velocities, u' and w', respectively (compare Section 3.1).
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Narrow open channel flow

The contour lines of the streamwise and vertical turbulence intensities normalized by
the cross-sectional averaged friction velocity U∗r are shown in Figure 5.9 for TA1-TA3.
The most striking flow feature observed is that the contour lines of both turbulence
intensities bulge more strongly toward the corner compared to the contour lines of the
primary mean velocity (Figure 5.9a to c). They are symmetric to the corner bisector up
to z/h = 0.6 and around y/h = ±0.6 suggesting the strong effect and existence of the
bottom vortices along both flume sides. Similarly, above z/h = 0.6 the contours start to
bulge toward to the side walls confirming the existence of free surface vortices and their
strong effect on the turbulence intensities. Moreover, the turbulence intensities undulate
in the same way as the primary velocities in the spanwise direction but show an opposite trend, i.e. the intensity is high in the low-flow velocity region and vice-versa. This
is related to the secondary currents affecting turbulence and mixing in the flow by upand down flows corresponding to increasing and decreasing turbulence intensities away
from the flume bottom.

Figure 5.9

Contour plots of streamwise (a to c) and vertical turbulence intensities (d to f) for
TA1-TA3.
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5.3.2

Wide open channel flow

The contour lines of the streamwise and vertical turbulence intensities normalized by
U∗r are shown in Figure 5.10 for TA4 to TA6. The turbulence intensities show the same
patterns as observed in Figure 5.9 along the side walls. The effects of the free surface
and bottom vortices disappear and only weak counter-rotating multi-cellular vortices
slightly affect the turbulence intensity distributions around the flume center. The turbulence intensity patterns match well with the mean velocity patterns, revealing a clear
interrelation between the secondary currents and the mean and turbulent flow characteristics. However, this effect is weak in the flume center due to the transitional rough bed,
which is apparently not rough enough to stabilize and hence increase the strength of the
secondary currents.

Figure 5.10

5.3.3

Contour plots of streamwise (a to c) and vertical turbulence intensities (d to f) for
TA4-TA6.

Vertical turbulence intensity profiles

Figure 5.11 shows the vertical distribution of the streamwise turbulence intensity urms
normalized by the local friction velocity u∗r at the flume center for all tests. The universal function of Monin and Yaglom (1971) as confirmed by Nezu and Nakagawa (1993)
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is plotted for comparison. The proposed function for smooth uniform 2D open channel
flow is

urms u∗r = 2.3e( − z /h )

(5.3)

In Figure 5.11a the dimensionless streamwise turbulence intensities are shown for the
narrow open channel flow at the flume center (TA1 to TA3) together with corresponding data from Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) referred herein as a reference data. Figure
5.12 shows similar data for the narrow flow cases TA1 and TA2 at five spanwise locations. The reference data are obtained from experiments, first published in Nezu and
Rodi (1985), conducted at uniform smooth bed subcritical open channel flow with
F = 0.54, and aspect ratio of b/h = 2.0. At all data sets shown in Figure 5.11 streamwise
intensities are highest close to the bottom and gradually decrease up to z/h = 0.5÷0.7
attaining minimum values where the velocity-dip phenomena approximately occurs
(compare Figure 5.1, Figure 5.4, Figure 5.17). Above this point, they increase towards
the free surface and at z/h > 0.8 approach the values obtained from Eq. (5.3).

Figure 5.11

Normalized streamwise turbulence intensity profiles for (a) TA1-TA3, (b) TA4TA6, (c) TA7-TA9. Universal fit from Eq. (5.3). Nezu data in (a) from Nezu and
Nakagawa (1993) and Nezu and Rodi (1985).

However, all data sets including the reference data deviate from the universal distribution given in Eq. (5.3) in the outer layer up to z/h ≤ 0.8 due to the secondary current
effects. The data from TA1 match well with the reference data in the inner flow region
and above z/h > 0.55, but deviate in between 0.35 ≤ z/h ≤ 0.55 likely due a slightly
higher aspect ratio with b/h = 2.8 compared to b/h = 2.0. Surprisingly, data from TA2
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and the reference data collapse well although Froude numbers are largely different i.e.
F = 3.2 and 0.54, and aspect ratios are slightly different, i.e. b/h = 2.6 and 2, respectively. The data from TA3 largely deviate from the reference data in the outer layer at
z/h > 0.35. This is attributed to the large flow fluctuations near the free surface. In TA3
strong water surface fluctuations and air entrainment occur due to the high flow velocity
leading to bubbly two-phase flow (compare Figure 4.8c).
The profiles at the spanwise locations given in Figure 5.12 show a similar behavior.
Similar to their centerline profiles the spanwise profiles follow Eq. (5.3) in the inner
region, but are slightly shifted in the outer layer. Above z = δ the data strongly deviate
from the fit due to the secondary currents present in the narrow open channel flow. The
deviation is strongest close to the walls were the secondary effect is most pronounced.
Interestingly, the slightly asymmetrical flow velocity pattern at TA1 observed at both
the streamwise (Figure 5.1a) and vertical flow velocities (Figure 5.1d) diminishes for
the streamwise intensities. This is confirmed in the symmetrical intensity pattern given
in Figure 5.9a. Thus the slightly asymmetrical flow velocities do not result in asymmetrical turbulence intensities.

Figure 5.12

Normalized streamwise turbulence intensities (a) for TA1, (b) for TA2 at five
spanwise locations. Universal fit from Eq. (5.3).

To summarize, the deviation of the present data from the universal distribution given in
Eq. (5.3) is caused by strong corner vortices, i.e. secondary currents at low aspect ratios
(b/h < 4÷5). However, a Froude number effect is observed for TA3 in the outer flow
region due to the two phase flow present at these high Froude numbers. In Figure 5.11b
and c, reasonable agreement between the present data and Eq. (5.3) is clear although a
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better fit can be obtained by adjusting the constants in the function. No secondary currents effect is visible, indicating that the flow is essentially 2D. Hence, for the wideopen channel Eq. (5.3) is independent of the Froude and Reynolds numbers as stated by
Nezu and Nakagawa (1993), but dependent on the flow aspect ratio b/h. This result is
remarkable for gradually-varied flow at high Froude numbers over a transitional rough
bed.
Figure 5.13 shows the dimensionless vertical turbulence intensity profiles wrms/u∗r at the
flume center for all tests and the universal function for the vertical turbulence intensity
distribution derived from the results of the experiments carried out in an uniform 2D
open channel flow of Monin and Yaglom (1971) and Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) as

wrms u∗r = 1.27e( − z /h )

(5.4)

In Figure 5.13a the dimensionless vertical turbulence intensities are shown for the narrow open channel flow (TA1÷TA3) together with corresponding data from Nezu and
Rodi (1985), and Nezu and Nakagawa (1993), similar to the streamwise intensities
given in Figure 5.11a. Figure 5.14 shows similar data for the narrow flow cases TA1
and TA2 at five spanwise locations. Contrary to the streamwise intensity profiles, all
data sets in the flume center including the reference data show a similar behavior and
collapse with the universal function given in Eq. (5.4).

Figure 5.13

Normalized vertical turbulence intensity profiles for (a) TA1-TA3, (b) TA4-TA6,
(c) TA7-TA9. Universal fit from Eq. (5.4). Nezu data in (a) from Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) and Nezu and Rodi (1985).
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However, similar to the streamwise turbulence intensity, the profiles at the transversal
positions begin to deviate from Eq. (5.4) around z/h = 0.6 for TA1 and z/h = 0.5 for TA2
up to the water surface caused by strong corner vortices. The closer the wall the higher
the deviation from the universal fit clearly indicating that Eq. (5.4) does not hold in
presence of secondary currents.
In the wide open channel flow the data are shifted parallel to Eq. (5.4). Note that this
deviation is in large part caused by the u∗r scaling. Slightly higher local friction velocity
values as obtained for u∗l (compare Table 5.3) shift the data leading to a collapse with
Eq. (5.4). Hence, the vertical turbulence intensities in all nine sets do reveal slight
Froude number and flow pressure gradient effects showing higher wrms-values with
increasing F. This is consistent with the findings of Nezu and Nakayama (1999), stating
that wrms is affected by an increasing Froude number.
Furthermore, the larger the β-value (more decelerating flow), the larger the deviation
from uniform flow with a convex profile form in agreement with Kironoto and Graf
(1995) and Song and Chiew (2001).

Figure 5.14

5.3.4

Normalized vertical turbulence intensities (a) for TA1, (b) for TA2 at five
spanwise locations. Universal fit from Eq. (5.4).

Averaged vertical turbulence intensity

The vertical turbulence intensity Wrms is a key parameter in particle motion research to
define the particle transport mode shift from saltation to suspension (compare Section
3.2.3). The mode shift is mainly driven by the fluctuation of the vertical flow velocity w'
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or wrms (Cheng and Chiew 1999, Bose and Dey 2013). However, these values are seldom available, and thus substituted by the friction velocity. Bose and Dey (2013) stated
that Grass (1971), Nezu (1977), Kironoto and Graf (1994), and Dey and Raikar (2007)
found Wrms ≈ U∗ for rough beds.
The spatially averaged vertical turbulence intensity Wrms in the present study was calculated from the experimental data allocating every single measured value to its corresponding area leading to a weighted average value over the entire flume section. In
Figure 5.15 the calculated Wrms values are given as a function of U∗l derived from the
log-law. The relation is linear (R2 = 0.97) and follows

Wrms = 0.83U ∗l

(5.5)

Thus, Wrms scales linearly but does not exactly equal U∗. The values are about 17%
lower. However, from Eq. (5.4) directly follows wrms ≈ 1.0U∗ at z/h = 0.25 where high
turbulence intensity is measured. Thus it seems adequate to use the assumption
U∗ ≈ Wrms.

Figure 5.15

5.4

Mean W rms as a function of U ∗l .

Reynolds shear stress

The total shear stress given in Eq. (3.9) includes the viscous or laminar shear stress and
the turbulent or Reynolds shear stress. The viscous shear stress only applies close to the
wall in the viscous and roughness sublayers and has only minor effects in turbulent
flows. Moreover, due to the resolution limitation of LDA, not many point velocity
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measurements could be done in the vicinity of the wall. Thus only the Reynolds shear
stress is analyzed herein.

5.4.1

Narrow open channel flow

Figure 5.16a-c shows the contour plots of the normalized Reynolds shear stress over the
relative flow depth z/h for test runs TA1 to TA3. The distribution corresponds well with
the secondary current cell pattern derived from the streamwise and vertical velocity
distributions (Figure 5.1). The contour lines are bulging down toward the bottom at the
near-wall vicinity in the downwelling flow region while they are bulging toward the
free surface around 0.5h away from the walls in the upwelling section. High negative
Reynolds shear stresses are observed at the free surface next to the walls confirming the
presence of a large surface vortex. For TA2 and TA3 at the flume center there is no
clear secondary current cell pattern identified on the Reynolds shear-stress distribution.
This is also observed for the mean velocity and turbulence intensity distributions. The
sinusoidal correction factor proposed by Wang and Cheng (2005) to account for the
spanwise undulation does not fit to the present data and hence is not applicable.

Figure 5.16

Contour plots of normalized Reynolds shear stress for TA1-TA3 (a to c) and
TA4-TA6 (d to f).
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Wide open channel flow

Figure 5.16d-f shows the contour plots of the normalized Reynolds shear stress over the
relative flow depth z/h for test runs TA4 to TA6. Similar to the narrow flow conditions
mild undulations in the spanwise direction around the flume center with slight
upwelling and downwelling motions are observed. The pattern and spacing of these
secondary currents are similar to the observations on rough bed open channel flows by
Nezu (2005), Rodríguez and García (2008) and Albayrak and Lemmin (2011). However, since in this investigation no bed form is present, the secondary currents are not
stationary and their effects on the Reynolds shear stress distribution are weak in the
vicinity of the flume center.

5.4.3

Vertical Reynolds shear stress profiles

Figure 5.17 shows the vertical profiles of the normalized Reynolds shear stresses at the
flume center (y = 0) for all experiments and the fittings of Eq. (3.11). Figure 5.18 shows
similar plots for TA1 and TA2 at five spanwise locations. Most of the turbulence generation occurs at the edge of the inner region where the normalized Reynolds shear stress
attains the maximum at z/h ≈ 0.2.
In Figure 5.17a the normalized Reynolds shear stress is shown for the narrow open
channel flow (TA1÷TA3) together with corresponding data from Nezu and Rodi (1985),
and Nezu and Nakagawa (1993), similar to the data sets given in Figure 5.11a and Figure 5.13a, respectively. The secondary currents effect is clearly visible as all four data
sets deviate from the expected linear trend given in Eq. (3.11) between the bottom and
the water surface, nearly independent of Reynolds and Froude numbers. In the free
surface region, the values of the normalized Reynolds shear stress become negative,
because dU/dz < 0. The Reynolds shear stresses are zero at z/h ≈ 0.5-0.7 corresponding
well with the location of the maximum streamwise velocities Umax (Figure 5.1 and
Figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.17
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Normalized Reynolds shear stress profiles for (a) TA1-TA3, (b) TA4-TA6, (c)
TA7-TA9. Universal fit from Eq. (3.11). Nezu data in (a) from Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) and Nezu and Rodi (1985).

Interestingly, the profiles approximately follow the linear trend when scaled with δ, the
vertical position of the maximum velocity. Again, the data from TA2 collapse well with
the reference data, whereas data from TA1 and TA3 slightly deviate. This behavior is
similar to the streamwise intensity distribution presented in Figure 5.11a. This leads to
the conclusion that the Reynolds stress deviation is rather caused by the streamwise
velocity fluctuations than by the vertical velocity fluctuations. Due to the two-phase airwater flow and the resulting lack of data at z/h > 0.7 for TA3 no conclusion could be
drawn on the stress distribution close to the water surface. However, according to Chanson (2009) Reynolds shear stresses at the surface are not zero. If air is entrained shear
stresses are greater than the capillary forces resisting the surface breakup.
Figure 5.18 reveals a similar behavior in the spanwise locations. The profiles approximately follow the linear trend when scaled with δm being the average of the vertical
positions δ of the maximum velocities. The data collapse well forTA1 while they slightly deviate for TA2 being high at the flume center and low at the side wall due to the
pronounced secondary current effect. Furthermore, the Reynolds shear stress distribution is rather concave than convex at the side walls due to the up flows. For all profiles,
the damping effect of the water surface, i.e. the surface waviness, on the Reynolds shear
in the outer region is evident. Similar to the turbulence intensities a symmetrical pattern
for TA1 is observed, thus an effect of different wall roughness is not evident.
Figure 5.17b and c show that the normalized Reynolds shear stress profiles are linear for
TA4 to TA9 indicating a well-established 2D turbulence flow and confirming that sec-
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ondary currents are negligible at the flume center. The effects of flow non-uniformity
and Froude number are not present. On contrary, Song and Chiew (2001) observed a
strong effect of flow non-uniformity on both turbulence intensities and Reynolds shear
stresses.

Figure 5.18

5.5

Normalized Reynolds shear stress profiles for (a) TA1, (b) TA2 at five spanwise
locations. Universal fit from Eq. (3.11).

Bed shear stress distribution

The bed shear stress distribution is crucial to analyze both the sediment transport and
abrasion phenomena. The local bed shear stress τ is calculated from Eq. (3.12) using the
friction velocity U∗l derived from the log-law as explained in Section 5.2. Figure 5.19
shows the normalized bed shear stress distribution in the spanwise direction for all nine
test runs together with the secondary current sketch arrows derived from the above
explained velocity, turbulence intensity and Reynolds shear stress distributions.
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Figure 5.19
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Normalized bed shear stress distributions for TA1-TA9 (a to i).

In general the stress is low in upwelling flow sections and high in downwelling sections
where high momentum fluids are transported downwards (Nezu 2005). The spanwise
distribution of the normalized bed shear stress correlates reasonably well with Reynolds
shear stress distribution. At close wall vicinity the values are low due to wall friction
and corresponding low flow velocities. For TA1 to TA6 and TA9 bed shear stresses are
20 to 70% higher than the average values at the corners 0.2-0.3h away from the wall.
The spanwise distribution is approximately symmetrical.
For TA7 and TA8 a different distribution is observed. The maximum values are at 2.0h
away from the walls, and the spanwise distribution does not show a clear symmetrical
pattern; instead a more randomly distributed pattern is observed. However, a mild peak
is also observed 0.3h away from the glass-sided wall. Hence in case of high aspect
ratios (b/h > 7) the effect of high bed shear stress at the wall vicinity seems to disappear.
Knight et al. (1984), Nezu et al. (1985), Tominaga et al. (1989), and Nezu (2005) found
similar but mild peaks being lower than the average values in sub- and supercritical
flows over smooth-bed with similar aspect ratios. The bottom corner vortices with
strong down flows create these peaks and thus undulation of bed shear stress across the
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flume. Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) pointed out that the non-homogeneity of the shear
stress causes anisotropic turbulence generating secondary currents. This cannot be
proved in the present study due to lack of spanwise turbulence data. Gosh and Roy
(1970), Nezu and Nakagawa (1984) and McLelland et al. (1999) also found high peaks
at the walls, although the experimental setup differs from the present, containing roughness elements such as beads or stripes which force strong secondary current downward
flow at the walls.
To conclude, the bed shear stress peaks at the wall vicinity in most of the test runs are
20 to 50% higher than average. According to Nezu and Nakagawa (1993) these peaks
are the driving mechanism in generating and sustaining the secondary current patterns.

5.6

Conclusions

General
Systematic 2D-LDA velocity measurements were conducted in the hydraulic model
flume representing a straight sediment bypass tunnel section. The bed was transitional
rough. Test runs were conducted at steady, supercritical, and both uniform and gradually-varied open channel flow. The approach flow Froude numbers and aspect ratios were
varied between Fo = 2, 4, and 8, and b/ho = 3, 6, and 12, respectively. The measured
instantaneous streamwise and vertical velocities were used to calculate turbulence intensities, friction velocities, bed and Reynolds shear stresses. The results show that the
mean and turbulence flow characteristics appear to be universal and hence are presented
with the majority of existing equations regardless of F and R. The deviations from the
universality were only observed for the streamwise turbulence intensities and Reynolds
shear stresses when strong secondary currents are present, i.e. at narrow open channel
flow.
The streamwise and vertical velocity distributions indicate a quasi-symmetrical pattern
with maximum velocities at the flume center and decreasing velocities in the near side
wall and bottom region. The log-law given in Eq. (3.17) holds in the inner region
(z/h ≤ 0.2) over the entire flume width and even extends up to 80% of the flow depth for
wide open channels. The vertical flow velocities indicate downward flow at the sidewalls close to the bottom revealing clear patterns of free surface and bottom vortices
and the development of counter-rotating secondary current cells toward the flume center. The secondary current flow pattern is also visible in the
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(1) streamwise velocity distributions, where up- and downward flows of the freesurface vortices correspond well with the decelerated and accelerated regions of
the primary velocity in the outer region across the flume resulting in a 3D flow
pattern,
(2) turbulence intensities, where streamlines undulate in the spanwise direction, and
(3) bed and Reynolds shear stress distributions, where up- and downwelling sections
correspond reasonably well with the secondary flow pattern.
These secondary current cells become weaker toward the flume center at high aspect
ratios, because the flume bottom roughness is insufficient to stabilize and sustain the
secondary flows.
The bed shear stresses are high in downwelling regions and low in upwelling regions.
For most test runs bed shear stresses are between 20 and 50% higher than the mean
value close to the side walls, independent of Froude number and aspect ratio. However
in case of high aspect ratios (b/h > 7) this effect disappears and a more randomly distributed pattern is observed.
Friction velocities and thus bed shear stresses are accurately determined over the entire
flume width using the log-law. The average values are in good agreement with those
derived from both the Reynolds shear stress distribution, and the simple energy line
slope approach. Average non-dimensional Chézy values take Cz ≈ 13-21, corresponding
well with former data in the transitional regime.
Effects of aspect ratio
The aspect ratio effect is well pronounced in the conducted test runs. At narrow open
channel flow the velocity dip phenomenon occurred as expected for aspect ratios smaller than 4 to 5. Maximum velocities were observed at relative flow depths of around 0.60.7h indicating that the outer flow region is affected by well-developed surface and
bottom vortices, i.e. secondary currents at the side walls. These currents create threedimensional flow patterns. Although the vertical velocity profiles collapse well in the
outer region, they still need a wake correction. In wide open channel flow the maximum
velocities develop close to the free surface resulting in a 2D-flow pattern. Yet the velocity dip phenomenon is still present close to the wall due to the secondary currents,
whose strengths reduce and almost diminish at the flume center with increasing aspect
ratio.
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As seen in the mean velocity profiles, secondary currents evidently change the distribution of the Reynolds shear stress, the turbulence intensities in the water column and
across the flume. The Reynolds shear stress and streamwise turbulence intensities in the
flume center follow the universal laws for the wide open channel, nearly independent of
Froude and Reynolds numbers. For narrow open channel flow they deviate from the
universal laws, but if scaled with δ the agreement is good. On the contrary, the vertical
turbulence intensities in the flume center for narrow open channel flow follow the universal distribution, whereas they slightly deviate from the universality for wide open
channel flow.
The undulation of the Reynolds shear stress, turbulence intensities and bed shear stress
in the spanwise direction is directly associated with the existence of the secondary
currents with strong bottom vortices at the side walls. This effect becomes weak at high
aspect ratios. The spanwise variation of the bed shear stress influences sediment
transport and contributes to the formation of abrasion patterns as observed in the bed
abrasion experiments.
Effects of Froude number
Increasing the Froude number for a given bed slope causes flow non-uniformity. The
Froude number effect on the flow characteristics is less pronounced compared to the
aspect ratio effect. At high Froude numbers, in both uniform and non-uniform flows, the
results for narrow and wide open channel flows agree well with the literature data. The
streamwise and vertical mean velocity flow patterns change with increasing aspect
ratios from 3D to 2D flow but deviate weakly with increasing Froude numbers due to a
slight change of aspect ratio caused by flow non-uniformity. Similarly, the deviations
are also observed in both the turbulence intensity and Reynolds shear stress contour
plots at varying Froude numbers.
The streamwise turbulence intensities in the flume center are almost independent of
Froude and Reynolds numbers in the wide open channel. However, in the narrow flume
they show different patterns depending on the Froude number. This can be attributed to
the flow pressure gradient effect due to the non-uniform flow. These effects disappear
on the vertical turbulence intensities in the flume center for narrow open channel flow.
On the contrary, a linear increase of the vertical turbulence intensity with increasing F is
observed in the flume center for wide open channel flows.
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The Reynolds shear stress at the flume center does not show a clear Froude effect,
although in analogy to the streamwise turbulence intensity, they deviate from the expected linear trend in narrow open channel flows.
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In this section the results of test run phase B are presented. Side-view high-speed video
recordings of particle motions were performed in the model flume from x = 5.90 to
7.00 m downstream of the inlet as described in Section 4.3. The main objective is to
investigate the particle transport mode, particle velocities, saltation trajectories and the
particle impact energy when a particle impinges the bed at saltation motion. The experiments were conducted at supercritical hydraulic flow conditions for a wide range of
aspect ratios and Froude numbers. An overview on the experimental conditions is given
in Table 4.4, and the symbols used for phase B are presented in Table 6.1. All experiments were conducted using both spherical glass marbles and natural sediment grains.
The results are presented for both materials together with literature data from Meland
and Norrman (1966), Fernandez Luque and Van Beek (1976), Abbott and Francis
(1977), Bridge and Dominic (1984), Lee and Hsu (1994), Niño et al. (1994), Hu and
Hui (1996a), Niño and García (1998), Ancey et al. (2002), Julien and Bounvilay (2013),
and Chatanantavet et al. (2013). Note that in the following only data with particle densities ρs > 2,000 kg/m3 are used for comparison. The hydraulic conditions from the listed
literature data are given in Table 3.3. The studies from Wiberg and Smith (1985) and
Sekine and Kikkawa (1992) also mentioned in Section 3.2.4 are neglected herein due to
the fact that their data base on only theoretical and numerical studies but not on experimental data.
Table 6.1

Symbols for phase B. Hydraulic parameters in Table 4.4.
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Particle motion regimes

The experimental results show that the particles were dominantly transported in saltation mode with minor parts in rolling mode and some small particles in suspension. The
rolling probability PR is defined as the distance covered by a particle in rolling motion
divided by its total covered distance given by the sum of rolling and saltation motion
averaged over n = 20 particles.
6.1.1

Saltation

The distinction between rolling motion and saltation was implemented in the algorithm
used in the data analysis as follows: Once a particle rises and its center exceeds a distance of 0.1D away from the bed, the particle changes its mode to saltation. The threshold 0.1D was adjusted by trial and error and compared to the transport mode visually
determined. A similar approach and threshold value of 0.07D were used by Böhm et al.
(2006).
Figure 6.1 shows PR as a function of the Shields parameter θ for the (a) glass spheres
and (b) natural sediment including data sets from Hu and Hui (1996a) and Ancey et al.
(2002). In general, all data sets show decreasing PR with increasing θ. However, both
additional data sets differ from the present study. Whereas Ancey’s data only cover a
small Shields parameter region (θmax ≤ 0.08), Hu’s data apply up to θmax ≤ 0.86, but the
rolling probability for similar Shields parameters is about 20 to 50% higher compared to
the data in the present study. Hu and Hui (1996a) observed rolling motion for 80% of
the particles at θ < 0.08, and still 50% at θ ≤ 0.15. They stated saltation as the main
form of bedload motion in their experiments. The data deviation to the present study is
probably due to the following experimental setup conditions: (1) Flow velocities and
consequently Froude numbers are in the subcritical or low supercritical regime
(F = 0.45 to 1.5), (2) particle diameters are small varying from D = 1.3 to 7.6 mm, and
(3) experiments were conducted at both smooth and movable rough bed conditions.
Challenging interpretation arises due to the fact that both the diameter and the bed
condition are not obvious in the data sets in Hu and Hui (1996a), hindering a detailed
analysis of the data scatter.
Ancey et al. (2002) defined a threshold value of θ = 0.03 for particle motion from rolling to saltation with 100% of the particles in saltation above this value. However, considerable scatter is observed in Ancey’s data which is attributed to: (1) low Shields
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parameters (θmax ≤ 0.08) compared to the present study and (2) very low aspect ratios in
the conducted experiments of Ancey as his flume was only 1 mm wider than the particle
diameter to neglect secondary current effects and to force particle motion only in the
streamwise direction. The latter led to very low flow Reynolds numbers of R = 0.21.0×104 being one to two orders of magnitude lower than the suggested value of R > 105
to avoid scale effects (compare Section 4.5). Thus the model setup of Ancey is hardly
comparable to the others and does not correctly model the flow conditions present in
river systems or sediment bypass tunnels. In the following sections, the data from
Ancey et al. (2002) are included in the figures, but not used for data fitting.
The main particle transport mode observed in the present study for both types of particles is saltation motion. Only few small and medium sized particles exceed a rolling
probability of PR > 0.2, whereas parts of the large spheres do have a large PR at low
Shields parameters due to a small relative submergence h/D. 85% of the small sized
particles are in saltation at the slower flow conditions tested at θ ≈ 0.04, and 30% of the
medium sized particles are in saltation at θ ≈ 0.02. At θ ≥ 0.15, 95% and 90% of the
spheres and the natural grains are in saltation, respectively.
In contrast, 80% of the large sized glass spheres roll at slow flow conditions θ < 0.015,
whereas only 50% of the large sediment grains roll. At θ > 0.15, the rolling probability
decreases for both materials to around 15-20%, meaning that 80-85% of the particles are
in saltation or suspension. In general, the large natural grains saltate more, even at low
Shields parameters. This is attributed to the effect of the particle shape. The more elliptical the shape, expressed by the shape factor κr > 1.0 given in Eq. (4.8) the higher the
probability of saltation motion due to the fact that they tend to roll around their b-axis
resulting in an eccentric rotational motion. Fitting the data sets leads for the glass
spheres to

PR = 0.007θ −1.1

(0 < P R ≤ 1)

(6.1)

and for the natural sediment grains

PR = 0.045θ −0.55

(0 < P R ≤ 1)

(6.2)

The coefficients of determination are rather low with R2 = 0.62 and R2 = 0.51 for the
spheres and grains, respectively. This is attributed to the high deviation of the large
particles in PR from the other particles.
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Figure 6.1

Rolling probability P R of a) glass spheres and b) natural grains as a function of θ.
Marker legend in Table 6.1.

Scaling, i.e. multiplying the Shields parameter θ with the ratio ks/D, merges the three
particle size data sets and leads to the following fit given in Figure 6.2a for the glass
spheres

 −1.1  k s  2 
−4
=
PR 2.76 ×10  θ   

 D  


−0.66

0 < P R ≤ 1; k s /D << 0.1

(6.3)

and in Figure 6.2b for the natural sediment grains

 −1.1  k s  2 
3.0 ×10  θ   
P=
R

 D  

−3

−0.42

0 < P R ≤ 1; k s /D << 0.1

(6.4)

The R2-values are high with R2 = 0.91 and R2 = 0.74 for the spheres and grains, respectively. The roughness height was ks = 0.3 mm, which is the average value obtained from
the turbulence measurement data analysis (Section 4.1.3).
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Rolling probability P R of a) glass spheres and b) natural sediment as a function of
θ (k s /D)2. Marker legend in Table 6.1.

An overall fit including both the glass spheres and natural sediment grains implying 264
data points is shown in Figure 6.3a and follows

  ks 2 
−4
8.5 ×10  θ   
P=
R
 D 



−0.55

0 < P R ≤ 1; k s /D << 0.1

(6.5)

revealing a reasonable correlation with R2 = 0.81. Note that these fits are only valid for
smooth and transitional rough beds where ks << D. Herein, ks is an order of magnitude
lower than the particle diameter D, and the maximum ratios take ks/D ≈ 0.06. In Figure
6.3b rough bed data from Ancey et al. (2002) are plotted for comparison. Data from Hu
and Hui (1996a) was not added due to the above mentioned difficulty to determine the
bed condition thus roughness height. Ancey’s data deviate largely from the present one
due to both a particular experimental setup, and the high values ks/D varying from 0.25
to 0.67.
To conclude the rolling probability for particles moving on equally sized grains differs
and the above given equations are only valid for ks/D << 0.1.
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Figure 6.3

6.1.2

Rolling probability P R of both glass spheres and natural sediment as a function of
θ (k s /D)2, a) linear plot, b) logarithmic plot including data from Ancey et al.
(2002) for comparison.

Suspension

Distinction between saltation and suspension is more challenging as stated in Section
3.2.3. According to the definition of Bagnold (1973) and Abbott and Francis (1977),
suspension implies upward directed vertical accelerations between two consecutive
particle impacts, i.e. the particle describes a wavy trajectory. However, a second requirement given by Francis (1973) in his definition sketch (Figure 3.15b) is the length
between two impacts of more than 1000D. Herein, the recorded flume section was
1,100 mm corresponding to only about 60-200 D.
After visual trajectory inspection of all particles, the author concludes that although the
first statement is fulfilled for a number of particles at high flow conditions, real suspension is nearly never obtained. Even though a wavy trajectory is observed, the overall
movement is directed downwards and not horizontal. These long saltations may have a
length of more than 1,100 mm but presumably less than 1000D. Figure 6.4 exemplarily
shows a particle of D = 5.3 mm for test run TB 33. The particle shows a wavy trajectory
after the bed impact. However, it is not considered as suspension because the trajectory
does not seem to be horizontal for an indefinite length, but rather tends downwards at
x > 7,000 mm. To conclude, a particle is only considered as suspension if the particle
shows a quasi-horizontal trajectory inside the recorded frame.
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Saltation trajectory of glass sphere D = 5.3 mm for test run TB 33, z-axis 2.5
times exaggerated, wavy movement after first bed impact.

The definition by Bose and Dey (2013) given in Eq. (3.64) that the vertical velocity
fluctuation w' or turbulence intensity Wrms, respectively, has to exceed the particle settling velocity Vs to shift a particle to suspension is applied for the hydraulic conditions
herein. The results are summarized in Table 6.2. The mean and maximum vertical turbulence intensities Wrms,m and Wrms,max are obtained from the conducted turbulence
measurements in test phase A (Section 5.3). Vs is calculated for the natural sediment
grains of Category I and II using Eq. (3.52). The suspension probability PS is calculated
from Eq. (3.65) substituting U∗ by the mean value Wrms,m. The maximum value is not
used due to the fact that Bose and Dey (2013) also use average friction velocities as
substitute.
The results show that the settling velocity Vs is 2 to 10 times higher than Wrms,m and still
1.5 to 7 times higher than Wrms,max. The suspension probability PS only exceeds zero for
the highest flow conditions tested in phase A with PS = 0.09 and PS = 0.02 for TA3 and
TA6, respectively. These tests correspond to an approach Froude number Fo = 8, which
is somewhat higher than the maximum value Fo = 6 applied in test phase B. To conclude, the settling velocities even for the smallest particle tested are rather high compared to the vertical flow velocity fluctuations. Only for the highest flow conditions
(TB9-11 and TB31-33) a small probability of suspended motion can be expected.
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Table 6.2

Particle suspension probability and related parameters

Test
Run
TA1

W rms,m
[m/s]
0.08

W rms,max
[m/s]
0.12

V s (Cat I)
[m/s]
0.53

P S (Cat I)
[-]
0

V s (Cat II)
[m/s]
0.77

P S (Cat II)
[-]
0

TA2

0.15

0.21

0.53

0

0.77

0

TA3

0.27

0.35

0.53

0.09

0.77

0

TA4

0.05

0.07

0.53

0

0.77

0

TA5

0.10

0.13

0.53

0

0.77

0

TA6

0.19

0.23

0.53

0.02

0.77

0

6.2

Particle velocities

The instantaneous horizontal and vertical particle velocities ui and wi are derived from
the image analysis between two consecutive recorded images (Section 4.3.4), and are
calculated as
ui =

∆z
∆x
, wi =
∆t
∆t

(6.6)

with Δt = 1/240 s as the time between two images, and Δx = xi+1 – xi, and Δz = zi+1 – zi
as the horizontal and vertical distance of particles between two images, respectively
(Figure 6.5). Δx and Δz vary depending on the flow conditions between
4 < Δx < 24 mm, and 0 < Δz < 4 mm, respectively. The resultant instantaneous velocity
vi is given by its modulus

vi = ui2 + wi2

(6.7)

The particle velocity vp,n is defined as the average of all consecutive velocities vi per
single particle n within the recorded flume section, whereas the mean particle velocity
Vp is the average of n = 20 particles for the same flow condition.
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Sketch of particle motion.

At low flow velocities, the main transport mode is rolling, and the particle velocity
corresponds to the rolling velocity. With increasing θ the mode shifts to saltation and

the particle velocity corresponds to the saltation velocity. Abbott and Francis (1977),
Niño et al. (1994), Hu and Hui (1996a), Ancey et al. (2002) and Chatanantavet et al.
(2013) focused solely on the saltation mode and thus provided saltation particle velocities. Meland and Norrman (1966), Fernandez Luque and van Beek (1976), Ancey et al.
(2003), and Julien and Bounvilay (2013) investigated bedload motion by focusing on
the rolling velocity of a particle. General conclusions drawn from the above listed references are summarized as: (1) saltation velocities are slightly lower than fluid velocities,
and (2) rolling velocities are somewhat lower than for motion on a rough bed. In case of
motion over a smooth bed these differences decrease and the particle velocities approach to the value of the fluid velocity.
As described above, the rolling probability for every test condition decreased from 80 to
15% for the large, from 30 to 5% for the medium, and from 20% to zero for the smallsized spheres with increasing flow intensity. Thus the rolling velocity data for the latter
is poor and was neglected if the saltation probability exceeded 95%. In the range of the
investigated flow conditions, almost no difference was observed between the particle
rolling velocity Vroll and particle saltation velocity Vsal and a linearly increasing relationship was obtained between these velocities (Figure 6.6). To conclude, the particle velocity VP is quasi-independent from the transport mode in the range of the investigated
supercritical flow conditions.
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Figure 6.6

6.2.1

Particle saltation velocity V sal as a function of rolling particle velocity V roll . Particles with less than 5% rolling probability omitted.

Dimensional equation

In general, the particle velocity Vp is expressed as a function of the friction velocity U∗
and written as (Abbott and Francis 1977, Bridge and Dominic 1984, Niño et al. 1994)

V p =av ⋅ (U ∗ − U ∗c )

(6.8)

where av is a constant. Figure 6.7a and b show Vp as a function of U∗ for both glass
sphere and natural grain tests and reveal that Vp increases linearly with U∗. Only a slight
effect of the particle diameter on the Vp − U∗ relation is observed. Large particles travel
in average approximately 3% and 5% faster than the medium and small ones, respectively. From the linear data fits, the critical values U∗c are determined. The correlations
are high (R2 = 0.99) and the fits follow

=
V p 23.9 (U ∗ − 0.02 )

for the spheres

(6.9)

for the sediments

(6.10)

and

=
V p 23.1(U ∗ − 0.018 )

The determination of U∗c is achieved through an extrapolation of the experimental data.
As the onset of motion was not the project focus, no experiment was made at low flow
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intensities. However, in the following it is shown that the obtained value corresponds
well with comparable literature data.
In Table 6.3 the parameters obtained from Eq. (6.8) are listed for all three particle categories and both materials together with their corresponding critical Shields parameter
calculated from Eq. (3.61).
Table 6.3

Parameter a v , U ∗ c and θ c for all test runs
Average

Dm

[mm]

av
U ∗c

[m/s]

θc

Figure 6.7

Glass spheres

Natural sediment

11.4

5.3

10.3

17.5

5.4

11.2

18.5

23.5

24.0

23.5

24.1

22.7

22.9

23.7

0.019

0.023

0.019

0.018

0.018

0.017

0.018

0.002

0.007

0.002

0.001

0.004

0.002

0.001

Particle velocity V p as a function of friction velocity U ∗ for a) glass spheres, and
b) natural sediment. Marker legend in Table 6.1.

The overall fit given in Figure 6.8 implying all data sets follows

V p 23.5 (U ∗ − 0.019 )
=

(6.11)

Thus, the average critical friction velocity for all particles tested is U∗cm = 0.019 m/s.
The average critical Shields parameter calculated by applying a mean diameter averaged
over all six particle sizes with D = 11.4 mm and an average density of 2,580 kg/m3 leads
to θcm = 0.002 (Table 6.3). This value is an order of magnitude lower compared to alluvial river bed data given in Table 3.2 due to the fixed transitional rough bed. Other fixed
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smooth and transitional bed data yield θc = 0.007 as stated by Chatanantavet et al.
(2013), indicating that the obtained θc is in a good agreement with literature data.

Figure 6.8

Particle velocity V p as a function of friction velocity U ∗ for both glass spheres
and natural sediment

In Figure 6.9 the critical Shields parameters θc given in Table 6.3 are plotted as a function of the (a) particle diameter D and (b) particle Reynolds number R∗p for the glass
spheres, natural sediment and Eq. (3.62) by Novak and Nalluri (1975). As Novak’s
equation is directly dependent on the particle Reynolds number R∗p , three friction velocity (U∗ = 0.10, 0.20, 0.30 m/s) and particle diameter values (D = 5, 10 and 20 mm)
were chosen for comparison in Figure 6.9a.
A general trend can be identified: θc decreases with both increasing particle diameter
and particle Reynolds number and tends to converge to a certain threshold around
θc ≈ 0.001 for the data in the present study. The data base with three varied diameters is
too low to draw general conclusions. However, this trend is confirmed by Novak and
Nalluri (1975) showing a similar decrease converging to a value of θc = 0.0025. These
findings differ from the Shields diagram described in Section 3.2.2 and given in Figure
3.13 developed for movable rough beds, where the critical Shields parameter is constant
(θc ≈ 0.04-0.06) for R∗p > 100.
To conclude, for fixed beds with low relative roughness heights where ks/h << 0.01, the
critical Shields parameter decreases with increasing particle diameter because the small
roughness heights do not provoke a resistance for the moving particle.
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Critical Shields parameter θ c as a function of (a) diameter D, and (b) particle

Figure 6.9

Reynolds number R∗p . Comparison with Eq. (3.62) from Novak and Nalluri
(1975).

The values of the constant av given in Eq. (6.8) obtained from erodible, movable bed
conditions vary around av ≈ 5 (Niño et al. 1994, Lajeunesse et al. 2010), while they vary
around av = 10-15 on fixed bed conditions (Table 6.4).
Constant a v and bed form of past experimental investigations

Table 6.4

av

Bed form

1

11

movable, rough*

1

8.5

movable, rough

8.3 - 11.8

fixed, rough

11.0 - 15.2

movable, rough

9.3 (6 - 10)

mathematical model

9.0

mathematical model

13.4 - 14.8

fixed, rough

9.2

fixed, rough

11.8

numerical model

5.5

movable, rough

11.6 - 12.3

fixed, transitional - rough

4.4

movable, rough

Author
Kalinske (1947)
Bagnold (1973)
Francis (1973)

1

Fernandez Luque and van Beek (1976)
Engelund and Fredsoe (1976)
Fleming and Hunt (1976)

1

Abbott and Francis (1977)
Mantz (1980)

1

1

1

Naden (1987)

3
2

Niño et al. (1994)

Lee and Hsu (1994)

2

Lajeunesse et al. (2010)
1
3

2

2

Data taken from Bridge and Dominic (1984).

2

Data taken from Lajeunesse et al. (2010).

U∗c = 0.037 Vs, * assumption

The present data deviate and double these values. This is attributed to the differences in
the flow to friction velocity ratio which is expressed by the dimensionless Chézy coefficient Cz given in Eq. (3.27). Standard values of Cz observed for movable bed experi-
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ments and gravel bed rivers vary around Cz ≈ 10 as described in Section 5.2. At the
present experimental flow conditions, higher values were found (Cz = 21±1.3) due to
both the transitional rough bed and low relative roughness heights (ks/h < 0.01). Similar
values of Cz, i.e. 21~22, have been documented by Nezu and Rodi (1986) for an open
channel flow over a smooth bed with Fo = 1.1~1.24. Nezu’s data and 12 additional data
sets are summarized in Figure 5.8 and represented by a fit given in Eq. (5.2). In the
smooth regime values are around 20, then decrease continuously in the transitionally
rough bed regime, and reach a value of about 11 in the rough bed regime. Similar behavior is observed for the constant av. The values given in Table 6.4 vary around av ≈ 10
for rough movable beds, whereas in the present study av reveals higher values av ≈ 20.
Thus it may be assumed, that the ratio av/Cz ≈ 1.0±20% stays constant to some extent.
To conclude, (1) the Chézy values in the present study are double compared to gravel
bed rivers, and (2) Eq. (6.8) is dependent on the friction velocity and not the flow velocity. Consequently, the av values in the present study are also doubled compared to the
ones derived from rough movable beds (Table 6.4).
Transport stage scaling
As discussed in Section 3.2.2 introducing the transport stage T* (Eq. (3.63)) brings the
difficulty to define the value of the critical Shields parameter θc which appears complicated due to its wide variation (compare Table 3.2) as also stated by Niño and García
(1998) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013). As shown above in Figure 6.9 θc varies with the
particle size and thus is not constant value.
Difficulties arise whether to use a fix θc-value for all experiments independent on the
particle size or to use different values for the three diameter categories. Applying the
latter leads to a data separation due to the large deviation of factor 7 for the spheres and
factor 4 for the natural sediment. Using a fix averaged value does not change the data
pattern compared to a simple Shields parameter scaling. Therefore, in this study θ is
used instead of T*, which is also applied by Hu and Hui (1996a) stating the same difficulties.
Sklar and Dietrich (2004) used (T*−1) as a scaling to account for the fact that particle
motion only starts when the threshold θc is exceeded by the flow. Herein the average
value θcm = 0.002 is about 70 times lower than the mean Shields parameter averaged
over all conducted experiments and still about 6 times lower than the minimum Shields
parameter. Thus, herein θc has negligible effect and hardly affects the data analysis.
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Non-dimensional equations

In order to normalize the particle velocity Vp the particle Froude number Fp is introduced as

Fp =

Vp

(6.12)

gh

In Figure 6.10 Fp is plotted as a function of the flow Froude number F for the glass
spheres and natural grains together with data from Francis (1973), Abbott and Francis
(1977), Lee and Hsu (1994), Niño et al. (1994), Hu and Hui (1996a), Chatanantavet
(2007), Ancey et al. (2008), and Chatanantavet et al. (2013). The data from Chatanantavet (2007) are taken from Chatanantavet et al. (2013) and presented in Figure 3.19d.
All external data sets except Chatanantavet (2007) show excellent agreement with the
present data and Fp linearly increases with F revealing a high correlation with R2 = 0.96
and 0.97 for the spheres and natural grains, respectively. Using 132 own and 78 external
data points, the fit follows

=
Fp 1.04F − 0.43

for the spheres

(6.13)

=
Fp 1.03F − 0.42

for the natural sediments.

(6.14)

and

The data of Chatanantavet (2007) do not match and are therefore excluded for both fits.
The particle velocities in his investigation are some 40 to 60% lower than the flow
velocities. The deviation is most likely attributed to his experimental setup and the
imprecise data acquisition. Chatanantavet modelled sediment transport over bedrock
rivers in a scaled model flume of 13 m length and conducted experiments with both
longitudinal grooves and randomly distributed roughness heights. The bed was fixed by
a sand-cement-vermiculite mixture. The average particle velocity was determined by
dividing a traveling distance of 10 m by the traveling time. Both bed materials may stop
or at least significantly decelerate a transported particle in a groove or a random obstacle leading to the observed data deviation in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10

Particle Froude number F p as a function of F for a) Glass spheres, b) natural
sediment. Marker legend in Table 6.1. Data from Chatanantavet (2007) omitted
for the fits.

Julien and Bounvilay (2013) investigated the particle velocity for rolling particles and
introduced a relation combining Vp, U∗ and the roughness height ks. Vp is scaled with U∗
as a function of a special Shields parameter using the equivalent sand roughness height
ks instead of D:

U ∗2
θ ks =
( s − 1) gk s

(6.15)

In Figure 6.11 the relation Vp/U∗ as a function of θks is plotted for both the glass spheres
and natural sediments. Besides their own data, Julien and Bounvilay (2013) also used
the data sets from Meland and Norrman (1966), Fernandez Luque and Van Beek (1976)
and Bridge and Dominic (1984), and proposed for rolling particles a threshold of
θks < 0.2. Herein, data from Abbott and Francis (1977), Lee and Hsu (1994) and Niño et
al. (1994) are added together with the data obtained in the present study. The additionally added external data sets investigate saltation motion and thus the particle velocity
corresponds to the particle saltation velocity. Figure 6.11 reveals that the given threshold is not in agreement with the additional data except for Abbott and Francis (1977).
All added sets also include data points lower than the threshold. As described in Section
6.1 most of the particles recorded herein are in saltation, however minor parts are also in
rolling motion. Thus, a clear distinction between rolling and saltation motion is challenging and not feasible.
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In general, the normalized particle velocity increases with increasing θks. Moreover, it is
clearly seen that the present data deviate extensionally from external data, which is
attributed to the low bed roughness height, high flow velocities and hence Froude numbers in the present experiments. This result confirms the statement that ks plays an important role in sediment motion, and transitional rough beds lead to much higher particle
velocities compared to typical movable bed and gravel river data as already stated for
the Chézy coefficient in Section 5.2.
Fitting the present 132 data points together with 418 external data points leads to an
excellent correlation

Vp
= 2.87θ ks + 15.9
U∗

for the spheres

R2 = 0.92

(6.16)

and

Vp
= 2.87θ ks + 15.8 for the natural sediments. R2 = 0.90
U∗

Figure 6.11

(6.17)

Normalized particle velocity V p /U ∗ as a function of θ ks . All external data sets
taken from Julien and Bounvilay (2013). a) Glass spheres, b) natural sediment.
Marker legend in Table 6.1.

In Figure 6.12a the overall fit, i.e. including spheres and natural sediment is given for
the particle Froude scaling. Using 342 data points the fits follow
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=
Fp 1.04F − 0.42
Fp = 0.91F

R2 = 0.98 or

(6.18)

R2 = 0.96

(6.19)

Both equations show excellent agreement with R2 = 0.98 and 0.96, respectively. The
former fit respects the slip between the particle and flow velocity, in other words a
threshold Froude number F ≥ 0.42 has to be exceeded for incipient particle motion. The
latter fit is used for comparison with Chatanantavet et al. (2013) proposing two fits in
Figure 3.19d as

Fp = 0.8F

R2 = 0.76 and

(6.20)

Fp = 0.6F

R2 = 0.90 (R2 = 0.84)

(6.21)

Whereas the former fit is only valid for 12 data points from their own experiments, the
latter includes some 100 data points, similar to the ones given in Figure 6.10. Chatanantavet et al. (2013) give a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.90, however replicating
the fit led to R2 = 0.84. These fittings reveal a particle velocity Vp being 20% and 40%
less than the flow velocity, respectively. The low Fp value for the latter is attributed to
the data of Chatanantavet (2007) as explained above. Herein Vp is found to be 91% of
the flow velocity exhibiting a much higher correlation with R2 = 0.96. The fit given in
Eq. (6.18) seems to be more adequate from a physical point of view due to the fact that
the velocity slip is considered. However, the fit in Eq. (6.19) seems to be more adequate
from a practical engineering point of view considering upscaling to prototype dimensions. The fix offset of 0.42 may slightly vary for prototype hydraulic conditions due to
its sensitivity.
In Figure 6.12b the overall fit is given for the special Shields parameter scaling. Using
682 data points in total, the fit follows

Vp
=
2.9 ln θ ks + 15.9
U∗

R2 = 0.93

(6.22)

Using some 380 data points Julien and Bounvilay (2013) found for rolling particles

Vp
=
3.28ln θ ks + 17.7 R2 = 0.80
U∗

(6.23)
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The proposed fit in Eq. (6.22) reveals a much higher correlation and includes both the
rolling and saltating motion of a particle.

Figure 6.12

6.3

a) Particle Froude number F p as a function of F, b) normalized particle velocity
V p /U ∗ as a function of θ ks . External data sets similar to Figure 6.10 and Figure
6.11.

Saltation trajectories

Besides the particle velocity Vp, the hop length Lp and hop height Hp are decisive parameters to describe a saltation trajectory. Lp is defined as the distance between the
particle centers of two consecutive impacts, Hp is the distance between the bed and the
highest particle center height within one saltation (Figure 6.5). Figure 6.13 shows the
relation between Lp and Hp normalized by the particle diameter D for all studied particles together with data from Abbott and Francis (1977), Lee and Hsu (1994), Niño et al.
(1994), Hu and Hui (1996a), Niño and García (1998), Ancey et al. (2002) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013). Table 3.3 provides a comparison of the hydraulic conditions
applied in the listed studies.
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Figure 6.13
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Scaled hop height H p /D as a function of scaled hop length L p /D. a) overall figure,
fit only includes own data set, b) zoomed figure focusing on external data sets.

The hop height increases linearly with the hop length for all data sets (Figure 6.13).
Only the data from Ancey et al. (2002) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013) show notable
scatter. The scatter of the former is attributed to the particular experimental setup as
already explained above. Chatanantavet’s data scatter may be explained by both an
imprecise data treatment and a large amount of simultaneously varied parameters. An
exemplary photograph of the recorded 50 mm long window section from Chatanantavet’s study is given in Figure 6.14. Chatanantavet used the standard high-speed camera Casio® Exilim EX-FC100 with a frame rate of 420 fps and a resolution of
224×168 pixels. The edges of the sediment grains visible in the photograph are rather
blurry revealing a too low image resolution and an inadequate long exposure time.
Furthermore, particle trajectory analysis was done by eye using the VLC Media player®
and glue strips pasted on the window (marked as rulers in Figure 6.14). Thus, it seems
to be challenging to precisely determine the particle center in each photograph. Moreover, 10 different test runs were conducted, every time varying the bed slope (Sb = 0.0050.09) and discharge (Q = 19-86 l/s). Hence, the flow was not always uniform but gradually varied resulting in varying values of bed shear stress, Froude number and relative
particle submergence for every single test run. To conclude, both the imprecise data
acquisition and treatment, and the large parameter variation may contribute to the large
data scatter observed not only for the hop height but also the hop length.
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Overlapped high-speed recording photographs from Chatanantavet et al. (2013).
Flow from left to right. Recorded window section: 50 mm. Setup conditions:
S b = 0.09, F = 5.3, h = 0.023-0.028 mm, D = 6.7 mm.

However, a considerable deviation of the present data to all former studies in literature
is still identified. First of all the obtained scaled hop lengths herein are much longer
compared to former studies resulting in rather flat particle saltation trajectories (Figure
6.13a). Only Lee and Hsu (1994), Hu and Hui (1996a) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013)
also obtain values Lp/D > 40. Whereas the former used very small particles (D = 1.42.5 mm) leading to large scaled hop lengths, only the latter conducted experiments at
comparable flow conditions (F = 1.3-5.3) using similar particles sizes (D = 6.7-25 mm).
Furthermore, the hop height of the present data is comparatively low for a given hop
length (Figure 6.13b). For example at Lp/D = 20 the particles herein jump about
Hp/D ≈ 1.1 high, whereas Lee and Hsu (1994) and Hu and Hui (1996a) found values
around 2.5-3.0. This deviation is first of all attributed to the subcritical or only slightly
supercritical flow conditions in most of the former studies (F < 1.5). Only Lee and Hsu
(1994) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013) carried out experiments at Fmax = 2.0 and 5.3,
respectively. In the present study, not only the Froude number but also the streamwise
flow velocities are high, varying from Uco = 1.1-5.3 m/s. These values are much higher
than those from the former studies where Uco varies from only 0.3 to 1.8 m/s, except for
Chatanantavet et al. (2013) where Uco ≤ 2.9 m/s. These high velocity flows carry the
saltating particle over a long distance leading to the flattened trajectories.
Second, the data deviation is attributed to the transitional rough fixed bed in the present
study. A number of former studies concentrated either on rough beds with ks+>> 70 or
experimental conditions where particles saltate over a bed of similar sized roughness
heights where D ≈ ks (Abbott and Francis 1977, Lee and Hsu 1994, Niño et al. 1994,
rough bed tests in Hu and Hui 1996a, Niño and García 1998, Ancey et al. 2002). Only
Hu and Hui (1996a) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013) conducted tests on smooth beds.
The data deviation of the former from the present study may be explained by the small
particles (D = 2-3 mm) used in their smooth bed experiments. Chatanantavet’s data
reveal a less pronounced deviation. Although his data scatter, in general the particles
jump slightly higher compared to the present data, but lower than all other sets (Figure
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6.13a). This confirms the above given statement that high supercritical flows cause
flattened saltation trajectories.
Due to the large deviation only the present data are fitted. The scaled hop height linearly
increases with the scaled hop length and the fit follows
Hp
L
=
0.023 P + 0.6
D
D

R2 = 0.96

(6.24)

The offset of 0.6D is primarily caused by the definition of the hop height starting at the
bed, and not at the particle center leading to a shift of 0.5D. Due to the non-spherical
shape of the natural sediments with shape factors κR > 1.0 (compare Figure 4.15) the
shift may even increase above 0.5D.
The long and rather flat trajectories are also evident examining the impact angles. In
Figure 6.15 the incidence and takeoff angles, γim and γout are presented focusing on the
(a) particle size and (b) material. A satisfactory linear correlation is obtained following
=
γ out 1.37γ im − 0.24

R2 = 0.84

(6.25)

The takeoff angle is always slightly larger than γim independent of size and material.
The observed angles vary from 2° to 8° revealing very flat trajectories. Niño et al.
(1994) present similar plots showing large scatter with angles varying from about 10° to
nearly 80°. They also found larger takeoff angles confirming the present finding.

Figure 6.15

Takeoff impact angle γ out as a function of incidence impact angle γ im . (a) focus on
particle category, (b) focus on material.
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Hop height

An interesting issue worth to discuss is the definition of the hop height Hp. Herein as
illustrated in the sketch in Figure 6.5 it is defined as the distance from the bed to the
highest particle center position in between two consecutive impacts. A second height
Hp* is defined as the distance between the particle center at impact and the highest
particle center. In most literature studies Hp is used, which is identical to the definition
used in the present project (Abbott and Francis 1977, Niño et al. 1994, Hu and Hui
1996a, Niño and García 1998, Chatanantavet et al. 2013). However, Lee and Hsu
(1994) and Ancey et al. (2002) do not clarify how the hop height is defined. The former
use rather small particles (D = 1.4-2.5 mm) so that the difference is less pronounced.
The fact that Ancey’s data reveal values Hp/D < 0.5 (Figure 6.13b) indicates that they
most likely defined the hop height from center to center. In Figure 6.16 the hop heights
(a) Hp and (b) Hp* are plotted as functions of the hop length Lp including both the glass
spheres and natural sediments. The hop height linearly increases with the hop length. In
Figure 6.16a the size effect is obvious, the data are separated into three groups leading
to the conclusion that large particles saltate higher than small ones at similar flow conditions. It is evident that a scaling with D as applied in Figure 6.13 merges the data again.
However, as seen in Figure 6.16b, the data collapse when Hp* is used instead. Now, the
hop height is almost independent of particle size and linearly increases with the hop
length.

Figure 6.16

Hop height as a function of hop length L p . a) H p defined from bed to center, b)
H p * defined from center to center.
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To conclude, the use of Hp will be continued in the present study, since this definition
seems to be more accepted in literature. However, also Hp* seems to be reasonable.
Therefore, an exact definition sketch to clarify the hop height is indispensable.
Figure 6.17 shows the hop height Hp as a function of the flow conditions expressed as
friction velocity U∗ for (a) the glass spheres and (b) natural sediments. As described
above and already shown in Figure 6.16, the three particle categories are separated
showing highest hops for the large category. Furthermore, Hp for similar diameter categories but varying shape is almost identical at low friction velocities but deviates the
higher the velocity. The increase of the natural sediment hops is almost linear and only
slightly increases, whereas the sphere hops increase slightly overproportional above
U∗ > 0.15 m/s resulting in higher hops compared to the sediments at high flow velocities.
To conclude, the hop height seems to be almost independent on particle shape for low
flow conditions, but glass spheres tend to saltate higher at high flow conditions
(U∗ > 0.15 m/s).

Figure 6.17

Hop height H p as a function of U ∗ , a) glass spheres, b) natural sediments. Marker
legend for (a) and (b) in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.18 shows the hop height Hp scaled with D as a function of the Shields parameter θ for the (a) glass spheres, (b) natural sediments, (c) both materials focusing on the
shape and (d) on the invert slope Sb. Hp/D linearly scales with θ for both materials. The
fit is excellent for the glass spheres and still good for the natural sediments. However,
data scatter around ±20%. The fits follow
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Hp
= 6.3θ + 0.5
D

R2 = 0.94

for the spheres

(6.26)

Hp
= 4.1θ + 0.8
D

R2 = 0.85

for the natural sediments

(6.27)

and

The slightly lower correlation of the natural sediments compared to the glass spheres is
due to variation in shape causing higher data scatter (compare Figure 4.15). In Figure
6.18b also a slight data separation is observed in terms of particle size. For a given
Shields parameter, the large sediment grains reveal slightly lower scaled hop heights
than the medium and small ones. This is consistent with results from Chatanantavet et
al. (2013) stating that saltation heights are primarily sensitive to the particle size. The
diameter scaling of Hp merges the data given in Figure 6.16a, but for a perfect congruence a large sediment grain has to jump about three times higher than a small one
(DIII/DI = 16.5 mm/5.3 mm = 3.1). This is not the case for long particle trajectories.
Applying the fits given in Figure 6.16a reveals that at a low hop length of for example
Lp = 10 mm the large particle jumps 2.9 times higher than the small one, but the ratio
decreases with increasing Lp. For example at Lp = 500 mm the hop height is only 1.5
times higher.
The overall linear fit including all 264 data points follows
Hp
= 5.26θ + 0.65
D

R2 = 0.87

(6.28)

A shape effect is hardly observed in Figure 6.18c, only at high flow conditions (θ > 0.3)
the scaled hop lengths are higher for the glass spheres. Furthermore, a slight slope dependence is visible in Figure 6.18d. This means that the hop height is slightly sensitive
to the bed slope. In general, the scaled hop heights are somewhat higher at the mild bed
slope (Sb = 0.01) than those at the steep slope (Sb = 0.04). The higher the bed slope the
lower the scaled hop height for identical Shields parameter. Ancey et al. (2002) used a
wide slope range in their experiments (Sb = 0.05-0.2) and found similar results.
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Figure 6.18

Scaled hop height H p /D as a function of θ, a) glass spheres, b) natural sediments,
c) material comparison, d) slope comparison. Marker legend for (a) and (b) in Table 6.1. Error range ±20%.

Figure 6.19 includes the formerly listed literature data. Although the trajectories of the
present study are rather flat as pointed out above, the data from Abbott and Francis
(1977), Niño et al. (1994) Niño and Garcia (1998), and Hu and Hui (1996a) agree fairly
well with the present data. Thus 36 data points are added to the fit in Eq. (6.28) leading
to 300 data points in total and the fit follows
Hp
=
4.87θ + 0.73
D

R2 = 0.76

(6.29)

However, the data from Lee and Hsu (1994), Ancey et al. (2002) and Chatanantavet et
al. (2013) diverge from the rest of the data due to the small particles in Lee and Hsu, the
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differences in the experimental setup in Ancey, and the imprecise data treatment and
test run setup in Chatanantavet as already stated above. Chatanantavet’s data at low and
high Shields values show fair agreement with the data sets used for fitting. However, the
data in between (0.03 < θ < 0.09) deviate. Surprisingly, Chatanantavet found that the
hop height is insensitive to bed shear stress and Froude number. Both parameters as
well as the Shields parameter characterize the flow intensity. Figure 6.19 clearly shows
increasing hop heights with increasing flow intensity for all other studies in literature
and the present data. Chatanantavet’s findings are therefore questionable.

Figure 6.19

Scaled hop height H p /D as a function of θ. Semi logarithmic plot for illustration
purpose. Black fit includes only own data, gray fit includes own data and external
sets from Abbott and Francis (1977), Niño et al. (1994) Niño and Garcia (1998),
and Hu and Hui (1996a).

Figure 6.20 shows Hp scaled with the flow depth h instead of D as a function of a
Froude scaling introduced by Chatanantavet et al. (2013). The Froude number is scaled
with a squared reciprocal submergence F (D/h)2. The fit includes 268 own data points
and 48 external points from Niño et al. (1994), Lee and Hsu (1994), Hu and Hui
(1996a) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013) and follows
  D 2 
Hp
= 0.4 F   
h
  h  

0.5

+ 0.08

R2 = 0.79

(6.30)

The slight offset of 0.08 is introduced due to the fact that Hp is defined from bed to
center and therefore not zero shortly after incipient saltation. Whereas the data from Lee
and Hsu (1994), Hu and Hui (1996a) fit fairly well with the present data set, the data
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from Niño et al. (1994) differ. In their study Hp reaches up to 0.7h, which is higher than
in the present study (0.4h). A part of the data from Chatanantavet et al. (2013) fit well
whereas another part differs showing very high Hp/h values up to unity. This is due to
low submergence h/D ≈ 1 for some of the test runs. In general, below a certain submergence threshold the effect of the flow depth on the saltation trajectory gains importance. It is difficult to describe this threshold precisely, but it is obvious that a value
close to unity interferes the particle trajectory.

Figure 6.20

6.3.2

Scaled hop height H p /h as a function of F(D/h)0.5. Fit includes all data sets.

Hop length

Figure 6.21 shows the hop length Lp as a function of the flow conditions expressed as
friction velocity U∗ for (a) the glass spheres and (b) natural sediments. Both figures
reveal an almost linear length increase with increasing U∗, nearly independent on the
particle diameter. Similar to the hop height no shape effect is observed for low friction
velocities (U∗ < 0.15 m/s). At higher velocities, the glass spheres tend to saltate farther
with maximum lengths of Lp ≈ 900 mm, whereas the natural sediments only saltate with
a maximum of Lp ≈ 700 mm.
To conclude, similar to the hop height, the hop length seems to be almost independent
on particle shape for low flow velocities, but glass spheres tend to saltate farther at high
velocities (U∗ > 0.15 m/s).
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Hop length H p as a function of U ∗ , a) glass spheres, b) natural sediments. Marker
legend for (a) and (b) in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.22 shows the hop length Lp scaled with D as a function of the Shields parameter θ for the (a) glass spheres and (b) natural sediments. Lp/D also linearly scales with θ
for both materials similar to Hp/D. The fits are excellent for both the glass spheres
(R2 = 0.94) and the natural sediments (R2 = 0.92). However, data scatter around ±20%.
The fit follows
Lp
D

= 246θ

R2 = 0.94

for the spheres

(6.31)

= 252θ

R2 = 0.92

for the sediments

(6.32)

and
Lp
D

The data separation due to particle size disappears for the hop length. In Figure 6.22c
and d both materials are combined and plotted with (c) focus on the shape and (d) on the
invert slope Sb. The overall linear fit including all 264 data points follows
Lp
D

= 251θ

R2 = 0.94

(6.33)

A slight size effect is observed in Figure 6.22a, where the three particle groups are
slightly separated. The small particles tend to saltate higher than the medium and large
ones, respectively. Whereas a shape effect is hardly observed in Figure 6.22c, again a
slight slope dependence is visible in Figure 6.22d similar to the scaled hop height. This
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means that also the hop length is slightly sensitive to the bed slope similar to the hop
height. In general, the scaled hop lengths are slightly larger at the mild bed slope
(Sb = 0.01) than those at the steep slope (Sb = 0.04). The higher the bed slope the lower
the scaled hop length for identical Shields parameter. Similar behaviour can be found in
data from Ancey et al. (2002). They present a similar plot to Figure 6.22 additionally
dividing the Shields parameter by the bed slope. Consequently, by increasing the slope
and keeping the Shields parameter constant, Ancey obtains lower hop lengths.

Figure 6.22

Scaled hop length L p /D as a function of θ, a) glass spheres, b) natural sediments,
c) material comparison, d) slope comparison. Marker legend for (a) and (b) in Table 6.1. Error range ±20%.

Figure 6.23 shows Lp/D as a function of θ including the formerly listed literature data.
Contrary to the scaled hop height, the data from Lee and Hsu (1994), Ancey et al.
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(2002) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013) agree fairly well with the present data whereas
the rest differ. This is due to the flat saltation trajectories as described in Figure 6.13.
The data from Ancey are not considered due to the above given reasons. Although
Chatanantavet revealed a certain data scatter due to their imprecise data treatment and
large parameter variation, the data are included together with data from Lee and Hsu
leading to 303 data points in total and the fit follows
Lp
D

= 244θ

Figure 6.23

R2 = 0.89

(6.34)

Scaled hop length L p /D as a function of θ. Semi logarithmic plot for illustration
purpose. Black fit includes only own data, gray fit includes own data and data sets
from Lee and Hsu (1994) and Chatanantavet et al. (2013).

Figure 6.24 shows Lp scaled with the flow depth h as a function of the Froude number.
All external data sets fit fairly well with the present one. Although slight data scatter is
observed, Lp/h increases linearly with F and the fit including 268 own data points and
35 external points from Niño et al. (1994), Lee and Hsu (1994), Hu and Hui (1996a),
and Chatanantavet et al. (2013) follows
Lp
h

= 1.5 ⋅ F − 1.0

R2 = 0.81

(6.35)

The offset can be expressed as a threshold Froude number F ≥ 0.67 for the initiation of
saltation. Chatanantavet et al. (2013) used a slightly different Lp/h fit applying the function F(D/h)0.25(s−1)-0.5 accounting for the submergence and particle density. They ob-
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tained a high correlation using 46 data points from their own set and the data from Niño
et al. (1994), Lee and Hsu (1994), and Hu and Hui (1996a). However, this scaling does
not match with the present data. The simple Froude number scaling applied in
Eq. (6.35) fits better both the present and literature data.

Figure 6.24

6.4

Scaled hop length L p /h as a function of F. Fit includes all data sets.

Bed collision

One further goal of phase B was to obtain the particle impact velocity Vim and particle
impact energy E when a particle impinges the bed at saltation motion. This information
is important to find the relationship between the energy transferred by particles to the
channel bed and the bed abrasion caused by these particles.
6.4.1

Particle impact velocity and energy

The impact velocity was obtained by averaging the particle velocities over three consecutive images before impact for every single particle impact I. Vim and equally the
outgoing velocity Vout after impact are calculated as follows
Vim =

v +v +v
vi −3 + vi − 2 + vi −1
and Vout = i i +1 i + 2
3
3

(6.36)

Note that the streamwise and vertical particle velocities before and after the impact Uim,
Wim, Uout, and Wout are identically calculated. The impact velocities as a function of U∗
are presented in Figure 6.25a.
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Vim increases linearly with U∗ and follows

=
Vim 23.5 (U ∗ − 0.02 )

[m/s]

(6.37)

Note that Eq. (6.11) corresponds well to Eq. (6.37), the two functions are quasi identical. Vim is linearly correlated to Vp.

Figure 6.25

a) Impact velocity V im as a function of U ∗ . b) Impact energy E as a function of
U∗.

With regard to the abrasion tests the particle impact energy E acting on the bed is of
particular interest. Ei per single impact I is defined as
Ei =

1
M pVim2
2

[Nm] [J]

(6.38)

where Mp is the particle mass given in Eq. (4.9). Applying Eq. (6.38) apparently leads to
a quadratic relation between the particle impact energy and the friction velocity U∗
(Figure 6.25b). As a result, a large difference between the three diameter data sets is
obtained. This is mainly caused by the largely differing particle masses, but also due to
slightly higher velocities of large particles as shown in Figure 6.25a. Furthermore Figure 6.25b reveals that the natural particles in general have a slightly higher mass than
the spheres observable in the slight separation within each category. Recall that the
sediment volume in Section 4.3.2 is calculated using the assumption cp/bp = 0.8, where
bp and cp define the two short particle axes, thus it implies a certain inaccuracy.
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Sklar and Dietrich (2004) used the vertical component of the impact velocity Wim in
Eq. (3.81) as decisive parameter to express the vertical abrasion rate Ar. In Figure 6.26
Wim is presented as a function of U∗. Identically to Vim also the absolute vertical component increases with increasing Shields parameter. The values are rather low being only
about 5% of Vim. The linear fit including both materials follows
Wim =
−0.75U ∗ − 0.03

(6.39)

However, data scatter is considerably high (R2 = 0.63), primarily due to the larger scatter in the natural sediment experiments as shown in Figure 6.26b, where both fits are
presented separately. The correlation for the spheres is adequate with R2 = 0.78, whereas for the sediments it is relatively poor (R2 = 0.61). Moreover, at friction velocities
U∗ > 0.1 m/s, the absolute value of Wim is higher for the glass spheres than for natural
sediment. Thus, a shape effect is observed for the vertical component, while in contrast
the resultant particle velocity Vim hardly reveals a deviation between the two materials.
The data scatter is primarily caused by the particle shape and its interaction to both the
ambient flow and the bed. The shape affects the value of the lift force FLG given in
Eq. (3.39). The projected particle area perpendicular to the flow changes for every
single natural sediment particle and in addition with particle rotation affecting directly
the vertical particle velocity.

Figure 6.26

Vertical impact velocity W im as a function of U ∗ . (a) Focus on particle category,
(b) focus on material.
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Another reason causing the data scatter may be the vertical turbulence intensity. An
averaged value is given with Wrms = 0.83U∗, with maximum values near the bed up to
Wrms = 1.27U∗ (Section 5.3). Thus the values are in the same range with Wim. Although
the streamwise intensity is somewhat higher being about Urms = 2.3U∗, it hardly affects
the resultant particle velocity Vim because streamwise velocity values are more than 20
times higher than the vertical ones.
The streamwise component Uim directly scales with the flow velocity and is less exposed to variation. It superposes the vertical deviation leading to the excellent correlation of Vim given in Eq. (6.37).
6.4.2

Specific impact energy and number of impacts

The particle impact energy Ei does neither imply the number of impacts per unit length,
nor the amount of particles transported per time. To account for these influences Ei is
multiplied by the particle rate QN = N p t [1/s], and the number of particle impacts I per
unit length [1/m] to achieve specific particle impact energy E*. The number of transported particles Np is calculated as N p = M s M p , where Ms is the total transported
sediment mass on the bed. E* follows as:

E ∗ = Ei ⋅ I ⋅ QN

[J/(sm')]

(6.40)

The particle mass Mp in E* is eliminated by substituting QN with the sediment supply
rate Qs = M s t as
Q
=
N

Np
Ms
Qs
=
=
t
M pt M p

[1/s]

(6.41)

[J/(sm')]

(6.42)

and the equation can be written as
E∗ =

1 2
⋅ Vim ⋅ I ⋅ Qs
2

The impacts per unit length I are obtained from the reciprocal hop length multiplied by
the saltation probability as

 1
=I 
L
 p


 [1 − PR ]


0 ≤ PR ≤ 1

[1/m']

(6.43)
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The hop length does not increase infinitely due to the mode shift to suspension as explained in Section 6.1.2. To account for the suspension mode, Sklar and Dietrich (2004)
introduced a nonlinear function describing the ratio between the vertical turbulence
intensity wrms expressed with the friction velocity U∗, and the particle settling velocity
Vs as

  U 2 
PnotSus= 1 −  ∗  
  Vs  



0.5

(6.44)

If PnotSus tends to zero, the particle shifts to suspension. Eq. (6.44) implies the assumption U∗ ≈ wrms proposed by a number of research studies (compare Section 3.2.3). In
Section 5.3.4 the correlation Wrms = 0.83U∗ is found (Eq. (5.5)). However, as Wrms is a
spatially averaged value, it is delicate to use. As the turbulence intensity responsible for
initiation of suspension is highest at the wall region it seems adequate to use U∗ ≈ Wrms.
Thus, Eq. (6.33) can be rewritten as

LP
251θ
=
2
D
1 − (U ∗ Vs )

(

)

0.5

(6.45)

with Vs given in Eq. (3.52). This function causes the hop length to grow rapidly as U∗
approaches Vs and becomes infinite at the threshold of suspension. Applying Eq. (6.45)
and the rolling probability function given in Eq. (6.5) to Eq. (6.43) leads to

(

 1− U V 2
( ∗ s)

=I 
251θ D



)

0.5

−0.55

  ks 2  

−4

 1 − 8.5 ⋅10  θ  D    [1/m'] for U ∗ < V s


 


(6.46)

Note that ks and D have to be applied in [m], the impact amount is always I > 0 and the
rolling probability term on the right hand side is always between 0 ≤ PR ≤ 1. The hop
length being the denominator of the first term on the right hand side is independent on
the particle diameter when all particles are in rolling mode. The particle size only gains
influence, when the transport mode changes from either rolling to saltation or saltation
to suspension.
In Figure 6.27 the specific energy E* calculated with the impact energy Vim given
Eq. (6.37) and the number of impacts given in Eq. (6.46) for an exemplary sediment
transport rate of Qs = 1 kg/s is shown as a function of θ for three selected examples. The
grey curve represents the hydraulic model using the medium sediment grain with
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Db = 10.6 mm and the flume roughness height ks = 0.3 mm. The black dashed curve
represents a prototype bypass tunnel using a diameter D = 60 mm and ks = 3 mm for a
rough concrete invert. The black solid line also represents a prototype tunnel using a
large block diameter of D = 500 mm.

Figure 6.27

Specific Energy E* as a function of θ for Q s = 1 kg/s.

A similar pattern is present for all curves. First, the specific energy E* strongly increases
with increasing Shields parameter. Then the increase flattens and decreases due to the
transport mode shift from saltation to suspension. These findings corroborate the statement in Section 3.3.1 that two opposite effects cancel each other at a certain threshold.
The single impact energy Ei increases with increasing flow intensity, whereas the number of impacts I decreases. The impact energy per unit area does not increase beyond the
threshold but decreases with further increasing flow condition. Note that the effect of
particle interactions is not considered in the proposed equation.
Furthermore, the solid curve representing the large bolder reveals the effect of rolling
motion. A threshold of θ > 0.1 has to be exceeded for the initiation of saltation. For
lower values all particle are in rolling motion thus no impact energy is transferred to the
bed.
To better quantify the presented curves the prototype example of the Solis bypass tunnel
is given. In Table 2.2 a uniform flow velocity of 10.8 m/s is given assuming a bed
roughness height of ks = 3 mm. Applying these flow conditions leads to θ = 0.26 for
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D = 60 mm being the mean diameter of Solis (Table 2.5) results in E* = 14.3 J/(sm').
The large boulder D = 500 mm only results in a low Shields parameter of θ = 0.03
revealing that these large boulders are all in rolling motion. To obtain high Shields
values, small particle sizes have to be considered. For θ = 1.0 for example, a diameter of
D = 16 mm has to be applied corresponding to a diameter D30 in Solis.
Sliding and rolling energy
The specific impact energy calculated herein focuses on saltating particles due to the
fact that saltation is the dominant transport mode. The grinding stress due to rolling and
sliding particles is not taken into account in the above given equations. The sliding
energy being the friction force times unit length L can be calculated based on the force
balance given in Eq. (3.54) neglecting the lift force FLG for sake of simplicity

=
Ei ,s µ s FG ⋅ L

[J]

(6.47)

where μs = sliding dynamic friction coefficient. Note that the coefficient μs is somewhat
lower than the static Coulomb friction coefficient μ given in Eq. (3.54) due to the fact,
that a static object provokes a higher resistance than a moving one. The rolling energy is
identically calculated as

=
Ei ,r µr FG ⋅ L

[J]

(6.48)

where μr = 2d/D = rolling dynamic friction coefficient with d = particle contact length
(Böge 2006). In general, the rolling resistance coefficient of hard materials such as
glass, steel, rock or concrete is much lower than their static or dynamic friction coefficients due to very small contact lengths. According to Blau (2008) the friction coefficient for a static AISI 1032 steel object resting on a steel surface is μ = 0.31. In sliding
motion the resistance decreases slightly, leading to a 25% lower coefficient of μs = 0.23.
The resistance coefficient for a rolling steel wheel on a rail is only μr ≈ 0.0025 (Böge
2006), and therefore more than two orders of magnitude lower than the static or dynamic sliding friction coefficient.
In order to compare the sliding and rolling energy with the specific impact energy E*,
they have to be expressed per unit length in [m'] and multiplied by the particle rate QN
similar to the above described approach. From Eq. (6.47) follows
∗
E=
µ s FG ⋅ L ⋅ QN
s

[J/(sm')]

(6.49)
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with FG= ( s − 1) ρ V p g given in Eq. (3.41), substituting QN = Qs M p and M p = ρ s V p
the equation leads to

Es∗ = µ s ⋅ ( s − 1) ρ V p g ⋅ L ⋅

Qs
ρs Vp

[J/(sm')]

(6.50)

[J/(sm')]

(6.51)

and finally

=
Es∗ µ s

( s − 1) g ⋅ L ⋅ Q
s

s

Er∗ is identically calculated from Eq. (6.48). The resulting equations are only dependent
on particle density and sediment supply rate, but independent on particle size and flow
velocity. Note that μs and μr itself may be dependent on the flow conditions and decrease with increasing flow velocity. Molinari et al. (1999) stated such a behavior for
dry friction of metals for high sliding velocities > 1 m/s.
The static angle of repose may be applied in Eq. (6.51) to show an exemplary calculation. García (2008) stated ϕs ≈ 40 for gravel corresponding to μ = tan(40°) = 0.84. Niño
and Garcia (1994) stated a static value of μ = 0.63 for natural sediments corresponding
to a submerged angle of repose of ϕs ≈ 32°. Applying Qs = 1 kg/s results in values of
Es* = 5.13 and Es* = 3.85 J/(sm'), respectively. These values can be considered as maximum thresholds due to the following facts: (1) dynamic sliding friction coefficients are
slightly lower than static ones, (2) dynamic rolling friction coefficients are much lower
than static ones, and (3) the lift force is neglected. Thus the obtained theoretical maximum values for E* applying a static friction coefficient are only about 27-36% of specific saltating impact energy for the above given example of Solis bypass tunnel using the
mean diameter Dm = 60 mm (E* = 14.3 J/(sm')).
For sliding motion the impact energies are lower. Applying the above mentioned 25%
decreased sliding friction coefficient μs = 0.23 leads to Es* = 1.40 J/(sm') which is about
10% of the saltating particle impact energy calculated for the Solis example. In case of
rolling motion, μr = 0.0025 may be applied as described above. This low value leads to
only Er* = 0.02 J/(sm') which is only 0.1% of the calculated saltating impact energy.
However, these values have to be handled with care, as the sliding and rolling coefficient for natural sediments need a more detailed analysis.
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Limits of application
The inter-particle contacts in the bedload layer are not taken into account in test phase
B. At a certain sediment rate, particles affect each other due to particle collisions. These
effects were not investigated and were therefore neglected. In Section 7.3 more detailed
information is presented about the sediment particle concentration and number of particles in the flow.
6.4.3

Recovery coefficients

Besides the impact energy, the relationship between the velocities before and after the
impact is of interest to quantify the energy transferred to the bed. It is described in the
streamwise and vertical direction using the recovery coefficients given by Hu and Hui
(1996a) as

ex =

uout
w
and ez = out
uim
wim

(6.52)

In Figure 6.28 both coefficients are plotted as functions of the Shields parameter. In
atmosphere, both coefficients are usually less than unity, because velocities after a
collision are lower than before due to the energy transfer to the bed. In contrast, saltation in flowing water leads to a vertical recovery coefficient larger than one. Applying
linear fits yield to
−0.04θ + 0.97
ex =

R2 = 0.08

and ez =
−0.21θ + 1.4

R2 = 0

(6.53)

The correlation of ex is low. However, a general trend is observed as the coefficient ex
only slightly decreases with θ and reveals a nearly constant value with ex = 0.97 being
nearly unity. In contrast, Hu and Hui (1996a) found a lower value of ex = 0.85 for their
rough bed data where ks = 5.6-7.0 mm and ks+ ≈ 260, respectively (Table 3.2 and Table
3.3).
Herein, the data of ez show considerable scatter. A linear fit is only applied to show that
ez vary around ez ≈ 1.4. Furthermore, ez is about 50% lower than ez = 2.2 found by Hu
and Hui (1996a). However, ez still exceeds unity, which means that a lift force due to
the vertical turbulence intensity and coherent turbulent structures in the wall region acts
on the particle after bed collision and causes an increase in the vertical velocity component. The main reasons for the deviation of the present data from those of Hu and Hui
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are most likely due to rough bed used in their experiments in combination with partly
low density particles (ρs = 1,043-2,650 kg/m3).
Additionally to the streamwise and vertical direction, the total recovery coefficient eV
follows from the ratio of the impact and outgoing resultant velocities and is calculated
as

eV =

Figure 6.28

Vout
Vim

(6.54)

Recovery coefficients (a) e x and (b) e z as a function of θ.

In Figure 6.29 eV is plotted as functions of the Shields parameter. The data are almost
similar to the streamwise coefficient ex due to the dominating streamwise flow component and the fit follows
eV =
−0.05θ + 0.97

R2 = 0.16

(6.55)

The coefficient eV only slightly decreases with θ and reveals a nearly constant value
with eV = 0.97 identical to ex. The coefficient of determination is still with R2 = 0.16 low
but double compared to the one of ex.
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Figure 6.29

6.5

Recovery coefficient e V and as a function of θ.

Conclusions

Single particle motion recordings were conducted in the hydraulic model flume representing a straight sediment bypass tunnel section. The transport mode, particle velocities, hop heights and lengths, and impact energies were determined for a wide range of
test runs varying the flow velocity, water depth, bed slope, and particle diameter.
Motion regimes
The experimental results show that particles were dominantly transported in saltation
mode with minor parts in rolling mode and some small particles in suspension. The
probability of rolling motion on fixed beds can be expressed as a function of Shields
parameter multiplied by the ratio ks/D.
The particle settling velocity is always higher than the vertical turbulence intensity, thus
the suspension mode is hardly observed. Only for the highest flow conditions a small
probability of suspended motion can be expected.
Particle velocities
The particle velocity scales linearly with the hydraulic conditions expressed by the
friction velocity showing perfect correlation with negligible effect of particle size and
shape. VP can be expressed in terms of U∗ using the constant av in Eq. (6.8). Herein, the
average value takes av = 23.5 being some 1.5 to 5 times higher compared to typical
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values for movable rough bed conditions present in gravel bed rivers. The main reason
causing this deviation is the transitional rough bed of the flume bottom resulting in high
Chézy values of Cz ≈ 21, which are also doubled compared to typical river values.
Two approaches to describe a non-dimensional particle velocity are applied using the
roughness Shields parameter, and the Froude number, respectively. Both show an excellent correlation. The former is very sensitive to roughness height changes and hence less
appropriate for prototype engineering applications, whereas the latter is easily applicable and less sensitive to bed roughness variation.
Trajectories
The saltation trajectory is described by the hop height and length of a particle. With
increasing flow intensity the hop height and length increase. The higher the flow or
friction velocity, the longer and higher the trajectory. A submergence effect on the
trajectory is rarely observable since only 1.5% of the test runs are below D/h < 2.
The hop height and hop length scaled with the particle diameter are primarily sensitive
to the bed shear stress and slightly sensitive to the bed slope. However, the particle
shape effect on the hop height and length is negligible. The Shields parameter is an
adequate parameter to describe Hp/D and Lp/D due to the fact, that it does not only
involve the bed shear stress, but also the particle density and diameter. Both parameters
increase linearly with θ showing a high correlation. However, the particle trajectories in
the present project are rather flat and long compared to literature data. Thus either the
hop height or length partially deviates for the external data sets.
This deviation is due to high Froude numbers and low bed roughness heights, i.e. the
transitionally rough bed in the present study. In contrast, former studies were conducted
at sub- and low supercritical conditions. In most studies the bed was either rough or
movable. Furthermore, some studies showed considerable model scale effects and/or
less accurate measurements and hence imprecise data treatment.
Besides these effects, also the number of test runs in former studies was low compared
to the 264 test runs conducted herein. The numbers of external data points used for
trajectory comparison are as follows: 1 by Abbott and Francis (1977), 6 by Niño et al.
(1994), 6 by Niño and García (1998), 12 by Lee and Hsu (1994), 16 by Chatanantavet et
al. (2013), 23 by Hu and Hui (1996a), and 67 by Ancey et al. (2002).
Choosing the water depth and Froude number instead of the particle diameter and
Shields parameter to describe the saltation trajectory also leads to feasible results, alt-
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hough the correlation is better with the Shields parameter scaling. The threshold for the
initiation of motion is found at F ≥ 0.40, while it has to exceed F ≥ 0.67 for the initiation of saltation.
Bed collision
The specific impact energy is calculated using the impact velocity before bed collision
multiplied with the amount of impacts and particles transported. The number of impacts
is expressed as a function of hop length and saltation probability. The obtained specific
energy E* increases with θ towards a certain maximum and decreases beyond due to two
opposite effects. Whereas the single impact energy per particle increases with increasing
flow intensity, the number of impacts decreases. At a certain flow condition these two
effects cancel each other.
Furthermore it is shown that the energy due to sliding and rolling motion is a constant
being independent on particle size and flow velocity. For the example of Solis bypass
tunnel the maximum theoretical threshold for the energy transferred by sliding and
rolling motion is only about 10 and 0.1% of the saltation impact energy.
The recovery coefficients show that in the streamwise direction particles are approximately 3% slower after bed collision, whereas in the vertical direction they are in average 40% faster after an impact indicating the effect of a lift force due to turbulence
structures in the inner wall region.
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In this section the results of test phase C are presented. Long-term abrasion test runs
were performed in the model flume. A brittle mortar as bed substitute was implemented
in between x = 7.90 and 12.40 m downstream of the inlet as described in Section 4.4.
The main objective was to determine the abrasion patterns, depths and volumes on fixed
concrete-like beds similar to sediment bypass tunnel inverts under different sediment
supply rates. Tests were conducted at supercritical flow conditions for varying aspect
ratio and Froude number ranges. The test run overview is given in Table 4.7, the markers used for phase C in Table 7.1.
The general abrasion behavior of the two mortar mixtures was similar for all conducted
test runs. Whereas the hard mixture was hardly abraded, the soft one showed significant
abrasion depths and patterns. In some runs the abrasion depth of the former was less
than 0.25 mm being in the range of the laser accuracy. Thus, in the subsequent sections
the main focus is laid on the soft mixture. The data of the hard mixture are only given
for comparison to support and verify trends obtained from the soft mortar data analysis.
The surface scans and corresponding topview photographs for every partial run step of
all 21 tests are given in Appendix A.
Table 7.1

Test run combinations and corresponding markers used in test phase C
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Sediment transport capacity

Prior to the abrasion tests discussed in this chapter, also sediment transport capacity
experiments were conducted to verify and compare the existing transport formulae
discussed in Section 3.2.5. The experiments were run before implementation of the
abradable mortar bed. The sediment supply rate Qs was increased in 50 g/s steps until
deposition was observed. In total ten test runs were carried out applying an approach
flow depth of ho = 50 mm (Table 7.2). Note that due to the limitation of the dosing
machine (Qs ≤ 1,200 g/s) no tests were carried out for the high flow depth of
ho = 100 mm.
In some test runs non-uniform flow established because the flow was decelerated
(β > −1). Thus, for sake of simplicity the hydraulic parameters were calculated at
x = 7.90 m, where the transition to the abradable mortar was located in the subsequent
experiments of test phase C.
Table 7.2

Sediment transport capacity test runs (TS) and corresponding flow parameters*
Sb
[-]

Fo
[-]

ho
[mm]

h
[mm]

U co
[m/s]

U∗
[m/s]

β
[-]

Dm
[mm]

θ
[-]

TS1

0.01

1.5

50

46.7

1.13

0.059

-1.01

5.4

0.039

TS2

0.01

2.0

50

55.3

1.27

0.064

-0.95

5.4

0.046

TS3

0.01

2.5

50

61.5

1.43

0.071

-0.82

5.4

0.057

TS4

0.01

3.0

50

65.6

1.60

0.079

-0.68

5.4

0.070

TS5

0.01

3.5

50

68.3

1.79

0.087

-0.55

5.4

0.085

TS6

0.01

4.0

50

70.2

2.00

0.097

-0.45

5.4

0.106

TS7

0.01

1.25

50

41.5

1.05

0.056

-1.02

11.2

0.017

TS8

0.01

1.5

50

46.7

1.13

0.059

-1.01

11.2

0.019

TS9

0.01

2.0

50

55.3

1.27

0.064

-0.95

11.2

0.022

TS10

0.01

2.5
50
61.5
1.43
* Parameters h, U co , U ∗ and θ are calculated at x = 7.90 m.

0.071

-0.82

11.2

0.027

Test

In Figure 7.1 the results are presented plotting the gravimetric transport capacity as a
function of the friction velocity for (a) Dm = 5.4 mm and (b) Dm = 11.2 mm together
with transport formulae on fixed beds with low relative bed roughness heights
(ks/h << 0.01) from Pedroli (1963) given in Eq. (3.75), Smart and Jäggi (1983) given in
Eq. (3.80), and Mayerle et al. (1991) given in Eq. (3.76). Smart and Jäggi’s formula was
applied using the critical Shields parameters θc = 0.007 and 0.002 for particle category I
and II, respectively (Table 6.3). The formula from Mayerle et al. (1991) was used to
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calculate the self-cleansing velocity Uc (compare Section 3.2.5). The transport capacity
was calculated fulfilling the condition:

U co
≥ 1.0
Uc

(7.1)

To allow for comparison with movable beds the state-of-the-art formula from MeyerPeter and Müller (1948) was also applied in its revised version from Wong and Parker
(2006) given in Eq. (3.68). Both the standard critical Shields parameters θc = 0.047 and
0.007 as well as 0.002 derived from the experiments in the present study were applied
(Table 6.3).

Figure 7.1

Sediment capacity Q s as a function of friction velocity U ∗ for a) D m = 5.4 mm and
b) D m = 11.2 mm. Pedroli (1963) in Eq. (3.75), Smart and Jäggi (1983) in
Eq. (3.80), Mayerle et al. (1991) in Eq. (3.76), Wong and Parker (2006) in
Eq. (3.68).

The results in Figure 7.1 show that the formulae from Pedroli (1963), Smart and Jäggi
(1983) and Wong and Parker (2006) underestimate the real transport capacity whereas
Mayerle et al. (1991) overestimates it. Evidently the movable bed formula from Wong
and Parker (2006) does not adequately describe the sediment transport over a fixed bed.
Even a diminished critical Shields parameter of θc = 0.007 and 0.002, respectively, does
not lead to satisfactory results. The transport is still underestimated by about 7 times.
However, the approach by Mayerle et al. (1991) largely overestimates the transport
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capacity. In addition the sediment rate increases above average with the friction velocity
compared to the increase in the present study revealing values some 3 to 20 times higher. Reasons for this large deviation are (1) the flow conditions being in the sub- and low
supercritical range (F = 0.6-1.4) compared to the present tests TS1-TS10 where F = 1.72.2, and (2) the sediment concentrations Cv = 2.0×10-5-1.3×10-3 in their model study
being some orders of magnitude lower compared to the present study where
Cv = 9.2×10-2-4.6×10-1 applies.
The formulae from Pedroli (1963) and Smart and Jäggi (1983) agree well and only
slightly underestimate the transport capacity by around 1.4 and 1.0-1.8 times, respectively. The trend is better represented by Pedroli’s formula revealing a steady underestimation, whereas Smart’s formula shows high discrepancy for low friction velocities
(1.8 times) but nearly no deviation at the highest condition applied. Given the fact that
sediment transport capacity estimation in general is subject to large variations of some
orders of magnitude (Buffington and Montgomery 1997), both formulae surprisingly
yield good estimates. Furthermore, comparison of the sediment transport rates for the
two different particles sizes (Figure 7.1a to b) reveals that for the fixed bed formulae
higher sediment transport is expected for the larger particle size (Dm = 11.2 mm) at
similar velocities. Pedroli (1963) and Mayerle et al. (1991) estimate some 15 and 18%
higher transport rates, respectively, independent of the friction velocity, whereas Smart
and Jäggi (1983) show increasing Qs by 4 to 20%. with increasing U∗. The movable bed
formula from Wong and Parker (2006) does not show a clear trend. Whereas at low
friction velocities (U∗ = 0.06 m/s) the transport capacity is 8% lower for the small particle, it is reverse for U∗ = 0.10 m/s where Qs is 3% higher.
∗
as a function of the
In Figure 7.2 the non-dimensional volumetric transport capacity qvn

Shields parameter θ is presented merging the data for both diameters Dm = 5.4 and
11.2 mm. A fit was obtained by fitting the average of the deposited and transported
values:
∗
qvn
24.0 (θ − 0.002 )
=

1.5

for 0.01< θ < 0.11

R2 = 0.98

(7.2)

Due to the low critical Shields value the fit may be simplified to
∗
qvn
= 29.6θ 1.6

for 0.01< θ < 0.11

R2 = 0.98

(7.3)
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Both fits reveal an excellent correlation with R2 = 0.98. However, they have to be handled with care regarding further application due to the fact that non-uniform flow applies at around 50% of the test runs in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.2

Non-dimensional volumetric sediment capacity qvn∗ as a function of Shields
parameter θ. Pedroli (1963) in Eq. (3.75), Smart and Jäggi (1983) in Eq. (3.80),
Mayerle et al. (1991) in Eq. (3.76), Wong and Parker (2006) in Eq. (3.68).

7.2

Test run difficulties

Some experiments in test phase C showed unrealistic abrasion patterns and volumes due
to inaccurately constructed mortar blocks. As described in Section 4.4.2, block construction was challenging due to low amount of cement and water leading to very dry
mortar mixtures. In TC12, for example, deep local abrasion holes were observed at one
soft mortar block shortly after test onset (compare differential plots and photographs in
Appendix A). Similar behavior was observed for the soft block at TC2-1 and the hard
blocks of TC10-2 and TC14. Obviously, insufficient mortar mixing led to partial volumes without cement. These parts were neglected in the data treatment and not taken
into account for the data analysis. TC2-1 was repeated, termed TC2-2. TC10-2 was
already a repetition run, thus TC10-1 is valid for the hard mortar.
TC6-1 and TC16 revealed reasonable patterns, but showed extensive deep abrasion in
short time. The former was therefore repeated to justify and compare these values. The
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latter was not repeated due to time restrictions, but data of mortar block 2 were neglected in the data analysis, because it showed already considerable abrasion after the first
step. However, data of TC16 has to be interpreted with caution.
TC10-1 was repeated due to sediment supply difficulties, because the sediment dosing
machine reached its limit of application. It was not possible to continuously feed the
experiment with the large particles of category III with Qs = 800 g/s. Sediment particles blocked each other in the funnel-shaped hopper leading to a discontinuous sediment
supply with an average sediment rate of Qs = 666 g/s. Thus TC10 was repeated with a
continuous supply of Qs = 600 g/s.
In Section 7.7 a comparison of TC2, TC6, TC10 and TC16 is given in terms of abraded
mass over time. In the subsequent figures, the data of the repeated runs (TC2-2, TC6-2,
TC10-2) are not included, if not indicated otherwise.

7.3

Cover effect and inter-particle collision

With increasing sediment flux, the particles transported in the flow interfere with each
other due to inter-particle collisions. At higher sediment flux particles begin to form a
slowly transported or even stationary bedload layer protecting the bed against further
abrasion named cover effect (compare Section 3.3). Both effects may damp the abrasion
process compared to freely moving particles.
The cover effect was observed in some deep potholes and lateral incision channels at
test runs with slow flow conditions (TC11-16) due to increasing bed roughness with
time (described in detail in Section 7.6.1). These depositions led to a significant flow
depth increase, i.e. decrease of flow velocity, more sediment deposition and sediment
transport break down. The tests were interrupted and continued with a lower sediment
supply rate (compare Section 4.4.3). The cover effect therefore never lasted for a long
time and consequently did not protect the bed.
An exemplary calculation is presented in the following to estimate the area covered by
transported sediment. The largest amount of particles per unit area is transported at runs
with low flow velocity in combination with a high sediment supply rate. This is the case
for runs where Sb = 0.01, Fo = 2, ho = 50 mm and Qs = 800 g/s (Figure 7.3). Note that no
run in phase C was conducted under these conditions and the example was only chosen
as worst case scenario. Assuming particles being spherical, the number of particles per
unit length is determined by calculation to 2946/m, 401/m and 98/m for category I, II
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and III, respectively. Thus, the number of small transported particles is about 7 and 30
times higher than the mean and large one, respectively. This results in a covered bed
area of about 22, 11 and 7% per unit length for category I, II and III, respectively. These
values are rather low to develop a protective covering bedload layer.
Considering that (1) more than 70% of the test runs showed no deposition and thus no
decrease in transport capacity, and (2) for the remaining 30%, the time when the bed
was partially covered was negligibly short, because the run was instantly interrupted if
deposition occurred, and (3) the area covered by transported particles is low, the cover
effect and the formation of a continuous bedload layer are not dominant processes affecting the abrasion in the present study.
Figure 7.3 shows three topview photographs of identical test conditions only varying the
particle diameter. These photographs support the values of the above calculated ratios of
particles per unit area. Apparently the number of inter-particle contacts is high for category I, leading to the conclusion that particles interfere with each other resulting in
decreased impact energy contributing to bed abrasion compared to single transported
particles as presented in Section 6.4.2. This effect is considered to be more relevant to
damp the abrasion rate for the small particles compared to the cover and bedload layer
effect.

Figure 7.3

Topview photographs of runs with S b = 0.01, F o = 2, h o = 50 mm, and
Q s = 800 g/s: (a) Particle category I, (b) particle category II, (c) particle category
III. Photographs do not correspond to any conducted phase C run.
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Hydraulic parameter variation

The hydraulic parameters such as the flow and friction velocity, flow depth, Froude
number and bed shear stress are subject to changes in test phase C due to the (1) partially high sediment concentrations in the flow increasing the flow depth compared to
clear-water flow conditions, and (2) progressing abrasion process directly affecting the
bed roughness and (3) flow depths.
Figure 7.4 shows the USD-measured flow depths along the model flume at four locations for four test runs with low approach flow depths (ho = 50 mm) and the calculated
backwater curve for comparison. Flow depths were measured (I) before sediment was
supplied for the first time (clear water flow), (II) during the last partial run (sedimentladen flow), and finally (III) after the last partial run, when the sediment supply was
stopped (clear water flow). Note that the flow depth h measured from the bed to the
water level, and not the water surface elevation, is presented. These values are similar at
the non-abradable section but differ in the abradable one. The bed in this section abraded during the test run, thus the flow depth h(x = 10 m) differs from the water surface
elevation due to the additionally considered bed depression.
The measurements clearly reveal that statement (1) holds causing a slight effect on the
flow depth. In general, the effect increases with increasing sediment concentration. For
example at the last step of TC16 (Figure 7.4d) where the supply rate had to be lowered
to Qs = 100 g/s (Cs = 2.4 g/l) due to the decreased transport capacity, the flow depth is
almost not increased at the first three measurement locations upstream of the abradable
mortar section. The other three test runs show higher flow depths in the upstream section, if sediment is supplied. TC12 (Figure 7.4b) for example, where Cs = 13.3 g/l,
reveals an average measured flow depth increase of about 5% compared to clear-water
flow.
The effect on the bed roughness (2) is revealed subsequently in Section 7.6.1 showing
that bed roughness expressed as the standard deviation of the abrasion depth σa increases rapidly with progressing abrasion. Johnson and Whipple (2007) confirmed these
findings and stated that the local hydraulic parameters acting in the abraded sinks and
channels are governing and not the width-averaged values. Finnegan et al. (2007) support the governing effects of these local parameters and gave a prediction equation
(Eq. (3.90)) to estimate the development of the abrasion channel width bc. It is certainly
true, that local values do better represent the real physical processes as sediment
transport is concentrated in these channels. However, the estimation of bc is very chal-
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lenging and depends on many interrelating effects, which is shown subsequently. Furthermore, the use of Eq. (3.90) seems not reliable for practical use, because it is based
on only one test run focusing on a bedrock river system.

Figure 7.4

USD-measured flow depths h for test runs (a) TC11, (b) TC12, (c) TC15, and (d)
TC16. Calculated backwater curve for comparison.

Also the water depth effect (3) is clearly revealed in Figure 7.4. In three cases, the clear
water flow depth after the last partial run step is about 6-8% larger than the first one.
The effect is even more pronounced the larger the bed roughness. TC16 is prone to high
abrasion and the bed is in average 21 mm lower compared to its initial state (compare
Section 7.6.1 and Appendix A). Consequently the flow depth increased to
h(x = 10 m) = 88 mm being 18% higher compared to its initial depth (Figure 7.4d). Note
that (1) already the clear-water flow depth prior to supply of sediment is about 3-6%
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higher compared to backwater curve calculated with ks =0.2 mm due to higher bed
roughness heights of the mortar blocks of ks ≈ 1 mm. This effect is more pronounced in
TC12 and TC14 presumably due to slight variations in construction. Note also that (2)
USD measurements were performed in the flume center, thus neglecting 3D surface
pattern variations caused by the 3D bed pattern.
To conclude, the hydraulic parameters listed in Table 4.7 are related to the backwater
curve calculated flow conditions prior to the initiation of the abrasion process neglecting a possible flow depth increase in case of high sediment concentrations, bed roughness increase and bed level depression. The values are used in the following. The main
reason applying this simple approach is the easy applicability due to simple hydraulic
calculation not only herein but also with regard to the practical engineering application
for prototype sediment bypass tunnels.

7.5

Abrasion-related parameters

Besides the three parameters Ms*, Qs and Cs given in Eqs. (4.21), (4.22), and (4.23)
further parameters are introduced to accurately describe the abrasion process in the
subsequent sections. The mean abrasion depth ha and corresponding standard deviation
σa derive from the spatially measured laser scan data described in Section 4.4.4.
The abraded mortar mass Ma per unit length [m'] is calculated as
Ma =
ha ⋅ bblock ⋅ ρc

[kg/m']

(7.4)

where bblock = 280 mm = mortar block width, and ρc = mortar density given in Table 4.5.
Both ha and Ma were corrected to account for the different ages of the mortar blocks as
ha = ha ,origin

f c (t )
f c (28d)

[mm]

(7.5)

[kg/m]

(7.6)

and
M a = M a ,origin

f c (t )
f c (28d)

with fc(t) from Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) for the hard and soft mortar, respectively. The
second term on the right hand side adjusts the standard strength value after 28 days to
account for the different mortar block curing times listed in Table 4.7. The transported
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mass Ms and the summed value Ms* in Eq. (4.21) can be transferred similarly to Ma to a
value per unit length as
M s∗
M =
b
+
s

[kg/m']

(7.7)

The gravimetric abrasion rate Arg per unit length follows from

Arg =

Ma
t

[kg/(sm')]

(7.8)

The vertical abrasion rate Ar obtained for one partial run step, i.e. single differential
plot, follows

Ar ,i =

ha ,i

[mm/h]

ti

(7.9)

The sediment concentration Cs given in Eq. (4.23) is used to normalize Ar,i (Ortmanns
2006)

Ar∗,i =

Ar ,i

 mm/h 
 g/l 



C s ,i

(7.10)

where Ar* = normalized specific abrasion rate representing the ratio between the vertical
abrasion per unit time and the amount of sediment transported in the water body. Ar* for
the entire test run follows from
∗
r

A

∑A
=

∗
r ,i

 mm/h 
 g/l 



n

(7.11)

where n = number of partial run steps, i.e. differential plots. Due to the fact that the
sediment supply rate had to be decreased in some runs (TC11-TC16) due to transport
capacity restrictions, Ar for an entire test run can be back-calculated and follows from

A=
Ar∗ ⋅ Cs
r

[mm/h]

(7.12)
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Abrasion patterns

The development of the abrasion pattern is presented in the following using the runs
TC2-2 and TC14 corresponding to two typical examples for approach flow depths of
ho = 100 mm and ho = 50 mm, respectively.
7.6.1

Pattern development

In general, three different types of developing abrasion patterns were observed in the
test runs: lateral sidewall incision channels, locally distributed potholes, or a mixture of
both. About 70% of the test runs showed two lateral incision channels developing at the
side flume walls, 10% showed randomly distributed potholes, and further 20% show
both incision channels and potholes (Table 7.3). The lateral channels shown in Figure
7.5a (TC2-2) were observed for all runs with ho = 100 mm, while the more randomly
distributed potholes shown in Figure 7.5b (TC14) were only observed for runs with
ho = 50 mm.

Figure 7.5

Final differential surface plots of (a) TC2-2 and (b) TC14 for soft mortar mixture
sections.

The lateral channels are caused by the secondary currents redistributing the bed shear
stress and thus sediment transport. These secondary flows are well pronounced in narrow open channel flows (b/h < 4-5, compare Chapter 5) affecting directly the development of these lateral channels. For low aspect ratios b/h < 3 the lateral channels are well
established, whereas for higher ratios also randomly distributed potholes are observed.
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Table 7.3

Abrasion pattern characteristics

test run

ho

lw

pattern
potholes

both

l w /h

[mm]

channels

TC1

100

X

370

3.4

TC2-1

100

X

360

3.3

TC2-2

100

X

TC3

100

X

400

3.7

TC4

100

X

450

3.4

TC5

100

X

430

3.3

TC6-1

100

X

360

2.7

TC6-2

100

X

TC7

100

X

TC8

100

X

TC9

100

X

TC10-1

100

X

TC10-2

100

TC11

50

TC12

50

TC13

50

TC14

50

X

TC15

50

X

TC16

50

X

TC17

50

TC18

100

remarks

[mm]
low abrasion
unsteady wave pattern
No continuous channels

unsteady wave pattern
400

3.7

low abrasion

380

2.9

No continuous channels
unsteady wave pattern

X

unsteady wave pattern
low abrasion, no pattern

X

low abrasion

X

unsteady wave pattern

X
X

450

4.2

Undulating longitudinal bed pattern
Besides these channel and pothole patterns, another bed pattern is observed. Half of the
runs reveal an undulating bed pattern in the streamwise flow direction. From the mean
longitudinal profiles described subsequently in Section 7.6.2 a wavy repetitive pattern is
clearly identified. These patterns are triggered by saltating sediment grains. At a given
bed irregularity particles tend to saltate and initiate abrasion further downstream due to
particle impingement. The developing abrasion pothole acts as a further bed irregularity
provoking further particle saltation. The abrasion depths in the abraded zones increase
in time concentrating the transported sediments in these zones and thus intensifying the
wavy pattern.
This regular repeating wavy pattern is only observed for runs TC1 to TC10 where mortar block dimensions of only 750 mm were used. TC11 to TC17 do not show a clear
repeating wavy pattern. A slight spatial difference (construction joint) between neigh-
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boring mortar blocks and other surface bed forms possibly existing in the reference bed
prior to test initiation may act as abrasion trigger and cause the development of the
wavy bed pattern. Particles are prone to saltation due to the elevated uneven bed. Thus,
the construction joints seem to be the driving cause for the development of the wavy
bed forms.
The average wave length lw of these undulating patterns was determined for runs with
well-established wavy patterns from the longitudinal profiles (Table 7.3). Note that
these values are only rough estimates due to challenging pattern interpretation. The
wave length to flow depth ratios vary from about lw/h = 3-4, and lw does not scale with
the obtained hop lengths described in Section 6.3.2. Further effects may additionally
provoke this wavy abrasion pattern, such as a wavy water surface with varying flow
depths and intermittent sediment transport. A slightly fluctuating water surface is always observed in the test runs due to the highly supercritical flow (compare Section
4.1.1). However, this effect is not considered to be a dominating effect as these fluctuations are small (±2.5% of the flow depth) and the discharge was always kept constant
during a individual test run. Secondly, an intermittent sediment transport was not observed as the sediment supply of the dosing machine was always constant.
To conclude, the construction joints are mainly triggering the abrasion patterns in the
present study. However, in a prototype sediment bypass tunnel also changing flow
depths and intermittent sediment transport may cause such patterns. These effects were
not studied herein.
Increasing bed non-uniformity
A suitable parameter to describe the abrasion pattern development and bed roughness
change is the standard deviation σa of the mean abrasion depth ha (compare Section
4.4.4). In Figure 7.6a σa is given as a function of Ms* for the soft mortar. An increasing
σa is observed for all test runs revealing increasing bed non-uniformity. Abrasion depths
steadily increase in the lateral channels or potholes whereas the bed only slightly erodes
in elevated zones with low sediment flux. This behavior confirms the findings in the
previous sections. Johnson and Whipple (2007) stated similar results supporting these
findings.
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(a) Development of bed unsteadiness σ a as a function of M s * for the soft mortar,
(b) decrease of Qs due increasing σ a . Marker legend in Table 7.1.

In test runs TC11 to TC15 the sediment supply rate had to be decreased due to the
limited transport capacity. Qs is plotted as a function of σa for each partial run step
(Figure 7.6b). A clear relation is identified. The increasing bed unsteadiness evidently
causes decreasing sediment transport capacity. Due to the flow depth increase shown in
Figure 7.4, the flow velocity and consequently bed shear stress decreases leading to the
observed transport capacity decrease.
Pattern comparison to other studies
Hydraulic model abrasion experiments were also conducted by Chatanantavet (2007),
Finnegan et al. (2007), Johnson and Whipple (2007, 2010), and Chatanantavet and
Parker (2008, 2009). They are described in detail in Section 3.3.2. These studies are not
directly comparable to the present study due to a different research focus on river bedrock incision. All experiments were conducted only at subcritical or low supercritical
flow conditions. Furthermore, many parameters such as the discharge and sediment
supply rate were varied during one test run. This leads to challenging interpretation of
their results in terms of abrasion volume and only qualitative conclusions can be drawn.
Also the abrasion patterns are difficult to compare. Finnegan et al. (2007) and Johnson
and Whipple (2007) for example obtained one incision channel in the flume center
rather than two lateral sidewall channels. In these studies the sediment was forced to
move in the flume center due to an initially concave-shaped bed. The idea was to avoid
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two channels to better focus on the incision of one similar to typical bedrock river incision.
7.6.2

Cross-sectional bed abrasion profiles and transversal slope

The temporal evolution of the mean cross-sectional bed profiles for TC2-2 and TC14
are exemplarily shown in Figure 7.7. They are spatially averaged over the flume length.
The normalized spanwise bed shear stress distribution obtained for similar flow conditions (TA2 and TA5 in Figure 5.19a and e) are plotted below for comparison. The crossprofiles for the other test runs are given in Appendix B.
The vertical abrasion does not uniformly progress, but reveals a nonuniform decrease
over the flume width. The soft mixture of TC2-2 (Figure 7.7b) shows a typical profile
development observed for more than 70% of all test runs. Two lateral incision channels
developed along the flume side walls. This behavior is also observed but less pronounced for the hard mortar.
The soft mixture of TC14 (Figure 7.7d) reveals a similar but less pronounced profile
with slightly deeper abrasion at the sidewalls compared to the center section. In contrast
to TC2-2 also the center considerably abrades revealing a more randomly distributed
topview abrasion pattern. For runs with ho = 50 mm (as TC14) locally distributed potholes were observed in most cases as described above. The strong abrasion at the glasssided wall at Figure 7.7c is due to the above discussed locally weak hard mortar.
In general, the initial abrasion development matches well with the spanwise bed shear
stress distribution across the flume. Initial abrasion is observed at locations of high bed
shear stress. The bottom vortices at the flume side walls described in Chapter 5 correspond to sections of high bed shear stress. They cause large sediment transport resulting
in high abrasion and occurrence of two lateral incision channels for test runs where
ho = 100 mm. In return, these channels stabilize the bottom vortices, i.e. secondary
currents. These lateral channels reveal a self-intensifying process. Once abrasion started, more sediment is transported and concentrated in these channels, and vice-versa less
sediment is transported in the flume center. The channels expand with time both vertically and laterally toward the flume center. The abrasion in the center is less pronounced. The lateral abrasion progress in time towards the center does not match with
the initial bed shear stress distribution, due to the fact that this distribution is based on
experiments on a plain bed, where no bed abrasion pattern is present.
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For the runs with ho = 50 mm lateral channels, locally distributed potholes or both patterns are observed. This corresponds with the bed shear stress distribution for TA5
revealing about six secondary current cells and peaks not only at the sidewalls but also
in the flume center. Thus, a more randomly distributed abrasion pattern is reasonable.

Figure 7.7

Longitudinal-averaged cross-sectional profiles with corresponding normalized
bed shear stress distribution from Figure 5.19. (a) TC2-2 hard mortar, (b) TC2-2
soft mortar, (c) TC14 hard mortar, (b) TC14 soft mortar. Black and grey alternating lines refer to the consecutive scans. Upstream view.
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The mean transversal slopes St are calculated based on the cross-sectional profiles.
Burkhardt (2013) showed that initial bed conditions for 65% of the runs were not exactly horizontal but slightly inclined between 0 < St < 0.01 to the glass-sided wall. This
slight inclination is the reason for the slightly higher vertical flow velocities and corresponding bed shear stresses at the glass-sided wall observed in Figure 5.1d and Figure
5.19b, respectively as well as the slightly deeper incision channel observed at most test
runs. Burkhardt (2013) stated that St increased for 65% of the runs towards the glass
wall, and 15% towards the PVC wall, respectively. The rest of the bed remained horizontal.
7.6.3

Longitudinal bed abrasion profiles and bed slope

The mean longitudinal bed profiles averaged over the flume width for both the hard and
the soft mortar mixture for TC2-2 and TC14 are exemplarily shown in Figure 7.8. The
scans were back calculated to one hour time steps due to different applied steps varying
between 0.5 to 2 hours. Note that due to the coordinate system being parallel to the bed,
z* does not correspond to the z-axis because Sb is subtracted from the plots to better
indicate the bed inclination. The profiles for the other test runs are given in Appendix B.
The abrasion profiles in Figure 7.8 show a typical behavior observed in general for all
test runs. Abrasion starts at a certain point and continues in the downstream direction.
All four figures reveal the effect of the joints in between the single mortar blocks. Bed
incision starts downstream of these bed irregularities and progresses with every step
both in the lateral and vertical direction. In general, abrasion depths of the weak mortar
(b and d) are much higher compared to the hard ones (a and c). However, a weak local
section is also observed in Figure 7.8c due to presumably insufficient mortar mixing.
It is also observed that surprisingly the abrasion did not decrease and tend towards a
certain threshold, but continuously linearly increased with time. This topic is discussed
in detail in Section 7.7. For example the mean bed slope of the soft mortar for TC2-2
increased from Sb = 0.0094 up to 0.016.
However, the bed slope increase was not observed for all tests. Figure 7.9a shows the
development of Sb as a function of cumulated transported sediment mass Ms* for all
runs. The two runs conducted at an initial slope of Sb = 0.04 show continuously decreasing values over time, whereas the runs at Sb = 0.01 show ambiguous characteristics:
Five runs show an increasing, eight runs an opposite trend and three runs reveal no
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trend. No dependence on particle size, approach flow depth or sediment supply rate is
identified. The reason for that is the above described non-uniformity of the abrasion
pattern leading to sections where steep abrasion occurs and others were nearly no abrasion is observed. In most runs longitudinal channels along the side walls developed
where sediment flux concentrated and thus abrasion increased considerably.

Figure 7.8

Width-averaged longitudinal bed profiles for (a) TC2-2 hard mortar, (b) TC2-2
soft mortar including average slope, (c) TC14 hard mortar, (d) TC14 soft mortar
including average slope. Black and grey alternating lines refer to the consecutive
scans.

In Figure 7.9b all tests are plotted where longitudinal incision channels developed. It is
observed that the maximum longitudinal slope in these channels Sb,max is steeper in most
cases compared to its width-averaged value and increases with time. Note that the determination of Sb,max is described in Section 4.4.4. For runs TC2, TC3, and TC16 the
slope increases considerably from 0.01 to about 0.04, 0.02, and 0.03 respectively. The
two runs at Sb = 0.04 show slightly decreasing values at initial run steps, and increasing
values in the further course of the experiment. However, runs TC4, TC8, TC10-2, and
TC13 reveal decreasing bed slopes even in the incision channels.
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Figure 7.9

Development of (a) mean bed slope S b and (b) maximum bed slope S b,max as a
function of M s * for the soft mortar. Marker legend in Table 7.1.

As a conclusion, the slope averaged over the flume width does not account for nonuniformity effects of the bed pattern, thus it does not show a clear trend. The maximum
slope of the incision channels reveals a trend towards increasing slope with increasing
runtime for most but not all test runs.

7.7

Abrasion progress in time

Figure 7.10 shows the spatially-averaged abrasion depth ha and the cumulated abraded
mortar mass Ma as a function of the cumulated transported sediment mass Ms*.
Surprisingly, the abrasion does not decrease and does not tend to stop at a certain
threshold, but continuously linearly increases with time. One may expect a state where
the bed abrasion stops at a threshold value where no further abrasion occurs. Instead, a
balanced state is reached where the amount of transported sediment and abraded mortar
scale linearly.
Figure 7.10a and c show that in most test runs abrasion increases not only almost linearly with the supplied sediment mass but also the data collapse. The amount of abraded
mass is about three orders of magnitude lower than the transported sediment. TC11 is
the only test run showing very little abrasion compared to the others. The reason might
be the low flow depth (ho = 50 mm) and corresponding low transport capacity in combination with the smallest particle size category I. These conditions may damp the abrasion process due to the inter-particle contacts described in Section 7.3.
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Applying a linear fit including 75 data points (excluding TC11 and TC16, see Section
7.2) presented in Figure 7.10a leads to
=
ha 1.96 ×10−3 M s∗

R2 = 0.94

(7.13)

A similar fit is obtained for the abraded mass Ma
=
M
2.77 × 10−4 M s+
a

R2 = 0.94

(7.14)

where Ms+ is given in Eq. (7.7). This fit reveals the advantage that both parameters have
similar units [kg/m]. The overall fits reveal excellent agreements with R2 = 0.94. However, the long term tests are overrepresented as they contain more scans and consequently add more data points to the fit. Therefore, the single effects of the varied parameters
on the abrasion rate are presented separately in Section 7.8.
Figure 7.10b and d present the abrasion measured at the hard mortar block section.
Although an almost linear increase for each run is observed, the increase differs and is
not identical for all runs. In general, the larger particles cause larger abrasion, but clear
trends are challenging to identify. The main reason for the data deviation is presumably
the durability of the hard mortar causing only very low abrasion depths as described at
the beginning of Chapter 7. Even the two long-term tests TC2-2 and TC18 show less
than ha = 2 mm abrasion after the last step. Thus they should only be taken for comparison to support the statement of the linear increase with increasing sediment flux. A
single fit cannot be applied.
Repeated test runs
In Figure 7.11 the repeated test runs TC2, TC6 and TC10 are presented for (a) the soft
and (b) hard mortar. The results in (a) confirm that the first soft blocks in TC2 and TC6
contained construction irregularities leading to very high abrasion. The abrasion behaviour is similar to TC16 revealing that these three runs are not reliable and are therefore
neglected in the data analysis. However, TC10-1 and TC10-2 in Figure 7.11a reveal
similar abrasion volumes showing identical abrasion increase with time. Thus, the effect
of the unbalanced running sediment dosing machine described in Section 7.1 turned out
to be negligible.
The results for the hard mixture in Figure 7.11b show a slightly different behavior. TC61 and TC6-2 fit well, whereas TC10 varies. TC10-2 reveals a deep local abrasion pothole presumably due to construction irregularities causing the data scatter. The results
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for TC2 are difficult to interpret since the test run time is short for TC2-1 and the abrasion depth is in the range of the laser accuracy of ±0.25 mm.

Figure 7.10

Cumulated abrasion depth h a as a function of M s * for (a) soft mortar, (b) hard
mortar. Cumulated abraded mass M a as a function of M s + for (c) soft mortar, (d)
hard mortar. Marker legend in Table 7.1.

TC2 and TC6 of the soft mortar certainly do not reveal a good repeatability. Indeed, this
result was a priori expected. These repetitions were yet necessary to obtain and verify
reliable data. In contrast, the soft mortar of TC10 and hard mortar of TC6 show good
agreement leading to the conclusion that a repeatability of results is generally given.
However, the number of repeated runs is too low to accurately answer this issue. As
stated in the beginning of this chapter, the hard mortar shows only very little abrasion
and should only be considered to support the trends revealed for the soft mortar data.
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Figure 7.11
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Cumulated abrasion depth h a as a function of M s * for (a) soft mortar, (b) hard
mortar with focus on repeated test runs.

Effects of varied parameters on abrasion rate

The excellent linear correlation of the abraded mortar mass to the transported sediment
mass given in Eq. (7.14) does not distinguish the effect of different parameters varied in
test phase C. Some challenges arise in examining each effect in detail. First, some runs
were conducted only over short time using low sediment supply rates. Their influence
on the goodness of the fit is negligible. Second, the runs with particle category I did not
(TC11) or only moderately (TC12) fit into the linear trend.
The effects of friction velocity U∗, sediment supply rate Qs, particle diameter Db, and
sediment concentration Cs on the mean abrasion rate Ar are presented in the following.
Only comparable test runs are plotted in the subsequent figures where all parameters are
kept constant except the one analyzed. Correlations between the data points are either
grouped with similar symbols or linked by solid lines. The plots are presented for both,
the soft and hard mortar mixture. Note that the measured abrasion depth at the hard
mortar blocks often hardly exceeds the laser accuracy of ±0.25 mm. Thus, these figures
are only given for comparison.
The observed general trends lead to the following conclusions:
1. A r increases with flow intensity (herein expressed as U ∗ ).
2. A r increases with sediment transport rate (herein expressed as C s ).
3. The diameter of category II causes the highest abrasion in most cases.
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4. A r decreases with increasing material strength.
Effect of flow intensity
In Figure 7.12 Ar is plotted as a function of the friction velocity U∗ for (a) the soft and
(b) the hard mortar. About (a) 85% and (b) 70% of the data support statement (1). Evidently Ar linearly scales not only with U∗ but similarly with any other flow parameter
expressing the flow intensity as the Froude number, bed shear stress or flow discharge.
Note that the flume bed slope effect cannot be examined separately due to the nonuniform flow conditions where flow parameters are not independent (compare detailed
explanation in Section 4.1.1). However, as the initial bed slope reveals almost no effect
on the saltation trajectory (compare Section 6.3), Sb only affects the flow conditions
which are accurately represented by the friction velocity.
One test combination (TC5 and TC17) shows a deceasing trend for both the soft and
hard mortar mixture. Abrasion in TC5 may be overestimated due to a short curing time
of only 13 days compared to a rather long one for TC17 with about 60 days leading to a
rather hard mortar mixture.

Figure 7.12

Abrasion rate A r as a function of friction velocity U ∗ for (a) soft mortar, (b) hard
mortar. Trend lines indicate the increase.

Interestingly, Sklar and Dietrich (2004) stated a reverse trend of a decreasing abrasion
rate with increasing transport rate (Figure 3.28a), and Chatanantavet and Parker (2009)
and Johnson and Whipple (2010) found Ar independent on transport stage, bed shear
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stress or flow discharge (Figure 3.28b). These statements hold for either very high flow
conditions where saltation mode starts to shift to suspension or when the bed is partially
or totally covered by the transported sediment. Both statements do not hold herein. First,
the maximum Shields parameter corresponding to TC8 is θ = 0.019. The analysis in
Section 6.4.2 and the plot in Figure 6.27 reveal that the specific impact energy E* is
about highest at the given θ. Secondly, the cover effect was hardly observed in the
present study as described in Section 7.3.
Effect of sediment supply rate and sediment concentration
In Figure 7.13 Ar is plotted as a function of the sediment supply rate Qs for (a) the soft
and (b) the hard mortar, and as a function of the sediment concentration Cs for runs with
decreasing transport capacity for (c) the soft mortar, and (d) the hard mortar.
Statement (2), the increase of Ar with increasing sediment concentration or sediment
supply rate is proven by all included data sets for all four figures. The test runs TC1 to
TC6 were conducted using particle category II at ho = 100 mm varying Fo two times and
Qs three times. The results in Figure 7.13a clearly show a linearly increasing abrasion
with increasing sediment supply. In Figure 7.13b also the repeated runs TC2-2 and
TC6-2 are included. As the original and repeated runs both reveal reasonable results, the
data points were averaged (marked in red). The hard mortar data support the soft mortar
findings by showing similar linearly increasing trends.
Also the runs where Qs had to be decreased due to decreasing transport capacity (TC11
to 16) show a similar trend and support the findings (Figure 7.13c and d). Both mortar
data sets reveal a clearly increasing abrasion with increasing Cs.
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Figure 7.13
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Abrasion rate A r as a function of sediment supply rate Q s for (a) soft mortar, (b)
hard mortar. A r as a function of sediment concentration C s for runs with decreasing transport capacity for (c) soft mortar, (d) hard mortar. Marker legend in Table
7.1.

Effect of particle size
In Figure 7.14 Ar is plotted as a function of the particle diameter Db for the (a) soft and
(b) hard mortar. The findings of statement (3) are not completely consistent, but reveal a
clear tendency: The mean diameter of category II causes the highest abrasion depths for
approximately 80% of the test runs. This holds for both the soft and hard mortar data.
Abrasion depths of tests with category I are considerably lower, whereas tests with
category III are mostly slightly lower compared to category II. TC6 and TC10 were
repeated due to this surprising result. In Figure 7.14a also the repeated runs are plotted.
These results support and prove the original runs. Only the data couple TC13-TC15,
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where ho = 50 mm reveal an abrasion depth being slightly higher for the large particle
category. The smallest particle category always shows the lowest abrasion for all runs.
Figure 7.14 also reveals that high sediment rates in combination with high flow velocities cause highest abrasion, supporting the two above discussed statements (Figure 7.12
and Figure 7.13).

Figure 7.14

Abrasion rate A r as a function of particle diameter D b for (a) soft mortar, (b) hard
mortar.

Analyzing this result leads to the corollary that the combination of particle number and
impact energy transferred by every particle to the bed, i.e. the specific energy E* should
be highest for category II. In Section 7.3 it was shown that the number of small transported particles is 8 and 30 times higher than those of the mean and large particles,
respectively. However, the single kinetic impact energy Ei given in Figure 6.25b for
small particles is much smaller compared to the impact energy of the mean and large
particle. For example for a run where Fo = 4 and ho = 100 mm applies Ei(Category I) is
more than 40 times lower than Ei(Category III).
The findings of Section 6.4.2 support and verify the statement that E* is highest for
particle category II. Plotting E* exemplarily for the three particle categories and the
conditions in TC6 leads to the graphs presented in Figure 7.15. In general, the above
stated results are confirmed. Particle category II always gives the highest E* for any
given Shields parameter. However, different particle sizes - with invariant hydraulic
flow conditions - lead to different θ values due to the fact that the Shields parameter in
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Eq. (3.61) implies the diameter in the denominator. The three different Shields values
are plotted in Figure 7.15 for comparison as solid lines. The highest energy E* = 9.3 is
obtained for the smallest particle, whereas E* is 9% (E* = 8.5) and 26% (E* = 6.9) lower
for the mean and large particle than for the smallest particle. As the particle impact
velocity and the saltation length are independent on particle diameter, the deviation in
E* results from the varying saltation and suspension probabilities.

Figure 7.15

Specific energy E* as a function of θ. Plots represent the three particle categories
used in the test setup. Solid lines of θ plotted for test run TC6 where F o = 4,
h o = 100 mm and Q s = 800 g/s.

This result is not consistent with the findings in Figure 7.14, where the smallest particles clearly show the lowest abrasion rates. The most plausible explanation is (1) the
presence of inter-particle contacts as described in detail in Section 7.3 and (2) the existence of a minimum threshold impact energy per single particle where no wear occurs.
These effects are considered to be mainly the reasons for the low measured abrasion rate
for the small particles.
A precise estimation of the damping effect in due to inter-particle collision (statement 1)
is challenging as these processes were not covered in test phase B. Studies from
Schmeeckle et al. (2001) and Böhm (2005) directly addressed the topic of inter-particle
contacts, others as Sklar and Dietrich (2004) reported that inter-particle collisions decrease the resulting impact energy acting on the bed. However, neither of these studies
explicitly quantifies the energy partially lost at these particle-particle collisions.
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Statement (2) refers to the above stated fact, that a single small particle only contains a
very low kinetic energy due to its small mass. A single impact hardly affects any damage on the invert, thus no abrasion occurs. The impact energy E* given in Figure 7.15 is
misleading in this case as it represents an average product of a number of particles per
unit area. Therefore, this value does not account for the fact, that still single particles hit
the invert. In case of a very low kinetic energy per single particle, it is inappropriate to
sum and average their energy per unit area.
A similar behavior regarding this particle size effect is reported by Sklar and Dietrich
(2004) applying their saltation abrasion model given in Eq. (3.82) to the reference site
South Fork Eel River in northern California (Figure 7.16). The diagram shows the
yearly abrasion rate Ar potted as a function of the particle diameter D for the reference
sediment transport rate Qs = 43 kg/s together with the single model terms transport stage
T* given in Eq. (3.63), abraded volume per particle impact (Va,i), impact rate per unit
area (Ir) and fraction of exposed bedrock po given in Eq. (3.88). They similarly found
highest abrasion rate for a certain diameter, in case of the Eel River D ≈ 42 mm, whereas smaller and larger particles causes less abrasion. Sklar states that no abrasion occurs
(1) for very small diameters due to the particles being in suspension, and (2) for very
large diameters due the transport capacity dropping below the sediment supply rate. For
small particles, the number of impacts is high, but the abraded bed volume per single
particle Va,i is very low due to the small particle mass and thus low kinetic energy. This
statement corresponds well with the findings herein.
With increasing grain size D, Va,i increases more rapidly as Ir declines, thus the resulting
net flux of kinetic energy (product of Va,i and Ir) increases. Abrasion rate peaks where
the rate of reduction in bed exposure equals the rate of kinetic energy increase flux. The
further abrasion rate decrease is mainly caused by the bed exposure (cover effect). This
phenomenon is not observed in the present study (compare Section 7.3). However, Sklar
also states that a second reason for the abrasion rate decline is the shift from saltation to
rolling motion for large particles. As this effect occurs at higher bed shear stress compared to the cover effect, the influence in their model is neglected, whereas in the present study this effect plays a dominant role and explains the slight abrasion decrease for
the large particle.
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Figure 7.16
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Abrasion rate A r as a function of particle diameter D. Results from saltation
abrasion model of Sklar and Dietrich (2004) given in Eq. (3.82). Thick solid line
corresponds to South Fork Eel River in northern California. Open circle corresponds to calculated abrasion rate at Eel River, where D = 60 mm. Also plotted
are the single model terms: Transport stage (T*), abraded volume per particle impact (V a,i ), impact rate per unit area (I r ) and fraction of exposed bedrock (p o )
(adapted from Sklar and Dietrich 2004).

Effect of material strength
The abrasion rate of both bedrock and artificial mortars was investigated by Sklar and
Dietrich (2001) using a rotating abrasion mill as described in detail in Section 3.3.1.
Their results are presented in Figure 3.22. A similar plot is presented in Figure 7.17,
showing the gravimetric abrasion rate Arg as a function of the tensile strength ft. Four
artificial mortar mixtures by Sklar and Dietrich (2001) termed No. 2, 4, 5, and 6 in
Figure 3.22a, and their obtained data fit are included.
Note that (1) Sklar’s original data are divided by the disc sample area of 0.031 m2 and
multiplied by 1 m length to allow for comparison with the data from the present study.
(2) The tensile strength is calculated using the compression strength data values divided
by the two constant ratios fc/ft for the two mortar mixtures given in Table 4.5 due to a
poor sample number of tensile strength tests. If possible, a real fc-value obtained from a
sample corresponding to the test mortar block is used. If no material samples were
available, Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) were applied to account for the mortar block age.
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Sklar and Dietrich (2001) obtained their data by using Ms = 150 g of D = 6 mm sediment and a spinning rate of the mill of n = 1000 rpm leading to a maximum circumferential velocity of U r = 2π ⋅ r ⋅ n = 10.47 m/s at the outer edge of the sample. These test
conditions are more or less comparable to the present test conditions with Qs = 200 and
800 g/s. Tests with Qs = 50 g/s are neglected in Figure 7.17.
In general, the present data support the trend of decreasing abrasion rate with increasing
material strength. Moreover, the decrease is similar to Sklar’s data and well represented
by their fit. However, the amount of abraded material in the present study is an order of
magnitude lower for most test cases. This finding is most likely caused by the largely
varying experimental setup conditions.
Considering that also the fit from Sklar and Dietrich (2001) is based on considerable
data scatter and deviation in Arg of some orders of magnitude, the present data still
match satisfactorily.

Figure 7.17

Gravimetric abrasion rate A rg as a function of tensile strength f t . Fit by Sklar and
Dietrich (2001) based on 28 samples in total, only 4 are presented (red markers).
Data from present study is not included in fit.
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Conclusions

Abrasion experiments were conducted in a scaled hydraulic model flume representing a
straight sediment bypass tunnel section. The abrasion development in space and time
was described in detail for 21 test runs varying the flow velocity, water depth, bed
slope, particle diameter, and sediment supply rate. The invert was modeled using weak
cement-based mortar mixtures.
Abrasion patterns
In general, bed incision starts at the edge of bed irregularities, i.e. junctions between the
mortar blocks, and progresses both in the lateral and vertical direction. Abrasion developed mainly in two different patterns. 70% of the test runs show two lateral incision
channels developing at the flume side walls, 10% show randomly distributed potholes,
and further 20% show both incision channels and potholes. Lateral channels were always observed at low aspect ratios b/h < 3, whereas the latter were observed for higher
ratios b/h > 4.
The secondary current flow patterns described in test phase A redistribute the bed shear
stress and thus sediment transport. These secondary flows are well pronounced in narrow open channel flows (b/h < 4). The observed lateral incision channels match well
with the spanwise bed shear stress distribution across the flume. At locations of high
bed shear stress high bed abrasion is observed. In return, these lateral channels stabilize
the bottom vortices, i.e. secondary currents, thus revealing a self-intensifying process.
Once abrasion started, more sediment was transported and concentrated in these channels, and vice-versa less sediment is transported in the flume center. At higher aspect
ratios the number of secondary current cells increases and bed shear stress peaks were
not only observed at the sidewalls but also around the flume center causing a more
randomly distributed pattern.
The longitudinal bed slope varied with progressing abrasion, but a clear trend was not
identified. The test runs show both decreasing and increasing tendencies. The main
reason is the non-uniformity of the abrasion patterns leading to sections where steep
abrasion occurred and others where nearly no abrasion was observed. The mean slope
averaged over the flume width does not account for these effects. The maximum slope
present in the incision channels reveals a trend towards increasing slope with increasing
runtime for most but not all test runs.
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Abrasion progress
Abrasion neither decreases in time nor tends towards a certain threshold but continuously linearly increases. A balanced state is reached where the amount of transported sediment and abraded mortar scale linearly. In the present study, the amount of abraded
mass is about three orders of magnitude lower than the transported sediment. The
abraded mass of the soft mortar for almost all test runs not only increases linearly but
also collapses allowing for a linear fit correlating the abraded mass to the transported
mass. However, this fit does not distinguish the effect of different varied parameters.
Since some runs were conducted only for a short time using low sediment supply rates,
their influence on the goodness of the fit is low. Furthermore, the runs using small
particles only moderately fit into the linear trend. Examining the abrasion rate separately for every varied parameter reveals some general trends. The abrasion rate increases
with (1) flow intensity and (2) sediment transport rate, (3) it shows highest values for
the mean particle diameter category, and (4) it decreases with increasing material
strength.
Trend (1) and (2) hold for about 80% and for all considered data, respectively. To some
extend these findings contradict former studies focusing on bedrock rivers. However,
this contradiction is attributed to high flow intensities in the supercritical flow regime
and to almost no observed cover effect in the presented study. In river systems, where
flow intensity is much lower and subcritical, the cover effect gains importance. With
increasing flow intensity also the sediment transport capacity increases leading to slowly moving bedload layers protecting the bed. This behavior neither occurs in sediment
bypass tunnels nor in the present study.
Trend (3) holds for about 80% of the test runs. Abrasion depths of tests with small
particles are considerably lower, whereas tests with large particles are mostly slightly
lower than the medium diameter particles. This reveals that the combination of particle
number and impact energy transferred by every particle is highest for the medium particle diameter. The findings of test phase B support and verify that the specific impact
energy E* is higher for the medium diameter than the large one. However, E* is highest
for the small particle. This is not consistent with the findings in test phase C where the
smallest particles show the lowest abrasion rates. The most plausible explanations are
first the presence of inter-particle contacts interfering each other leading to reduced
impact energy transferred to the bed and second a minimum particle impact energy
threshold below which no abrasion occurs. Unfortunately, due to only single particle
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experiments in test phase B, a quantification of the energy partially lost at particleparticle collisions is not possible. The second statement is supported by findings from
Sklar and Dietrich (2004) stating similar behavior. Very light particles only contain
little kinetic impact energy and thus do not cause any abrasion. Thus it seems inappropriate to sum and average their impact energy per unit area to an average E*.
Trend (4) holds true in general, although considerable data scatter is identified. The
extensive data sets from Sklar and Dietrich (2001) support the decreasing trend. However, the present abrasion rate values are an order of magnitude lower due to different
experimental setup conditions.

Enhanced saltation-abrasion model
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Enhanced saltation-abrasion model

Sklar and Dietrich (2004) formulated the saltation-abrasion model described in detail in
Section 3.3.1 to predict the abrasion rate of bedrock rivers depending on the particle
saltation trajectory, particle velocity and bedrock properties. In the present study the
cover effect is negligible (compare Section 7.3), thus the abrasion rate given in
Eq. (3.81) is reduced to
Ar =

qsWim2 YM
L p kv f t 2

[m/s]

(8.1)

The proposed equation is subjected to some uncertainties. First, the vertical impact
energy Wim obtained from the data analysis in Section 6.4.1 reveals considerable scatter
(Figure 6.26). The resultant impact velocity Vim is more adequate to describe the impact
energy on the bed due to the fact that the correlation given in Eq. (6.37) is excellent.
Second, the mortar tensile strength ft presented in Figure 4.25 also shows considerable
scatter and is based on only 14 samples. The strength test data from Sklar and Dietrich
(2001), Finnegan et al. (2007), and Johnson and Whipple (2010) do fit in the range of
the values obtained herein. However, the tensile strength is not a suitable parameter to
describe concrete properties due to the fact that (unarmored) concrete does only support
very low tensile forces. Standard tests refer to either the compression or flexural tension
strength. The property tests in Section 4.4.2 confirm the statement that the tensile
strength is much lower than the compression strength. The ratios in Table 4.5 are given
with fc/ft = 24.7 and 13.3 for the hard and soft mortar, respectively. Furthermore, concrete abrasion research studies from for example Bania (1989), Helbig et al. (2012) and
Mechtcherine et al. (2012) use the compression strength fc as decisive concrete property
parameter (compare Section 3.3.3). To conclude, in the present study, the use of Vim and
fc is favored instead of Wim and ft.
Sklar’s saltation-abrasion model in Eq. (8.1) may be rewritten in a gravimetric version
implying the specific impact energy E* in Eq. (6.42) and the concrete density ρc as
follows

=
Arg C A

YM ρc 2
Vim ⋅ I ⋅ Qs∗
2
fc

[kg/(sm')]

(8.2)
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where CA is an abrasion coefficient implying the value 0.5 from the kinetic impact
energy given in Eq. (6.38) and a factor similar to kv from Sklar and Dietrich (2004)
accounting for the correlation of the concrete strength to the resistance to abrasive wear.
Note that Arg is given per meter length. From the fit in Eq. (7.14) directly follows by
substituting M s+ =Qs ⋅ t / b =qs ⋅ t and M=
Arg ⋅ t
a

Arg 2.77 ×10−4 qs
=

[kg/(sm')]

(8.3)

The coefficient CA follows from Eq. (8.2) by applying Eq. (8.3) as:

=
C A 2.77 ×10−4

f c2
1
2
YM ⋅ ρc ⋅ b Vim ⋅ I

I > 0, V im > 0 [-]

(8.4)

CA is not a constant but basically dependent on the impact velocity Vim and number of
impacts I. When either Vim or I tends to zero, CA increases infinitely leading to an infinite high gravimetric abrasion rate. This is physically wrong, as no abrasion occurs
when Vim or I are zero. Figure 8.1 exemplarily shows the dependence of CA on the product of both parameters for particle category III. Note that both YM and fc are added with
the unit [Pa].
CA varies from 3.9-6.6×10-5 in the range of the conducted test runs in test phase C. This
range holds alike for the two other categories. An average value is estimated with
CA = 4.5×10-5.

Figure 8.1

Abrasion coefficient C A as a function of Vim2 ⋅ I calculated for particle category
III.
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In the following, the design equations obtained from the experiments are summarized
and a computational example based on prototype data of the Solis sediment bypass
tunnel in Grisons, Switzerland is given.

9.1

Prediction equations

To accurately design the layout of a sediment bypass tunnel, the design discharge Qd,
the cross-sectional dimensions or at least the tunnel width bt, and the tunnel invert slope
Sb have to be defined. Furthermore, knowledge of the mean sediment particle diameter
Dm present in the catchment upstream of the considered tunnel intake location is indispensable. Preferably, knowledge of the particle size distribution should also be available. To accurately describe the resistance of the tunnel invert, knowledge of the compression strength fc, Young’s modulus YM and concrete density ρc is required.
Hydraulic parameters
As most of the tunnels consist of a steeply sloped acceleration section and adjacent
mildly sloped section, the flow is not always uniform along the tunnel length Lt but
accelerated at first and decelerated downstream of the break of slope. Thus, the flow
depth h has to be calculated using a 1D backwater curve calculation as explained in
Section 4.1.2. From the continuity given in Eq. (4.2) the average streamwise flow velocity Uco is calculated as

U co =

Qd
bt h

(9.1)

[m/s]

where bt = tunnel invert width. The friction velocity U∗ follows from Eq. (3.26) as
U ∗ = gRh Se

[m/s]

(9.2)

If uniform flow applies, the bed slope Sb can be used instead of the energy line slope Se.
The Shields parameter follows as

=
θ

Rh Se
U ∗2
=
( s − 1) gDm ( s − 1) Dm

(9.3)
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Transport capacity
The determination of the sediment transport capacity is challenging and prone to large
variation (Section 3.2.5). Research is scarce for fixed beds, where the bed roughness
height is much lower than the diameter of the transported sediment (ks << D). The comparison in Section 7.1 reveals that Pedroli (1963) and Smart and Jäggi (1983) reasonably represent the results herein. The specific gravimetric bedload transport capacity in
Eq. (3.75) from Pedroli (1963) follows

τ 8/5 Dm1/5 g 3/5
− 23.2 ρ sν
ρ s3/5ν 1/5

14.5 ⋅ b
qs∗ =

[kg/(sm)]

(9.4)

The specific volumetric bedload transport capacity in Eq. (3.80) from Smart and Jäggi
(1983) follows
0.2

7.35 ρ s  D90 
θc 
1.6 
q =
q⋅

 Se 1 −

( s − 1)  D30 
 1.5θ 
∗
v

[kg/(sm)]

(9.5)

The choice of the critical Shields parameter θc is challenging. For fixed bed where
ks << D applies, critical values are one order of magnitude lower compared to alluvial
river beds due to the fact that the sediment particle is totally exposed to the flow. Chatanantavet et al. (2013) and Hu and Hui (1996a) proposed θc = 0.007, whereas in the
present study an average value of θc = 0.002 is found (Table 6.3). Nowak and Nalluri
(1975) propose Eq. (3.62) resulting in comparably low values. However, the choice of
the critical Shields parameter at highly supercritical flows as present in sediment bypass
tunnels is not crucial if θc < 0.01 is considered. The last term on the right hand side of
Eq. (9.5) tends to unity at high flow intensities where θ is large and θc is low.
Additionally the fit given in Eq. (7.2) derived from the data herein may be used
∗
=
qvn
24.0 (θ − θ c )

1.5

(9.6)

where θc = 0.002. However, this formula is based on only 10 experiments partially
conducted at nonuniform flow conditions.
Particle impact velocity
At saltation motion a particle impinges the bed transferring its kinetic energy. The
particle impact velocity Vim is crucial to determine the impact energy and can be calculated from Eq. (6.37) using the friction velocity U∗
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=
Vim 23.5 (U ∗ − 0.02 )
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[m/s]

(9.7)

It was shown in test phase B, that Vim virtually equals the particle velocity Vp. Thus, also
the Froude scaling fit in Eq. (6.19) can be used and rewritten substituting Vp with Vim as
Vim
= 0.91F
gh

(9.8)

or in a more simple form
[m/s]

Vim = 0.91U co

(9.9)

Both Eq. (9.7) and Eq. (9.9) should be used for comparison.
Number of particle impacts
The number of particle impacts is required to estimate the impact energy per unit length
and can be determined from Eq. (6.43) using the particle hop saltation length Lp and the
probability of saltation (1 − PR) as:

 1 
=I   [1 − PR ]
L 
 p

0 ≤ PR ≤ 1

[1/m]

(9.10)

The fits for the rolling probability PR in Eq. (6.5) and the saltation length Lp in
Eq. (6.33) can be applied. Furthermore it has to be taken into account that Lp does not
increase infinitely due to the mode shift to suspension. A correction factor by Sklar and
Dietrich (2004) given in Eq. (6.44) can be added to Lp to account for the mode shift, and
Eq. (9.10) can be written as

(

 1− U V 2
( ∗ s)

=I 
251θ D



)

0.5

−0.55

  ks 2  

−4

 1 − 8.5 ⋅10  θ  D   


 


[1/m]

(9.11)

with Vs given by Ferguson and Church (2004) in Eq. (3.52) as

Vs =

( s − 1) gD 2

C1ν + ( 0.75C2 ( s − 1) gD 3 )

0.5

[m/s]

(9.12)

where C1 = 18, and C2 = 1.0 for natural sediment. Note that Eq. (9.11) is only valid for a
low relative bed roughness where ks << h and ks << D and not for alluvial river beds.
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Invert properties
The concrete compression strength fc has to be determined from a standard test procedure given for example in the Swiss Code SIA162/1. The Young’s modulus YM should
be determined simultaneously with fc. If strain length data are not available Eq. (4.20)
by Noguchi et al. (2009) can be used
 f 
Y=
k1k2 ⋅ 33500  c 
M
 60 

(1/3)

 ρc 


 2400 

2

[MPa]

(9.13)

where k1 and k2 are correction factors accounting for the type of coarse aggregate and
admixtures, respectively.
For other invert materials such as cast basalt plate or granite linings similar material
properties have to be determined postulating that the abrasion process of these noncementitious inverts is similar to concrete.
Abrasion rate
The specific gravimetric abrasion rate per meter length can be determined from
Eq. (8.2) as

=
Arg C A

YM ρc 2
Vim ⋅ I ⋅ Qs∗
2
fc

[kg/(sm')]

(9.14)

∗
where CA is an abrasion coefficient, and Q=
qs∗ ⋅ bt . Note that both YM and fc have to be
s

added in the unit [Pa]. In the present study an average value of CA = 4.5×10-5 was found.
Note that this value is only based on laboratory abrasion experiments. The results only
have exemplary character. The behavior of prototype high performance concrete cannot
be adequately downscaled as described in Section 4.4.2 as no study on up- and
downscaling material behavior is available so far. The comparison, correlation and
enhancement from these model data to prototype data are topics of a further VAW PhD
research project (Hagmann et al. 2012, 2014).

9.2

Computational example Solis

The Solis sediment bypass tunnel is operated by the electric power company of Zurich
ewz and was inaugurated in 2012. Further details are described in Auel et al. (2011).
The tunnel connects the Solis reservoir with the Albula torrent downstream of the dam
(Figure 9.1).
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Plan view of sediment bypass tunnel Solis. Flow direction from right to left (Auel
et al. 2011).

The design of the intake differs from other prototype examples as it is located 450 m
upstream of the dam and not at the reservoir head. The intake bottom is located below
the minimum reservoir level. Thus the intake inflow is pressurized and not conveyed at
free-surface flow conditions (Figure 9.2a). An acceleration section is not required as the
free surface open channel flow downstream of the tainter gate is already supercritical
due to the pressurized inflow providing sufficient energy head. The cross-sectional
profile is of archway type (Figure 9.2b). The tunnel invert slope downstream of the
tainter gate is constant Sb = 0.019 and the invert is lined with a high performance concrete C70/85.

Figure 9.2

(a) Side view of intake. Flow from left to right (Auel et al. 2011). (b) Crosssectional tunnel profile (source: ewz).

The hydraulic, geometric, morphologic and material parameters are:
•

Q d = 170 m3/s

•

L t = 968 m

•

b t = 4.40 m
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•

S b = 0.019

•

k s = 3 mm

•

D m = 6.0 cm

•

D 30 = 1.5 cm

•

D 90 = 15.0 cm

•

ρ c = 2,400 kg/m3
6

(assumption, slightly abraded concrete invert)

(estimate, standard value)

•

f c = 70 10 Pa

(minimum requirement)

•

Y M = 40,000 106 Pa

(estimate, standard value)

From the backwater curve calculation follows that the uniform flow depth of h = 3.64 m
is reached 850 m downstream of the gate, where β = −1 calculated from Eq. (4.1). For
sake of simplicity the following example is calculated with the uniform flow values.
•

Eq. (9.1) leads to U co = 10.8 m/s

•

Eq. (9.2) leads to U ∗ = 0.50 m/s

•

Eq. (9.3) leads to θ m = 0.26

•

Eq. (9.5) leads to Q s * = 2,040 kg/s with θ c = 0.01 (assumption for fixed bed)

•

Eq. (9.7) leads to V im = 11.3 m/s

•

Eq. (9.12) leads to V s = 1.1 m/s

•

Eq. (9.11) leads to I = 0.22/m

The choice of the abrasion coefficient CA is crucial to correctly predict the abrasion rate
Arg. As this coefficient is not available for the Solis bypass tunnel, CA is chosen with
CA = 4.5×10-5 and Eq. (9.14) leads to Arg = 51 g/s per meter length or 49 kg/s on the
total tunnel length. These resulting values are unrealistic high. This is likely due to the
fact that the abrasion coefficient CA is not valid for prototype dimensions. According to
Eq. (8.3) CA is primarily dependent on the relation of the transported sediment to the
abraded concrete mass. Due to the scaled model dimensions and artificial weak mortar
mixture, abrasion in the model flume occurred much faster than in the prototype. The
prototype abrasion coefficient should be some orders of magnitude lower and has to be
studied in detail using standard abrasion mill experiments or on site. This challenging
task is currently conducted in a further PhD research project described in Hagmann et
al. (2012, 2014). Details are described in the following in Section 10.3.
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10 Conclusions and outlook
In the present PhD thesis an experimental laboratory study was conducted in a scaled
hydraulic model flume modeling the physical processes present in sediment bypass
tunnels. These tunnels are an effective countermeasure to avoid or at least significantly
decrease reservoir sedimentation. The major drawback of these tunnels, besides high
construction costs, is the invert abrasion caused by highly supercritical sediment-laden
flows provoking high annual maintenance costs. These flows transport high sediment
fluxes of coarse material with flow velocities up to some 15 m/s.
In this experimental investigation, new insights are given into the dynamics of small and
large scale turbulence structures, particle motion, resulting bed abrasion and their interactions in a supercritical open channel flow over a transitionally rough bed. In phase A
the mean and turbulent flow characteristics are experimentally investigated using a
LDA system. In phase B single sediment particle motion in a wide range of Froude
number, water depth and bed slope is investigated by the means of high-speed camera
recordings. In phase C the invert abrasion development in time and space is examined in
a range of sediment transport rates using three different particle sizes. The main results
of the study are summarized below.

10.1 Experimental results
Phase A
In phase A, 9 test runs were conducted using a 2D-LDA system to measure the instantaneous streamwise and vertical velocities. From the obtained data, turbulence intensities,
friction velocities, bed and Reynolds shear stresses were calculated. The results show
that the mean and turbulence flow characteristics appear to be universal and hence are
well presented with the majority of existing equations in literature. Minor deviations
from universality were only observed to some extent when strong secondary currents
are present, i.e. in narrow open channel flows (b/h < 4). These secondary current cells
redistribute the turbulence intensities and bed shear stress across the flume leading to
20-50% higher shear stress values close to the side walls compared to the average. The
secondary currents become weaker toward the flume center and almost disappear at
higher aspect ratios, i.e. for wide open channel flow (b/h > 5), and a more randomly
distributed bed shear stress pattern is observed.
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Phase B
In phase B, 5,280 single particle motions were recorded using a high-speed camera to
determine the transport mode, particle velocities, saltation trajectories, and impact energies on the bed. The results show that particles were dominantly transported in saltation
mode with minor parts in rolling mode and some small particles in suspension. A correlation of the saltation probability as a function of the Shields parameter was determined
independent of particle size and shape. The particle velocity scales linearly with flow
intensity (expressed as friction velocity), showing excellent correlation and negligible
effect of particle size and shape. The saltation trajectory is described by the hop height
and length of a particle. With increasing flow intensity the hop height and length increase. A linear increase with the Shields parameter is found for both the normalized
hop height and length showing a high correlation. Both parameters are primarily sensitive to the flow intensity and slightly sensitive to the bed slope, whereas an effect of
particle shape is negligible.
The specific particle impact energy is calculated using the impact velocity before particle bed collision, the amount of impacts and the particles transported in time. The number of impacts is expressed as a function of hop length and transport mode probability.
The obtained specific energy increases with the Shields parameter towards a certain
maximum and decreases beyond due to two opposite effects. Whereas the single impact
energy per particle increases with increasing flow intensity, the number of impacts
shows an opposite trend. At a certain flow condition these two effects cancel each other.
Furthermore it is shown that the energy due to sliding and rolling motion is a constant
being independent of particle size and flow velocity. Further analysis shows that in the
streamwise direction particles are 3% slower after bed collision, whereas in the vertical
direction they are in average 40% higher after impact. This indicates the effect of a lift
force due to vertical directed turbulence structures in the inner wall region.
Phase C
In phase C, 21 test runs were conducted to investigate the abrasion development in
space and time. The results show that bed abrasion mostly starts downstream of a bed
irregularity and progresses with time both in the lateral and vertical direction. Abrasion
developed mainly at two lateral incision channels along the flume side walls, some runs
show randomly distributed potholes, and others show a mixture of both. Lateral channels were always observed at low aspect ratios b/h < 3-4, whereas the latter were observed for higher ratios b/h > 3-4. The lateral incision channels match well with the
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spanwise bed shear stress distribution across the flume. At locations of high bed shear
stress also high bed abrasion is observed. In return, these lateral channels stabilize the
bottom vortices, i.e. secondary currents, thus revealing a self-intensifying process. At
higher aspect ratios the more randomly distributed bed shear stress causes a more randomly distributed pattern.
Abrasion continuously increases with time revealing a balanced state where the amount
of transported sediment and abraded mortar scale linearly. The abraded mass of the soft
mortar for almost all test runs not only increases linearly, but also collapses, allowing
for a linear fit correlating the abraded to the transported mass. Examining the abrasion
rate in detail separately for every varied parameter reveals that abrasion increases with
flow intensity and sediment transport rate, shows the highest values for the mean particle diameter category, and decreases with increasing material strength. In contrast to
bedrock river studies, the flow was always supercritical and no abrasion damping cover
effect was observed. However, for the small particles a damping effect was observed
where abrasion was considerably lower compared to other experiments due to both
inter-particle contacts and low individual particle mass and thus kinetic energy.
Enhanced saltation abrasion model
A new formulation combing the abrasion rate with the impact energy on the bed is
developed based on the saltation abrasion model introduced originally by Sklar and
Dietrich (2004). The gravimetric abrasion rate depends on (1) the acting forces described by the resultant impact energy, saltation length and saltation and suspension
probabilities, and (2) the invert material resistance described by the compression
strength, Young’s modulus, and density. A new abrasion coefficient CA is introduced to
correlate (1) and (2) with the abrasion rate. This value is only based on laboratory abrasion experiments. The behavior of prototype high performance concrete cannot be
adequately downscaled, i.e. the results herein cannot be upscaled without further experiments. The prototype abrasion coefficient should be some orders of magnitude lower
and has to be studied in detail using standard abrasion mill experiments or on site. The
comparison, correlation and enhancement from this model to prototype data are topics
of a further VAW PhD research project (Hagmann et al. 2012, 2014).
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10.2 Design recommendations
General design recommendations for sediment bypass tunnels yield from the laboratory
model study findings described above.
The specific particle impact energy on the invert scales quadratically with the impact
velocity. A direct linear relationship between the particle impact velocity and the
streamwise flow velocity was found herein. Consequently, the crucial parameter primarily affecting the invert abrasion is the flow velocity. In turn, the flow velocity in an open
channel flow - for a given design discharge - is controlled by the invert width and the
invert slope. Reducing the slope or increasing the width reduces the flow velocity.
However, the velocity has to be well above the critical velocity, below which sediment
deposition may occur. This critical velocity defines a minimum threshold. As the research on sediment transport on fixed beds is scarce, formulae by Pedroli (1963) and
Smart and Jäggi (1983) should be used to estimate the transport capacity and critical
velocity. The state of the art formulae for movable river beds (Meyer-Peter and Müller
1948, Wong and Parker 2006) may be used for comparison applying a low critical
Shields parameter θc < 0.01. However, these formulae result in very low transport rates
likely underestimating the transport capacity in sediment bypass tunnels.
The question arises whether the bed slope or invert width additionally affect the impact
energy and invert abrasion development other than increasing the streamwise flow
velocity.
It was found that varying the bed slope does not additionally affect the abrasion in the
studied range. The saltation length as another parameter directly affecting the impact
energy linearly scales with the flow velocity, but does not reveal additional effects of
bed slope. In other words, a steep bed slope only contributes to a higher flow velocity,
but other than that does not additionally affect the particle trajectory and consequently
not the impact energy and invert abrasion. Also, the direct abrasion measurements in
phase C do not reveal exceptionally high abrasion rates for the steep slope experiments.
In contrast to the bed slope, variation of the invert width does change the abrasion development by affecting the secondary current flow pattern and consequently the bed
shear stress distribution. For narrow open channel flows with b/h < 3-4 steep lateral
sidewall incision channels develop, whereas for higher ratios b/h > 3-4 these channels
decrease in their extent and additionally randomly distributed potholes develop.
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To conclude, a relatively large tunnel width should be considered to achieve a more
even bed shear stress distribution, where consequently abrasion is more evenly distributed. Otherwise, for low aspect ratios, steep channels develop provoking a selfintensifying effect as more and more sediment is transported in these channels.
If narrow open channel flow cannot be avoided, an invert strengthening of the total
width covering about 30% of each area along the walls should be considered.
Curves in plan view should be avoided or at least constructed with a preferably large
radius as sediment transport always occurs on the inner side of the curve due to the
development of additional secondary currents. Similar to the area in the side wall vicinity at straight sections, an invert strengthening along the inner curve should be considered to cope with the increased specific sediment transport rates.
Other than that, invert irregularities at construction joints or imprecise uneven invert
implementation should be avoided or at least minimized. The experiments clearly reveal
that excessive irregularities directly cause initiation of abrasion.
Additional recommendations are published in Boes et al. (2014).

10.3 Outlook
The present work investigates the mean and turbulent flow characteristics, single sediment particle motion and abrasion development in sediment bypass tunnels in a scaled
hydraulic model. Whereas in the two former test series, to the best knowledge, scale
effects are negligible, the latter series implied the challenging problem to downscale the
invert material properties. An adequate substitute material was found with a weak cement-based mortar showing satisfying abrasion development and allowing for a sound
parameter comparison. However, a direct upscaling of these results is not possible
without standardized abrasion mill experiments and comparison with high performance
concrete. So far the introduced abrasion coefficient CA to calculate the gravimetric
abrasion rate is only valid for the experiments conducted herein.
Two further steps are indispensable to upscale and compare the obtained results: (1)
Standard abrasion tests as described in Section 3.3.3 should be performed for both the
two weak mortar mixtures and prototype high performance concretes used as invert
material, and (2) abrasion development in time and space has to be monitored at a prototype sediment bypass tunnel to compare not only the measured abrasion rates but also
spatial patterns. These two tasks are currently dealt with in an ongoing research project
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at VAW to be finished in 2016 (Hagmann et al. 2012, 2014). Four and five different
invert materials are implemented for comparison in the Swiss Pfaffensprung and Solis
bypass tunnel, respectively. The invert topography is scanned after every major tunnel
operation. Furthermore, standard abrasion tests of these invert materials are conducted
in cooperation with TU Dresden, Germany to allow for sound comparison of the prototype and laboratory results.
A further important topic is the verification and improvement of existing sediment
transport formulae valid for fixed beds. As laboratory research on this topic is comparably scarce, it is recommended to conduct sound experiments, systematically varying the
relevant parameters. Furthermore, laboratory data should be verified by prototype
measurements. The latter is also covered by the above mentioned research project.
Besides the investigation of invert material resistance, another focus is laid on direct
sediment measurements by geophones and turbidity meters (Hagmann et al. 2012,
2014)
Regarding future laboratory research, focus should be laid on the following topics:
(1) Inter-particle collisions and bedload layer development
(2) Particle trajectory recordings on already abraded beds
(3) Further experiments on abrasion development
(4) Variation of cross sectional profiles
(5) Particle trajectories and abrasion development in curved sections
Topic (1) is of major interest to define threshold sediment concentrations, where interparticle collisions start playing a major role and continuous bedload layer development
may occur. Moreover, the quantification of the damping effect of both processes on the
resulting bed impact energy is of high interest.
Topic (2) is particularly important as in the present study only saltating particles on a
fixed, flat bed were investigated. Particle trajectories may vary considerably from these
findings if an uneven abraded bed is considered. As abrasion progresses with time, this
topic is very challenging. Two approaches are proposed. Either the bed may be fixed by
a strong thin cement layer after allowing for a certain abrasion, or structured uniformly
distributed bed roughness elements may be implemented on the bed. The former approach models a physically correctly abraded bed, but general conclusions are challenging. The abrasion process is stopped at a random partial run step leading to a somewhat
randomly developed abrasion pattern. The second approach allows for a more systemat-
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ic investigation by implementing different structured elements. However, these simplifications may not necessarily model real prototype conditions correctly.
Topic (3) refers to the abrasion experiments conducted herein in test phase C. Further
tests are necessary to improve the data base. Short test runs (t = 90 min) should be
repeated. Further runs should be conducted at mean sediment supply rates
(Qs = 200 g/s) and high slopes (Sb > 0.01). The minimum run time should be three
hours. The hard mortar mixture should be skipped in future experiments. Instead, a new
further soft mixture should be developed using the same sand/cement ratio of 15:1, but
increasing the water/cement ratio from w/c = 0.6 to 0.8 or 1.0, and adding concrete flow
additives for easier processing. Furthermore, a compulsory mixer should be used for
mortar mixing. These measures should significantly decrease the imperfections in the
mortar blocks due to easier manufacturing.
Topic (4) considers the fact that circular, archway and horseshoe profiles do affect the
development of secondary current cells compared to vertical side walls. Literature
findings reveal that inclined side walls redistribute the flow pattern and consequently
bed shear stress and turbulence intensities. These effects are more pronounced at a large
side wall inclination. Thus, the effect of a typical horseshoe profile should be further
investigated as it is a common cross-sectional profile applied in sediment bypass tunnels. The effects of the different profiles on secondary flow and invert abrasion have to
be studied and compared in detail in order to give design recommendations on the most
suitable cross-section for sediment bypass tunnels.
Topic (5) accounts for the fact that sediment transport is focused on the inner side of a
curve due to additional secondary currents. However, this topic is challenging regarding
hydraulic model construction, data recording and data analysis, but the gain in
knowledge is supposed to be large for both fundamental and applied research.
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A

integral constant

[-]

AD

projected particle area perpendicular to the flow

[m2]

AL

projected particle area parallel to the flow

[m2]

Ap

Particle area

[m2]

Ar

vertical abrasion rate

[m/s]

Ars

gravimetric abrasion rate

[kg/(sm')]

a

particle acceleration

[m/s2]

ap

particle a-axis

[m]

ar

exponent

[-]

av

constant

[-]

B

integral constant

[-]

b

flume width

[m]

bc

active bedload layer / incision channel width

[m]

bp

particle b-axis

[m]

CA

Abrasion coefficient

[-]

Cz

dimensionless Chézy coefficient

[-]

CAM

added mass coefficient

[-]

CD

drag coefficient

[-]

CLG

lift coefficient for velocity gradient

[-]

CLS

lift coefficient for spinning motion

[-]

CL

lift coefficient including spinning motion and velocity gradient

[-]

Cv

volumetric sediment concentration

[-]

Cs

gravimetric sediment concentration

[g/l]

c*

dimensionless bedload concentration

[-]

cp

particle c-axis

[m]
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D

diameter

[m]

D∗

dimensionless grain size

[-]

d

particle contact length

[m]

E

particle impact energy

[J]

E*

specific particle impact energy

[J/(sm')]

F

Froude number

[-]

FAM

added mass force

[N]

FB

buoyancy force

[N]

FG

submerged weight

[N]

FD

drag force

[N]

FLG

lift force due to flow velocity gradient

[N]

FLS

lift force due to spinning particle motion

[N]

FR

Coulomb friction force

[N]

fc

compression strength

[Pa]

ft

tensile strength

[Pa]

ftf

flexural tensile strength

[Pa]

G

gravitational weight

[N]

g

gravitational acceleration

[m/s2]

Hp

hop height

[m]

h

flow depth/boundary layer thickness

[m]

ha

abrasion depth

[m]

hf

head loss height

[m]

I

number of particle impacts

[-]

k

geometric roughness height

[m]

ks

equivalent sand roughness height

[m]

ksst

equivalent sand roughness height with sediment transport

[m]

ks+ = ksU∗/ν

[-]
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kv

rock resistance coefficient

[-]

L

length

[m]

Lp

hop length

[m]

lw

abrasion pattern wave length

[m]

Ma

abraded mass

[kg]

Mp

particle mass

[kg]

Ms

transported sediment mass

[kg]

Np

number of particles

[-]

n

spinning rate

[rev/s]

P

mean pressure

[N/m2]

Pp

particle perimeter

[m]

PR

rolling probability

[-]

PS

suspension probability

[-]

p

instantaneous pressure

[N/m2]

p'

pressure fluctuation

[N/m2]

po

areal fraction of bedrock exposure

[-]

Q

water discharge

[m3/s]

QN

particle rate

[1/s]

Qs

gravimetric bedload rate

[kg/s]

Qs*

gravimetric bedload transport capacity

[kg/s]

Qv

volumetric bedload rate

[m3/s]

Qv*

volumetric bedload transport capacity

[m3/s]

q

specific water discharge

[m3/(sm)]

qs

specific gravimetric bedload rate

[kg/(sm)]

qs*

specific gravimetric bedload transport capacity

[kg/(sm)]

qv

specific volumetric bedload rate

[m3/(sm)]

qv*

volumetric bedload transport capacity

[m3/(sm)]
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qvn*

non-dimensional volumetric bedload transport capacity

[-]

qvt

total volumetric sediment load

[m3/(sm)]

R

Reynolds number

[-]

Rp

particle Reynolds number

[-]

R∗p

particle Reynolds number scaled with U∗

[-]

Rh

hydraulic radius

[m]

R2

coefficient of determination

[-]

S

slope

[-]

s = ρs/ρ

[-]

T* = θ/θc transport stage

[-]

t

time

[s]

U

flow velocity

[m/s]

Ū

spatial and temporal mean streamwise flow velocity

[m/s]

Uc

self-cleansing flow velocity

[m/s]

Uco

flow velocity obtained from continuity equation

[m/s]

Umax

maximum temporal mean streamwise flow velocity

[m/s]

Up

streamwise particle velocity

[m/s]

U+ = U/U∗

[-]

+
= U max U ∗
U max

[-]

ΔU+

roughness shift

[-]

U∗

friction velocity

[m/s]

U∗c

critical friction velocity at onset of motion

[m/s]

u

streamwise instantaneous flow velocity

[m/s]

u'

streamwise velocity fluctuation

[m/s]

urms

streamwise turbulence intensity

[m/s]

V

temporal mean spanwise flow velocity

[m/s]

V

volume

[m3]
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Va

abraded volume

[m3]

Vby

bypassed volume

[m3]

Vim

mean particle impact velocity

[m/s]

Vout

mean outgoing particle impact velocity

[m/s]

Vp = (Up2 + Wp2)0.5 resultant particle velocity

[m/s]

Vs

particle settling velocity

[m/s]

v

spanwise instantaneous flow velocity

[m/s]

v'

spanwise velocity fluctuation

[m/s]

vrms

spanwise turbulence intensity

[m/s]

W

temporal mean vertical flow velocity

[m/s]

Wim

mean vertical particle impact velocity

[m/s]

Wp

vertical particle velocity

[m/s]

Wrms

averaged vertical turbulence intensity

[m/s]

w

vertical instantaneous flow velocity

[m/s]

w'

vertical velocity fluctuation

[m/s]

wrms

vertical turbulence intensity

[m/s]

x

streamwise coordinate

[m]

YM

Young’s Modulus of elasticity

[Pa]

YN

filling ratio

[-]

y

spanwise coordinate

[m]

z

vertical coordinate

[m]

z0

zero-velocity level from the channel bed

[m]

z+ = zU∗/ν

[-]

Greek symbols
α

bed/invert inclination

[°]

α*

dimensionless shear rate

[-]
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β

flow equilibrium parameter

[-]

βN

proportional factor

[-]

γ

velocity correction angle test phase A

[°]

γim

particle incidence impact angle

[°]

γout

particle takeoff impact angle

[°]

δ

vertical position of maximum velocity

[m]

ε

elastic strain energy

[J/m3]

θ

Shields parameter

[-]

θc

non-dimensional critical shear stress/critical Shields parameter

[-]

κ

von Kármán constant

[-]

λ

flow resistance coefficient

[-]

λs

scaling factor

[-]

μ

Coulomb friction coefficient

[-]

ν

kinematic viscosity

[m2/s]

Π

wake parameter

[-]

ρ

fluid density

[kg/m3]

ρc

concrete density

[kg/m3]

ρs

solid particle density

[kg/m3]

σa

standard deviation of abrasion depth ha

[mm]

σu

uniformity coefficient

[-]

τb

bed shear stress

[N/m2]

ϕ

natural angle of repose

[°]

ϕs

submerged angle of repose

[°]

ω

angular velocity

[s-1]

Subscripts
acc

acceleration
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a

abraded

b

bed, bedload, b-axis

bot

bottom

by

bypassed

c

critical or concrete

co

values derived from continuity equation

d

design

e

energy

im

impact

l

log-law

m

mean or decisive

max

maximum

min

minimum

notSus not Suspension (still saltation)
o

approach flow

out

outflow/outgoing

p

particle

R

rolling

r

Reynolds shear stress

rms

root mean square

S

suspension

s

solid or gravimetric

t

tunnel

top

top

v

volumetric
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Appendix A: Surface plots
Differential surface plots and photographs
Subsequently the differential surface scans and corresponding photographs (for the soft
mortar) of all 21 test runs at test phase C are presented. The most downstream 100 mm
of the soft mortar block were not considered in the data analysis due to the free end
overfall affecting the flow depth. The affected upstream length was determined according to Hager (1983) to about 100 mm. Note that at the soft mortar scans these last
100 mm are cut, i.e. scans are 1,400 mm or 2,900 mm long. The photographs show the
complete soft mortar section, i.e. 1,500 mm or 3,000 mm. The scans of the hard mortar
blocks are always 1,500 mm long.
TC1 - Soft mortar

z [mm]

z [mm]

z [mm]
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TC1 - Hard mortar
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TC2-1 - Soft mortar
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z [mm]

z [mm]
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TC2-1 - Hard mortar
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TC2-2 - Soft mortar
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TC2-2 – Hard mortar
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TC3 – Soft mortar
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TC4 – Soft mortar
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TC4 – Hard mortar
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TC5 – Soft mortar
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TC5 – Hard mortar
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TC6-1 – Soft mortar
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TC6-1 – Hard mortar
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TC6-2 – Soft mortar
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TC6-2 – Hard mortar
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TC7 – Soft mortar
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TC8 – Soft mortar
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TC9 – Soft mortar
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TC10-1 – Soft mortar
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TC15 – Soft mortar
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TC16 – Soft mortar
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TC18 – Soft mortar
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Mean longitudinal and cross-sectional bed profiles
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